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SATELLITE DICEST

TOP OF THE MONTH

WELCOME lN CANADA!This issue
of CSD is getting extra-circulation at
the'First  Canadian Satel l i te Exposi-
t ion, 'being held in Vancouver Febru-
ary 3-4-5. This is my kind of good, old
fashioned show. Lots of space-age
equipment, loaned to the show by the
Canadian space oriented firms, fhree
channels of in-hotel-room program-
ming created especially for show atten-
dees and Frank Ogden!

SMATV. We begin a several part
look at satellite master antenna televi-
sion or 'private cable' this month. By
accident, this is especially appropriate
in Canada since as CSD reoorted last
month in some detai l ,  a Canadian high
court has ruled that SMATV systems in
Canada can carry US DOMSAT prog-
rams without breaking any Canadian
laws.  The repor t  w i l l  h i t  home,  'a t

home, '  here in the US as wel l .
FEEDS are back again as we re-

sume our mult iple part  ser ies on feed
tests in this issue. Law suits or threats
of same gr ind on in the US ' feed mini-
industry 'as we cont inue our look at the
technical aspect of feeds.

SPEAKING of law suits,  by now you
must have heard about the falling out
between SPACE and STTI over the
Or lando-announced ' jo in t  show'  fo r
this March in Vegas. Coop Comments
on this and other t imely topics in this
rssue.
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OUR COVER/  Jamie  Gowen o f
ADM three stories above ground at
the  Un ivers i ty  o f  Mora tuwa,  Sr i
Lanka, takes the local version of the'pause that refreshes'; a less-than-
chilled coconut milk break. Part of
the Arthur C. Clarke TVRO Ex-
pedit ion, Gowen and ADM's Ed
Randall oversaw installation of the
six meter ADM dish, partially shown
to right, for the University's Depart-
ment of Electr ical  Engineering. A ful l
repor t  appeared in  the  January
issue of CSD.
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TED TURNER/ appearing at a cable symposium in 1978 told the
cable crowd, "We are all going to get rich together." Five years later,
few would deny he helped them improve their bottom line.

off the cable in favor of one or more Turner services; there are FCC
rules around which establish certain 'signal priorities' for the cable
systems. In some instances, the FCC rules 'demand' thai certain
signals must be carried by the cable system, and if the sum total of
those'must carry' signals is 12 or so, that leaves the cable operator no
room to carry signals he might wish to carry; such as WTBS. The
obvious answer to this problem is for the cable operator to spend
some bucks, and increase his'channel capacity' to more than 12
channels. On the surface that does not seem like such a stifl problem
since cable systems have been routinely offering 20 plus channels for
more than a decade now.

Sti l l ,  that decision, to sit  down and spend several hundred

TURNER'S OTHER Cheek
Many years ago a brash young man from Georgia took on the

television broadcast industry. Virtually all by himself. R'E. 'Ted'Tur-

ner al igned himself with the cable television industry when' in 1976'
he opted to place the programming from his struggling Atlanta UHF
television station (then using the call letters WTCG) on satellite. When
the first cable homes in America tuned in WTCG (WTBS) lar away
lrom Georgia in December of 1976, a love alJair between America and
Turner was off and running.

Turner loved the cable industry; i t  was, l ike him, unstructured,
'brash' and an upstart. He loved appearing at cable shows, holding
forth from the podium telling cable operators that the networks were
the 'bad guys' and cable was going to save America from narrow
minded views. On more than one occasion Turner's operations were
attacked by broadcasters, broadcasting trade press, and just about
everyone else in 'the establishment.' Cable operators and cable sub-
scribers became a 'cult' for Turner. Within a few years Turner's
brashness was earning him interview slots inside Playboy' in the
major national news magazines and on network television.

More than one cable operator worships Ted Turner. More than one
cable operator looks to Ted as the 'Jesus Christ' of the industry'
leading ihe industry out of the black ages of master antennas into the

bright, new world of ( international) satel l i te communications' As a

body, cable operators hold the convict ion that 'Ted Turner can do no

wrong' and most members of the cable lraternity would defend Turner

in virtual ly any lorum.
The love i f fair may be coming to an end; a'marriage, '  i l  indeed

there ever was one, may be ready for Ti juana. Turner's outspoken
comments regarding the 'future' ol DBS is at the root of the break up'

Appearing in Anaheim, California at the Western Cable Television
Show ihis past December, Turner shook the cable tree by forecasting
that 'DBS (with HBO) was coming. '  Cable operators see red when

they hear those three magic letters and they saw red when Turner

uttered the phrase. Now that he had their attention, he took it a step
further.

Turner is a fierce competitor; he knows the thrill of victory and
the agony of deteat and clearly the victory thrill is h's first choice Not

all ca-ble operators have given Turner the support he has asked for'
Not all cable systems have opted to carry WTBS, and not all cable

systems have opted to carry CNN or CNN-2 (headline news)' Turner's
concept of 'victory' is that every cable system in every town should
carry allthree of his services. He figures he gambled his fortune and
his Atlanta UHF TV stat ion to force the satel l i te industry to'happen,'
and in return {or this gamble he expects every cable system to support
every one of his efforts. but, alas, there are some old style cable
systems around, such as Binghamton, New York, where the cable

system has only 12 (VHF) channels avai lable. This puts the Bingham-
ton cable operitor in a spot; with but 12 channels to play with, the

cable operator has to be very selective about which services are
olaced on the cable. lf WTBS + CNN + CNN'2 are not in the channel
mix, Turner feels the cable operator is not supporting Turner in the

way Turner has supported the cable industry.
From the cable operator's point of view, Turner's "demands" to be

carried on these old style cable systems have merit but the demands
are impractical. The cable operator can't always toss other services
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MARCH SHOW Snafu
I WAS DBS When DBS Wasn't Cool!
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thousand or several mil l ion dol lars to'upgrade'the capacity of an older
style cable system to more than 12 channels is a decision which the
cable operator must make. For whatever reason he may have, if he
elects not to do this, now or ever, that is his decision. To put him in an
awkward spot, 'demanding' that he add new equipment to increase
the system's channel capacity, is to get involved in the cable oper-
atorrs private business affairs.

Turner, increasingly of late, has done just this. Ted apparently
figures that after seven years of being on satellite, after seven years of
dramatic cable industry growth in the satellite area, the time has
passed when cable operators can plead 'poverty'on the channel
expansion issue. So the WTBS folks have taken to singl ing out various
cable systems where Turner is not carried because of'channel capac-
ity' problems. The cable operators put on the spot by this tactic are not
very nappy.

At the Anaheim cable show Turner gave each of these cable
operators a stern warning; perhaps the ult imate warning. He told them
il they did not carry a suitable mix of WTBS/CNN/CNN-2, that he and
his new 'partner'  in the DBS market were going to enter their cable
markets and'sel l '  DBS. In effect, i f  cable won't give WTBS et al a dial
posit ion in Binghamton, WTBS et al would go direct to the consumers
wi th  4  GHz 'CBD/DBS. '

Predictably, the cable operators were someplace between en-
raged and insulted. One suggested from the f loor of the meeting room
that Turner was trying to be a part of 'his '  corporation, 'assist ing' him in
making corporate decisions. First Turner warned them that 'DBS is
coming' and then he threatened cable with a new 'Turner DBS.'

I t  is a habit of R.E. 'Ted'Turner to walk a thin l ine between insult
and threat. lt is the nature of a fierce competitor that if you intimidate
the opposition, you can often force an issue to go 'your way.' lt has
been that very 'habit '  of Turner's which has unti l  now endeared him to
most of the cable operators. Of course, unti l  now, Turner's insults and
thin-l ine verbage has always been directed at cable's mortal enemies;
the networks and the FCC.

Apparently Turner's Anaheim appearance was cable's f irst real
dose of seeing the tables turned on them. Many attending were
shocked; unable to comprehend that a favored ' lover'  had suddenly
begun making statements which clearly were not positive towards
cable interests. Those that were not shocked were worried that Tur-
ner's inlatuation with cable mav be over and that he had found a'new
Iove,; CBD/DBS.

lf  cable was shocked with the Turner presentation in Anaheim,
cable has no one to blame lor that surprise but i tself  .  Turner has been
making i t  very plain for some t ime that he cannot afford to continue
losing money on CNN and CNN-2. He has made i t  equally plain that he
has kept 'subscriber rates'on CNN and CNN-2' low'to the cable f irms
because he wanted the service to have maximum exoosure. He did
this because he knew that unless CNN and CNN-2 qained true nation-
al exposure, the services would never attract suif icient advert isino
revenues to be viable. The demise of SNC this past fall proved wha-t
happens when you lose too much money for too long a t ime; the
service simply has to cease operating.

What Turner is saying to the cable folks is that cable is his
preferential distr ibution medium for WTBS/CNN/CNN-2. But, i f  the
cable lolks don't  take the bundle of three services, he must, just to stay
al ive, f ind some other outlet for those services. CBD/DBS is the new
kid on lhe block and i t  offers Turner a new option he did not previously
have; the abi l i ty to 'go direct ' to the viewer's l iv ing rooms, bypassing
the cable operator.

When Turner appeared before the SPACE show in Orlando this
past November, most felt  he was invited to speak because he was
something of a colorful character in an often drab industrv. Few
recognized that Turner's appearance was part of a,master plan'to get
Turner's operations deeply involved in our industry; to provide a
start ing point for Turner's CBS/DBS aspirat ions. Those who found
Turner dif f icult  to take and hard to understand in Orlando simolv lack
the historical perspective which is demanded if you are goingio be
anything more than a repeater of 'headlines. '

A few years back Turner's advertising people created a poster
which showed 'the man' standing before his WTBS dish farm with
guitar in hand. Borrowing a phrase from a popular country and west-
ern tune of the day, the poster headlined, "l Was Cable When Cable

Wasn't Cool." A more modern version of the same poster would
change the headline; " l  Was DBS When DBS Wasn't Cool."

WHO lS To Blame?
By now it  should not come as 'news' to manv that the ,baroain'

struck in Orlando to joint ly hold the STTI and-SPACE shoils in
Vegas this coming March fel l  apart back in December. Our CJR
reported . in mid-January the sequence of events leading up to the
cancellation of the joint show effort and the threat of lawsuits that
fol lowed.

I wi l l  not recount those events here; i l  you don't  get CJR, that is
your own fault .  l f  you read accounts of this elsewhere, you probably
got a biased view of what happened.

The popular telephone talk these days seems to be attempts to f ix
blame on one side (say STTI) or the other (say SpACE). SPACE
releases on this isssue focus on the unwil l ingness of STTI's Rick
Schneringer to st ick by his original,  verbal, agreement made in
Orlando. Schneringer in turn focuses on his ,over generosity, in
agreeing to send checks to SPACE totaling more tnan $OOO,OOCi per
year.

This is one of those situations where I doubt there is a sinole
direction for the blame to go. I happen to believe, having reviewed i-he
events that led up to the Orlando'accord, ' that SpACE got more from
Schneringer than it was entifled to get. lt is one thing to have Rick
Schneringer in a position of weakness and to be dem;nding certain
concessions from the man because you are in a position of strength.
But Schneringer was not in a posit ion of weakness (he had 320 of his
344 booths 'pre'sold for Vegas; whereas SPACE had but g.l booths

COOP/ continued page 75

Cooll'
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TIMEYOU CAN
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GUARANTEEDFOR
THREE YEARS.**
oNo Down Payment
oNo Collateral Needed
oup To 6 Years and Longer Repayment Period
oFlexible Paymenlsx*x
o Low MOnthly Paymenls{< :r {< {<
oNo Complicated Paperwork***'r 'r
.All Current TVRO Equipment
Covered Under The Warranty Program

*Upon Approved Credit
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_ _ _ _ _
SATELLITE FINANCIAL PLANNING CORPORATION
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Litlle Patuxent Parkway
Cof umbia, Maryland 21 O44

Please send me information regarding financing and extended limited warranty
for the home TVRO user.

Telephone( )-

Zip Code

XRATE AS OF OCTOBER 5. I983.

SATELIIIE TI]IIANGIAL
PTANTIIING G|IRP||RATI|| Il|
1000 Century Plaza, Suite 320
10630 Little Patuxent Parkwav
Columbia, Maryland 21044
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SMATV HEADENDS/

GETTING ON
ONE CABLE

ALL lN One Wire
Many people find it fascinating, perhaps even difficult to under-

stand, how one small wire only slightly larger than a standard pencil in
diameter can transport into their living room or bedroom dozens,
indeed a hundred or more, totally separate channels of television.
After some 35 years of cable television or CATV, the mystery of how
all of this works, and when working properly, works so well, mystifies
many.

The 'secret' of cable television, whether the cable system serves
two homes or two mil l ion homes, is real ly quite simple to understand.
Each television channel has its own operating trequency. The same
wire can carry an almost unlimited number of 'f requencies.' lt is the job
of the cable system designer to 'transmit' those separate frequencies
from the starting point (called 'headend') ol the cable system in such a
manner that any television receiver connected to the cable can in turn
'separate'the frequencies so that only one, at a time, is processed by
the TV set. This is not unl ike the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz 'satel l i te band'which
transmits, as a 'band of frequencies' as many as 24 separate TV
program channels. We have all learned that the individual TVRO
receiver is 'tuned'through those channels so that only one at a time
exits the TVRO receiver, even if 24 went in.

There are two legal definitions of 'cable' which concern us. As a
companion series appearing in CSD's mid-month companion publica-
tion CJR is presently pointing out, there is one definition created by the
FCC, and another definition created by the U.S. Copyright Ottice. The
FCC says that whenever you connect 50 or more residences or living
units to a single, common antenna, you have a 'cable television
system.' The Copyright Oflice says that anytime you connect two or
more residences or living units to a single, common antenna, you
have a 'cable television system.' We'll leave the legal definitions to
CJR, for now, and concentrate here on how all of this magic works.

MODULATORS And Channels
Remember that if we want to send two or more TV channels down

the same oiece of cable. we have to start off with the two or more
channels operating on descrete, separate channels or frequencies.
More than 40 years ago the FCC established the basis for the present
TV channel system, by assigning certain TV 'channels' to certain,
specific, operating frequencies. TV receiver manufacturers, in turn,
have designed and sold TV receivers which are also designed to
operate on these same frequencies. A table of standard VHF channel
lrequencies in North America appears here.

A modulator, even the kind built into your KLM or other brand
TVRO receiver, operates on a specific trequency. The frequency is
determined by either a 'crystal' which initiates the frequency creation
process, or something called a 'free running oscillator.' A crystal is a
small, sealed, electronic device which will create a 'signal' on a
specific trequency when the crystal is wired into a special electronic
circuit called an oscillator. A crystal virtually guarantees that the
frequency ol the signal will be very stable, very 'pure,' and that the
frequency will not'drift' or change on you as you use the device. But
crystals cost money and the oscillator circuits they plug or wire into are
often quite complex. So there is a low-cost approach to the same

SATELLITE DICEST

TWO DISH SMATV system providing two channels from Westar V
and four channels from SATCOM F3R. F3R dish (nearest) has
single LNA operating on vertical polarization for four TV chan'
nels; back dish has dual LNAs, one for each polarization, for a
pair of channels.

circuit  cal led a ' free running osci l lator. '  This is essential ly a signal
generation circuit minus a crystal. The circuit still produces a signal
(known in the trade as a 'carrier') but the absolute frequency of the
non-crystal-controlled oscillator will vary; with time, and temperature.

Every modulator has an oscillator circuit; without it, it would not be
creating a frequency or carrier at all. Most home receiver modulators
do not use a crystal to create the operating frequency; they depend on
a free running oscillator. This is a cost savings to the receiver (modula-
tor) manufacturer. Some modulators sold as'stand alone' modulator
unils also do not use a crystal to create the specific operating frequen-
cy. They, too, are subject to some variation in operating lrequency as
the circuit ages, or alternately gets cold and warm.

A modulator with a crystal 'turns on' very close to the crystal
created frequency it is designed for, and it stays on (or very-very close
to) that trequency. A free running osci l lator ' turns on'on one operating
frequency and then as the circuit warms up and the parts heat up, the
frequency of the modulalor changes. Perhaps not by a great deal, but
there is some change nonetheless.

The oscillator creates the trequency for the modulator, but the
'power' of the oscillator is not very great so typically this oscillator
signal must be 'ampli f ied' inside of the modulalor before the signal is

TABLE ONE
These are the standard TV channel frequency assignments for

VHF channels 2 through 13 in North America.
Channel Visual Carrier Frequency Aural Carrier Frequency

2 55.25 MHz
3 61.25 MHz
4 67.25MH2

5 77.25 MHz
6 83.25 MHz

Note: There is a 4 MHz space, 2/3rds the width of a standard TV
channel, in between channels 4 and 5. Special public safety
two-way radio signaling systems occupy this frequency range.
Thus 4 and 5 are not ' true-adiacent '  channels.

59.75 MHz
65.75 MHz
71.75 MHz

81 .75  MHz
87.75 MHz

179.75 MHz
185.75  MHz
191 .75  MHz
197.75 MHz
203.75 MHz
209.75 MHz
215.75 MHz

Note: The FM broadcast band occupies a space from 88 to 108
MHz, immediately adjacent to VHF channel 6. Between 108 MHz
and 136 MHz are various air to air and ground to air radio assign-
ments. Between 136 MHz and174 MHz are various two-way radio
services.

7 175.25 MHz
I  181 .25  MHz
9 187.25 MHz

10 193.25  MHz
1 1  199.25  MHz
12 205.25 MHz
13 211.25 MHz
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strong enough to be useful in our applications. The oscillator also is a'pure carr ier, '  that is, there is nothing resembling ' intel l igence' or
information attached to the oscillator's signal. This is what a modula-
tor really does; it takes the basic 'pure carrier signal' generated by the
oscillator circuit and it 'marries' that pure signal with our video and
audio information coming from ourTVRO receiver. We'l l look, in some
detai l ,  how al l  of this happens in a subsequent port ion of this series.

For now, keep in mind that we have the lollowino sub-sections
inside of the modulator:

1) An osci l lator lhat creates the actual signal on a specif ic fre-
quency;

2) An amplifier which boosts the power of the modulator's oscil-
lator to a level or strength that is sufficient to allow us to 'use'

that signal, and,
3) A circuit  ( the actual 'modulator circuit ' )  which marries lhe

desired video and audio signal coming out of the TVRO receiv-
er demodulator to the 'pure carrier' created by the oscillator.

NOT ALL Satellite
While i t  would be expedient to consider an SMATV/private cable

system as an 'al l  satel l i te fed' system, using only satel l i te del ivered
s igna ls  fo r  re -d is t r ibu t ion  v ia  cab le  to  the  (subscr ib ing)  in te r -
connected homes, the truth is that most such svstems are actuallv
designed to function with some mixture of satel i i te fed signals and

S I N G L E  L N A , BASIC SMATV SYSTEM

TO DOWN CONVERTER #1
TO DOWN CONVERTER #2
TO DOWN CONVERTER #3
TO DOWN CONVERTER #4

4.WAY
MICROWAVE
SPLITTER

1/2 ' '  HARDLINE/TO
INDOORS

*Pq-w.-f-l l;ec,enren,t*
ICONVERTERF* |  ;
l f i " ' -  

'  -  ' l  
I  DEMoD #1  l+*|ffi4*fBEfiEffi

*lDowN--l l"--
lc6runtnrER|* | IEg.ElYqry |

I t c  
-  - l  

I D E M o D # 3  1 +
*lggt',|.,;l* lnec *"+* u' o.o uru

l#o I LIEM:e i1l*auoro

TERMINATOR
RF OUT
LOOP

C O M B I N E D
OUTPUTS
C H A N N E L S  7 , 9 ,  1 1 ,  1 3  T O
CABLE DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM

V I D E O
WGN

A U D I O

V I D E O
ESPN

A U D I O

V I D E O
CNN2

A U D I O

C H A N N E L  9

H A N N E L  1

SIX CHANNEL headend using recently released Intersat SpL40
receivers (single channel, digitally tuned) with separate down con-
verters. Modulators are Blonder Tongue ESM series.

some combination of 'oftair '  terrestr ial signals. As we shal l  see, l i fe
would be far simpler for the SMATV/private Cable svstem instal ler i f
only satel l i te video signals were ut i l ized for cable distr ibution.

We are forced to 'modulate' satel l i te siqnals onto a standard TV
channel because of two factors:

1) The satel l i te signals are transmitted to our dish antennas
using a type of modulat ion known as 'FM'; or, frequency
modulat ion. Our standard TV receivers have been designed
to work using a dif ferent type of modulat ion known as ,AM,'or
ampli tude modulat ion. The two are not compatible and to make
it possible for the TV receivers to work with satel l i te signals, we
have to turn the FM signals into AM signals. The TVRO receiv-
er  tu rns  the  FM s igna ls  in to 'pure 'v ideo and 'pure 'aud io .  Once
we have video and audio avai lable to us, we can then send the
video and audio into a new'modulator 'which works as an ,AM'
modulator, and that is compatible with our 'AM' standards
television receivers.

2) The satel l i te signals are transmitted in a frequency range
which standard TV sets wil l  not tune-in, direct ly. The TVRO
receiver 'down converts' the microwave signals from their spe-
cial frequencies to a much lower frequency; and then the
receiver demodulates these FM signals into basic video and
audio for us.

Terrestr ial television signals, coming from a VHF or UHF transmit-
ter, are already'AM' modulated and they are also already operating on
a frequency which corresponds to the channels found in the TV set 's
tuner. When we wish to 'mix'  some terrestr ial TV sionals with some
satellite delivered channels, we have to make sure tliat as we do this
we are not allowing either one to interlere with the other on our cable
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system. lf all of the channels we might carry on our cable system were
coming to us through the air from VHF or UHF transmitters, we could
pretty much depend upon those channel 'frequencies'being stable
and in the right'trequency spot.'That, afterall, is part of the iob of the
broadcaster operating the station. However, when we depend upon
our own system installed modulators to create some of the channels
we will carry on our cable system, now we have to be concerned that
our own modulators (oscillators) are operating on the correct frequen-
cy to insure that they do not interfere with terrestrial stations to be
carried on our cable.

Correct operating frequency is but one of the parameters-ot
concern with an SMATV system modulator. Since most SMATV sys-
tems do employ crystal controlled modulators, with high frequency
stability, a'wandering' modulator-oscillator is not a big concern. There
are other operating parameters which we will touch on here, just lor
identif ication, this month and then look at in greater detail subsequent-
ly in this series.

1) Modulation index. The process of 'adding' the intelligence
(video and audio) to the oscillator'carrier' involves moditying
the original 'purd carrier. The modilying agent is the video and
audio signals. There is a relationship between the amount of
video signal and the amount of oscillator carrier. Both units are
measured in terms of power levels, each separately and then
the pair as combined. Most commercial quality modulators
have a video modulation control. This is a system to fix the
proper'ratio' between the raw video signal and the oscillator's
pure carrier so that when the two are added together, we end
up with a high quality picture on a TV channel frequency. The
visual quality of the picture depends almost entirely upon the
relationship between the carrier 'power' and the modulation
'power.' Being able to control this relationship and measure or
monitor its Derformance is important.

BLONDER TONGUE TVM series modulators have front panel
metering tor video modulalion adiustments. The knob adiusts
the percentage of modulation and just to the right of the knob an
LED flickers (red) when you are beyond 87.5% modulation.

2) Oscillator harmonics. When you creale a pure carrier on
channel 2 (operating frequency of 55.25 MHz), and then con-
nect the output of that oscillator to a cable system, you must be
concerned that 'multiples' ol the operating frequency do not
also come out of the oscillator (modulato|. For example, 2
t imes 55.25 is 1 10.50 MHz. Three t imes 55.25 is 165.75 MHz.
And tour t imes 55.25 MHz is 221.00 MHz. Any osci l lator wi l l
create its own designed-for frequency, and it will also have'harmonic signals'  al 2, 3, 4,5 and so on t imesthat frequency.
The main power will be on the designed{or frequency. But
some amount of power will also appear at the output of the
modulator at harmonic frequencies (110.50, etc.).  l f  harmo-
nics of the oscillator-modulator happen to'fall' inside another
TV channel in the system, these harmonic signals will cause
interference to the other channel. An examole.

In our f irst examDle. 110.50. 165.75 and 221.00 MHz are
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not inside of any of the standard TV channels. Therefore any
harmonics from a channel 2 modulator would not cause cable-
system interference since there are no standard TV channels
affected. However, if we were using a modulator on channel 3,
the ' third haronic'ol i ts visual carr ier lrequency is 201 .75 MHz
(three times 67.25 MHz) and 201 .75 MHz is within the assign-
ment lor TV channel 11 (channel 11 is 198 to 204 MHz; see
chart). A table ol harmonics appears here.

When a modulator (osci l lator) has harmonics that are
allowed to get into the cable system, these harmonics repre-
sent interfering signals, on the cable, for the TV channels in
which the harmonics fall. There are ways to eliminate these
harmonics, either inside oJ the modulator or if that is not practic-
al outboard from the modulator. We'll learn what this is all
about.

3) Sidebands. When you apply video information to an oscillalor
canier signal, you modily the original oscillator 'pure' carrier
with the intelligence from the video signal (voltage). A pure
carrier, modulated in the 'AM' format, then becomes a trio of
signals; there is still the original carrier, plus, there is a new
signal above (higher in frequency) the original carrier which
contains the video information, and another new signal below
(lower in frequency) the original carrier and it, also, contains the
video information.

The TV receiver only requires the main (original) canier
and one of these lwo new carriers (called 'sidebands') to
reproduce the TV picture. Terrestrial television transmitters
el iminate the 'unwanted sideband'with a f i l ter; a device cal led a
(lower) vestigal sideband filter. Thus any terrestrial signals you
carry on your cable system have the one original carrier plus
one (upper) sideband signal. The lower sideband signal has
been eliminated at the transmitter.

Many of the modulators on the market do not include lower
vestigal sideband tilters. That means thal when you plug such a
modulator into a system, you will now be transmitting through
the cable a main carrier signal, and, both the upper and lower
sideband signals. Unfortunately, in terms of frequency separa-
tion, the lower sideband signal occupies space down in fre-
quency in the next lower, adjacent TV channel. A channel 3
modulator with both sidebands present will send sideband
information out on the cable down on channel 2. As you mighl
suspect, this will cause considerable interference on the cable
lor the channel 2 signal you have placed there.

Thus selection ol modulators becomes very important

TABLE TWO
Harmonics (multiples of the primary carrier frequency) from mod-

ulalors operating in the low-band channels can and will appear in
some of the high-band TV channels. While these carrier levels may be
quite low, they can nonetheless cause picture or sound interference
with another cable canied service on the affected channel. lf your
system seems to have picture or sound interference, perhaps it is
coming from a modulator on another channel. lf turning otf the mod-
ulators on both of the two immediately adjacent channels does not
clean up the impaired channel, check this table to determine which
low-band modulator might be interfering with the affected high band
channel.
Modulator
Channel 2nd Harmonic 3rd Harmonic 4th Harmonic

2 no problems no oroblems no problems
3 no oroblems channel 11 no problems
4 no problems channel 13 no problems
5 no problems no problems no problems
6 no problems no problems no problems

Note: While the channel 3 video carrier frequency falls into high
band channel 11, the video modulat ion products third harmonics
wil l  fal l  into channels 12 and 13 and the audio from channel 3
(times 3) will fall into channel 13. The solution to this type of
problem is to install a bandpass filter, for channel 3, at the output ol
the channel 3 modulator to prevent any harmonics f rom falling into
any high band channels.
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when you are going to operate a cable system with 'adjacent

channels. '  Using channels 2, 3, and 4, for example, is to use
'adjacerrt' (or immediately consecutive) channels.

One solution to this problem is to only use these (typically) lower
priced modulators when you will be able to get by without using
immediately-adjacent channels. You could, for example, use chan-
nels 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 1 1, and 1 3 for a seven channel cable system and get
by using the lower-priced modulators that come to you without a lower
vestigal sideband filter. We'll look at that in some detail, also.

4) Audio generation. We said that the terrestrial TV transmis-
sions, and the companion TV sets, use a modulation format
known as 'AM.' That is partially correct. Actually, the video
port ion of the signal is 'AM,' but the audio port ion is 'FM.'

The audio carrier is a second. seoarate carrier. lt has a
relationshio with the video carrier which must be orecise. We
generally talk about the visual carrier f requency (see table one,
here) but pay less attention to the audic carrier's own frequen-
cy. The audio carrier frequency is always 4.5 MHz above
the visual carrier frequency. Thus if the video carrier fre-
quency is 55.250 MHz for channel 2, the audio carr ier frequen-
cy is 55.250 MHz plus 4.500 MHz or 59.75 MHz.

The TV receiver locks onto the visual carrier frequency
using a form of 'AFC' (automatic frequency control) and then it
expects the audio carrier to be exactly 4.500 MHz away. The
audio deteclor circuits in the TV receiver have been designed
so that they will recover audio only if the audio carrier falls in the
precise, correcl 'slot' inside of the receiver. That slot depends
upon the 4.500 MHz relat ionship to happen.

There is very little tolerance here. lf the audio carrier, be-
cause of mis-adjustment of the modulator, ends up 4.510 MHz
away from the video carrier inside of the TV receiver, the audio
will buzz, hiss, crackle and generally be distorted. Most com-
mercial grade modulators attempt to maintain the audio carrier'offset '  between 4.499 and 4.501 (with 4.500 being nominal)
MHz.

Just as the visual carrier is created or generated with its
own oscillator, so too is the audio carrier generated with its own
oscillator. Thus inside of the TV channel modulator we have
two separale oscillators functioning: one for the video and one
for the audio. The video oscillator operates on some frequency
that is determined by the TV channel in use; 55.25 MHz, for
example, for TV channel 2. The audio canier is always at 4.500
MHz, inside of the modulator, and i t  is 'added-to' the visual
carr ier osci l lator inside of the modulator, electronical ly.

Even in high quali ty, big-buck TV modulators for cable,
where the video carrier is created using a crystal oscillator
circuit ,  the audio carr ier is almost always crealed using a'free
running'oscillator. There is typically not much need for a crystal
control led audio carr ier osci l lator since at 4.500 MHz, the sta-
bility of an oscillator is very good. What does happen, however,
is that somebody will get inside of the audio oscillator section of
a modulator and 'tweek' on it. This changes the 4.500 MHz
operating frequency and instantly you have 'garbled' audio as a
result. Of course we will look at that as well.

QUICKIE Review
Let's review the basic points again before we move on to the world

of wiring up a basic SMATV headend.'l) TV channels are generated in modulators. The modulator
has two separate oscillators; one for the video and one for the
audio. There is a precise frequency relationship which must be
maintained between these two oscillators, or the quality of the
audio will suffer (garbled sound).

2) The amount of video (and audio) applied to each of the
respective oscillators determines the overall 'qualitv' of the
video (and audio). Controls or adjustments within the modula-
tor allow lhe user to adjust the modulatdr for optimum picture
and sound performance.

3) Any TV channel modulator will have harmonics. you eli-
minate these harmonics because vou do not want them in-
terfering with the quality of service on 'other channels' in the
system. lf the modulator unit does not have this type of filtering

buil t- in, you add i t  external ly with a device cal led a 'bandpass

fi l ter. '

4) You may use virtual ly any working modulator i f  you do not
use immediately-adjacent channels on your SMATV system.
But i f  you are gong to'stack'channels one after the other (2, 3,
4 etc.) you must use a qual i ty modulator which includes a
buil t- in ' lower vestigal sideband f i l ter. '  Fai lure to do this wil l
disrupt the reception quality on all channels which have an
immediate-upper-channel in use.

WHERE Signals Come From
As i l lustrated here, there are four basic signal sources avai lable to

the SMATV system planner. There are off-air VHF signals (channels
2-1 3) which can be placed on the cable on either their oriqinal channel.
or an alternate channel. There are off-air UHF channels ihich must be
frequency converted to VHF (i .e. channel 43 to channel 3) before
being placed on the cable.

Both the VHF and UHF 'stat ions' maintain their own modulat ion
levels, their own frequency stabi l i ty, their own 4.500 MHz 'offset '  for
their audio carr iers, and, they el iminate their own ' lower sideband'
signals. Al l  you have lo do is to insure that their ' levels'or strength is
proper for your SMATV system.

There are also video signals avai lable; from a tape deck i f  your
system wil l  use any taped programming or a local,  l ive camera i f  your
system wil l  have one or more local survei l lance cameras as oart of the
system. And there are the 'distant, '  satel l i te del ivered, microwave
signals which you reduce to video and audio signals before you apply
them to your system modulators.

Al l  local video (and companion audio) sources require modulators
and depending upon the channel configuration selected, external' f i l ters'  (or having original ly selected modulators with bui l t- in f i l ters).
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The function of the 'Headend' is to insure that each of these
separate channels is individual ly ' treated' with whatever electronic
magic as may be required to make the pictures and sound of high
quality to the TV sets plugged into the cable distribution system.

1) VHF Channels. l f  you are able to carry the VHF off-air signals
on the original transmission channels, you can save some money and
long-term headaches. Let 's assume you have local television broad-
cas t ing  on  VHF channe ls  2 ,4 ,6 ,7 ,10  and 13 .  Now,  what  de termines
whether you can carry these channels 'on-channel '  or must shif t  them
to a new channel?

What you are trying to avoid is 'interference' between the signal
you del iver to the TV set via your cable system, and, any signal that
might f loat through the air from the TV transmitter i tself  and wind up
inside of the TV set. What happens is this

When you are close to the TV transmitter(s), there is a large
amount of signal present in the air.  You wil l  capture some of that signal
with your roof-top antenna. You wil l  then carry that signal to the
headend in a piece of cable and plug i t  into a single channel VHF
processing system. Then you wil l  add that channel to the other chan-
nels in the system and carry them al l ,  together in one cable, to the TV

receivers served bY the system.
ldeal ly, the only signal the TV sets receive on that channel (cal l  i t  2)

should come into the TV set from the cable connection you make'
However, i f  the signal level from channel 2 is very high in your area'
some signal may leak direct ly into the TV set from the air around the

set. Wh6n this happens, the TV set gets a double-shot ol our channel
(2). Some of the signal comes into the set 's innards from our cable
service; some more comes into the set from the air around the set '
working its way into the set's internal wiring. Now the TV receiver has

channil 2, twice. Only, one of the signals takes longer to get to the TV

set than the other. ihe one you pick up with an antenna travels
through the antenna, through the cable' through the processing equip-
mentlnd l inal ly to the TV set. The other signal '  the one ' in the air '

around the set, travels 'direct ly '  to the TV receiver. Both signals are
displayed on the TV screen. But they are not in 'sync' since the one
coming through the cable has traveled further, and slower, than the
one thiough the air.  The result is a smeared picture, cal led 'ghosting '

You see ihe main picture on the screen, and then to the r ight (or
perhaps to the left) you see a 'ghost image' or secondary picture'

Viewers wil l  not tolerate this and you have a problem.
The usual 100% solut ion to this problem is to take your strong local

channel off  of the original channel and place i t  on another channel '
Let 's say we have so much direct pickup'ol the local, strong channel 2

signal that we must convert the channel to channel B. What type of

decision is this?

1)  l f  we cannot  use  channe l  2  w i th  channe l  2 , 'on  channe l , ' the
chances are quite good that we cannot use i t  for anything else
either. Yes, there are techniques for 'saving' a situation l ike
this, cal led'phase locking'the local channel 2 signal to another
substitute channel of service, but the costs for an SMATV
system are prohibit ive. So for most SMATV systems, having to
move a local channel off  to another channel is the same thing
as losing use of that channel at al l .  What was a 12 channel dial
just became an 11 channel dial.  Or worse i f  you have several
strong local signals.
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2) l f  we can 'process' the off-air signals on-channel, we can use
reiat ively inexpensive 'str ip ampli f iers. '  This works out to be-
tween $250 and $450 per channel using high quali ty units. l f  we
are lorced to move channel 2 to another channel, we have two
options. First,  we could employ a crystal control led channel
converter to move channel 2 to B (for example). Then once on
channel 8, we would need to further process the new channel
with i ts own 'str ip ampli f iel  (operating on channel B) to estab-
l ish the signal ' level '  we wil l  need for the SMATV system. This is
a package of equrpment costing upwards of $700 il done with
professional equipment. Or, we could use'a device known as a
heterodyne processor. This is a sophisticated package that
has one channel as the input (channel 2) and another as the
output (channel B) and in between the two there is considerable
signal f i l ter ing, automatic gain control circuits and so on This is
typical ly a single-packed-rack mounting unit;  pr ice in the $1200
regron.
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RACK MOUNTED Transif ier AVM100 series modulators for chan'
nels 9 and 10 in a 12 channel SMATV headend.

Staying 'on-channel' is obviously the most cost effective way to go'

There is a test you can perform to see, in advance, whetner you can
get away with this in your instal lat ion. Inspect several of the residential
units which your SMATV system wil l  serve. Go in and disconnect
either the bui l t- in (rabbit ear) antenna(s), or any external antenna
from the customer's TV receiver. Now tune through the dial.  With no
anlenna connected to the TV receiver, can you still see a picture and
hear sound on any channels? Yes? That means you do have suff i-
cient 'direct pickup' to cause you problems. l f  the picture is so weak as
to not lock 'in sync' and the sound is garbled and noisy (or' gone

altogether), you are home free. Your cable del ivered signal wi l l  be

strong enough to override that l i t t le bit  of signal being picked up
direct'iy by the TV set's innards. You need to do this at several
locations, 'on al l  f loors of any mult iple story bui ldings, since VHF
signals tend to be spotty even close-in to the transmitters'

2) UHF Channels. Al l  ul tra high frequency channels must be
'down converted' to a VHF channel. How come? Well,  most of the
commonly avai lable cable distr ibution equipment is designed for the
VHF range only. True, there are MATV systems around that distr ibute
UHF chinnels direct ly on UHF ( 'on channel ')  but they are typical ly
more troublesome to maintain and perhaps not as satisfactory as
moving the UHF channels to a 'spare' VHF channel.

The most common, cost-effect ive way to do this is to instal l  a single
channel UHF to VHF crystal control led converter between the UHF
off-air antenna and the VHF single channel str ip ampli f ier. This would

convert say channel 43 to channel 6. The output of the crystal con-
trol led chahnel converter then plugs into a channel 6 'str ip ampli f ier '
and from that point onward you treat the UHF channel just as i f  i t  was

TRANSIFIER/Pico-Satel l i te supplies this tubular-shaped band'
pass  f i l te r / t rap  to  e l im ina te  harmon ic  ou tpu ts  f rom the i t
AVMl00(X) series of modulators.
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original ly a VHF channel 6 signal.

At this point it would be good to remind you that if you have moved
any VHF channel off of its original channel to a new VHF channel, or if
you have any UHF channels in your system, that the ,frequency
integrity' of the channel conversion equipment is of some concern. lt is
possible to acquire non-crystal-controlled converters to move cnan-
nels around. They work, but they may not have the frequency stability
to insure that your channel 2 signal stays squarely on the ,issigned='
channel 8 spot, or that your channel 43 signal stays squarely on the'assigned' channel 6 spot. lf the oscillators 'wander' around, you could
have 2 half way into 7 or g, or 43 halfway into S and in the process
screw up reception on those adjacent channels. you avoid all of this
by sticking to crystal controlled converters (or heterodyne processors
which are also, by design, crystal controlled).

3) Local Video. A video signal from a surveillance camera, or a
video and audio pair of signals from a TVRO receiver, are fed to
appropriate modulators to get into the system. Sufficient discussion of
the modulator parameters has already taken place for now and you
are already aware of what to watch out lor when selecting modulitor
equipment for an SMATV job. Let's look now at how we begin to ,mix'
these channels together.

BASIC SMATV System
Let's assume for discussion that our SMATV svstem is but four

channels, all four of which come from satellite. This system here, on
page 9.

We have selected WGN, ESPN, MTV and CNN2 for our servtce
9|qnryt!, Ttrey all lall on a singte polarization (verticat) from a single
bird (F3R). Thus with one dish, one single pole feed and one LNA, we
have the four signals desired.

There are three separate ways to do this;only one is shown here.
In the system shown, we have four separate down converters, each of
which corresponds to a single transponder. We drive those four down
converters with a microwave four-way signal splitter to provide sepa-
rate outputs to each Of the down converler inouts.

The equipment will typically be instalted indoors. Therefore in this
example we run a length of 1/2" or other suitable hardline f rom the LNA
output to the inpul of the lour-way microwave signal splitter. We will be
in lype 'N' tittings all of the way, so far. The four-way splitter divides the
available satellite microwave signal power into four equal parts. Each
of these "l  /4th level" signalvoltages wil l then appear at the input to the
down converters. The down converters will frequency-shift the micro-
wave satel l i te signals to the ' lF'  range of the companion demodulator/
receiver units. By dialing up or selecting the appropriate down conver-
ter frequencies, we convert inside of each down converter/receiver
package the incoming selected satellite microwave siqnals to base-
band video and audio. This is the ' tradit ional '  approich to such a
system, but it is by no means the only approach.

Another popular approach is to employ a single down converter
unit which takes the tull 3.7t4.2 GHz microwave satellite ,band' and
converts it to a lower'block' of f requencies; such as .95/1 .45 GHz (DX)
or.25 to .75 (AVCOM, S-A, etc.).  In this case the sinole ,block,down
converter typically mounts at the antenna in a weath-er tight housing
and low cost RG-59/U, RG-6/U or RG-11/U cable is run from the
output ol the block down converter to the indoor equipment. Once
inside, a UHF region signal spl i t ter is employed to divide the avai lable
signal voltages into (in this example) four parts; 1t4th ot the original
total going to each of the separate, single channel, demodulators.

. A third approach, used extensively several years ago but less
often now, is to use single conversion receivers and signalisolators. In
this case a microwave region four way splitter would be installed atter
the LNA and the four-way-split microwave signals would be fed into
four separate single-conversion down converlers. Between the solit-
ter output and the input to the down converter would be a mtcrowave'isolator.'This 

is required because single conversion receivers feed'back' their own local oscillator signal(i) through their inputs to any
equipment attached to the same antenna. In oul example, a receiver
tuned to ESPN could, for example, cause reception interference to the

, receive(s) tuned to WGN and/or MTV. The isolator should cure that

so-called baseband signals. The video output connects to the video
input on the modulator; the audio output connects to the audio inout on
the modulator.

There are some potential compatibility problems here.
Most of the demodulators in use Jor semi-commercial and com-

mercial applications provide a one volt peak to peak video signal. Most
of the modulators available happen to want to see one volt oeak to
peak video, for 85% modulation of the video carrier. Most modulators
provide a modulation control to set the modulation 'percentage,' and
many receivers provide a handy'video level control ' to raise or lower
the actual video signal level coming out ol the TVRO demodulator.

A Jew of the modulators available (Blonder Tonoue's ESM and
TVM series, for example) provide a meter or LED indicator to tell you
when you have reached the proper modulation control level setting
with either the modulator's video gain control, or the receiver mounted
video output level control.

The'depth'of video modulat ion is an important parameter for high
quality pictures. A real perfectionist would hook up an oscilliscope and
measure the modulation. That is not entirely necessary; a reasonably
good quality television, hooked to the modulator directly, can do the
same thing. We'l l  see how, later in this series.

Most of the modulators used for semi-commercial and commer-
cial appl icat ions have a 600 ohm unbalanced audio input connection.
Most of the demodulators have a 600 ohm audio unbalanced outout
connection. Seemingly, it would be a matter of connecting one to the
other. There are a few curves in there however.

Balanced versus unbalanced audio. In a balanced audio svs-
tem, both sides oJ the audio l ine' l loat above qround.'That means that
neither of the audio connections coming oit of the receiver are at
chassis ground. An RCA f i t t ing, with a t ip that inserts into a jack and a'ring' that slides over the chassis mounted fitting/connector is not a'balanced connector. '  Because one side of the l ine goes to chassis
ground, it is always unbalanced. The output fitting on the DX series
receivers, tor audio, is an RCA 1ack. The output f i t t ing on an AVCOM
66T series receiver is either an RCA jack (unbalanced) or a four screw
terminal str ip. One might suspect that the four terminal-str ip is some
lype of balanced or unbalanced audio selection. Not so. Internally,
the four terminal screws are connecled in an unbalanced-only con-
figuration with the furthest right screw being the hot or cenrer connec-
tion for audio and the next two to the left being simply chassis ground.
The furthest lett terminal screw is not connected uo.

Some modulators (Blonder Tongue TVM series as an exampte.f
give you an optional approach to connecting up the audio. On the
TVM, you have a pair of red colored terminals on the rear oanel.
adJacent to a'grounding terminal lug. '  l f  you had a 600 ohm balanced
audio source available, such as you find in Microdyne receivers for
example, you would do best to connect the 600 ohm balanced audio to
the two red terminal screws on the TVM modulator. Now you would
have balanced audio connecting to balanced audio. On the other
hand, if your receiver has unbalanced audio, you would connect the
hot lead of the audio (the center pin on the RCA jacked-end) to one of
the two red terminal screws of the TVM (either of the two) and you
would connect the interconnecting cable shield (ground wire) to the
chassis 'grounding terminal lug' on the TVM; unbalanced audio to
unbalanced audio.

Given a free engineering choice, there are some advantages to
having balanced audio in the system. By keeping both sides o1 the
audio l ine 'above' or away from the chassis ground, you reduce or
el iminate the possibi l i ty that 'ground loops' wi l l  appear in the audio
c i ro t i t .  You know when you have a  ground loop;  the  aud io'hummmms' on you. When you elect to use one side of the audio l ine
as the chassis ground, you introduce the possibility that any ex-
traneous'AC' (60 cycle stuff) in or around the chassis wil l  f ind i ts way
into the audio line. However, as noted, very few of the TVRO receivers
do offer true unbalanced audio, and even fewer of the modulators
around accept unbalanced audio.

Some TVRO receivers offer an audio outout level control (DX DSA
643) while others do not. Most if indeed not all of the semi-commercial
and commercial grade modulators offer at least an audio modulation
control. So like the video controls 'at both ends,' it would appear that
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problem. Then the demodulator units provide video and audio base.
signals to the modulators

The output of the demodulators will be video and audio; the SMATV/ continued page 16
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SMATV/ continued lrom Page 13

you have more than ample opportunity to 'set' the audio modulation
amount to a pleasing level.

There are ai least two audio adjustments which seem to have the
same eflect on the audio you are listening to or measuring. One is the
true modulat ion control.  Since this is an FM (frequency modulat ion)
system, there is another control which may seem like it does the same
thing. This is the deviat ion control;  i t  sets how 'wide' or 'narrow'the
frequency'modulates. '  The deviat ion control is not readi ly accessible
on most modulator units; it is possible to find on the Transifier (Pico-
Satel l i te) AVM100X series, for example. The rule here is that you
carefully read the instructions with any modulator, and il you are
tempted to start tweeking on 'unmarked' adiustments, don't.

There is one more control which also has the effect of adjusting
audio 'level' in the receiver, although when you mess with it you are
real ly l iv ing dangerously unless you have the proper test equipment.
This is the audio carr ier level control.

The audio carrier requires far less'power' to the TV receiver than
the video carrier. Standard of{-air TV transmitters operate so that the
audio carrier is at least 10 dB weaker than the visual carrier level. That
means that if they are transmitting 100,000 watts of 'power,' the visual
carrier is 100,000 watts (1 00 kW) but the audio carrier is .1 0 dB weaker
than this; or, 10,000 walts (10 kW). Cable system operators learned
many years ago that when you 'stack' immediately adjacent channels
(such as 7, 8, 9, etc.) you cannot operate your audio carrier levels as
strongly as they do 'off the air.' For this reason you need to be able
to adjust your audio carrier level to a lower level. This requires
some form of signal strength or field strength meter. We'll look at
meters as a measurement tool subsequently in this series. For now,
know that the most desirable audio carrier level is 15 dB below the
visual carrier level. That means that you measure the visual carrier
level with a field strength meler (FSM), and then measure your audio
carrier level:tweeking on the audio carrier level control, set it so that it
is 15 dB weaker (or - 15 dB) than the visual carr ier.

And if you don't?
When channels are stacked one afler lhe other on the dial, the TV

set in the home is asked to separate those closely spaced channels.
The average TV set can do this provided there is a close 'balance'

between signal levels on adjacent channels. However, if the signal
level on channel 3 is considerably stronger/hotter than the signal level
on channels 2 and 4, on the cable system, the TV set wi l l f ind i t  di f f icult
(or impossible) to produce a clean channel 2 or a clean channel 4;
fhere will always be some 'channel 3 interference' in the picture
(channel 4) or sound (channel 2). By reducing the audio carr ier level
on each channel to a point that is 15 dB weaker than the adjacent
video carrier, and, 1 5 dB weaker than its own video carrier, we give the
TV set a l i t t le extra'edge' in making clean pictures (and sound) on the

TRANSIFIER identities the 4.5 MHz oscillator adiustment (slug
tuned form just above '1 Filter 2' /'OSC' markings). Best advice?
Leave it alone unless you are desperate, or, have proper test
equipment!
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STACKING CHANNELS

LOW COST
MODULATORS ' NO OFF.AIR SIGNALS

NON.ADJACENT
o H A N N E L S  -  2 , 4 ,  ( 5  O R  6 ) ,  7 , 9 ,  1 1 ,  1 3

O R
3,  5  (OR 6)  8 ,  10 ,  12

MEDIUM COST
MODULATORS ' WITH EXTERNAL BANDPASS FILTERS

C H A N N E L S  -  2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ,  1 0 ,  1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3

PREMIUM MODULATORS

C H A N N E L S  -  2 ,  3 ,  4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ,  9 ,  1 0 ,  1 1 , ' t 2 ,  1 3

adjacent channels. We'll take a long look at channel 'levels' in this
series as well.

COMBINING The Channels
Up to this point we have each channel being created individually,

in the headend, with its own signal processing equipment. Now, how
do we get them all together into a single cable?

There are three techniques for doing this; all pretty much follow the
same approach, but the hardware differs.

There are two rules in effect here:
1) You never direct ly 'combine' adjacent channels logether in the

same 'str ing, '  and,
2) You always combine channels by low and high band group-

ings.
Now, what does that mean?
Most of the modern semi-commercial and commercial modulators

have a pair of output terminals on the back plate or cover. They call
these'looping outputs.' Logic tells you that you only need one of these
two outputs to connect that channel to some master connection where
all are combined together.

What you do is stack the modulators or signal processor equip-
ment in the rack in the sequence that you wil l  'combine'the channels.
Here are the typical combining sequences tot a 12 channel system:

l) Str ing One: Channels 2, 4, 6
2) Str ing Two: Channels 3, 5
3) Str ing Three: Channels 7, 9, 11, 13
4) Str ing Four: Channels 8, 10, 12
Any lesser combination than 12 channels would merely el iminate

the 'str ing' or the channels not in use.
l f  the modulator has a bui l t- in ' looping output connector series' ( i .e.

two output connectors per modulator/processor unit), you start off by
taking the l i rst channel in the str ing (2, 3, 7, or 8) and insert a 75 ohm
terminator in one of the two looping output connectors. 75 ohm
terminators are simply'F'f i t t ings with a t iny 75 ohm resistor soldered
into the fitting. That leaves you with one unused output F fitting on
those (four) channels. Now make up a short patch cord with an F fitting
on both ends. Connect i t  from the unused oulout connector on channel
2 to either of the two outout connectors on the channel 4 unit. Next
make up another short patch cord of RG-59/U and repeat the process
connecting from the unused channel 4 connection to one of the two
connections on channel 6. Now move to the next string, starting with
the terminalor, and ending with the last modulator or processor in the
str ing.

When you are all done, you will have four strings wired up, with one
empty chassis mounted F f itting on channels 6, 5, 1 3 and 1 2. Now take
a two-way hybrid signal splitter (hybrid is important!) and mount it so
that you can run a patch cord from the unused fitting on channel 6 and
the unused fitting on channel 5 to the two output fittings on the hybrid
spl i t ter. Do the same thing with the channel 12 and 13 unused t i t t ings,
connecting them to the output side of the second hybrid splitter.

SMATV/ continued page 20



WHY WOULD WE ADVERTISE
A HOUSTON SATELLITE
SYSTEMS PRODUCT?

We'v9 always prided ourselves on the quality of the brands we carry from every
standpoint - reliability, technical design, and user acceptability. We've beenparticularly care_ful in the selection of antenna positioners and have selected the
very best - HOUSTON SATELLTTE, LUXOR & MTt.
We feel, however, that in this particular instance, we should point out that we're very
impressed! The Houston Satellite System Tracker lV with UHF wireless remote
control and the capability of flexible receiver interfacing is the most advanced
antenna positioner we've seen and probably are likely to see for some time.
Our congratulations to Mike and his group at Houston Satellite Systems for a job
well done!

DX . M/A COM . PRODELIN . CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER . PARACLIPSE .
CHAPARRAL. STARDISH . LUXOR . DRAKE . JANEIL. LOWRANCE . KLM .
HOUSTON SATELLITE . MTI . TRANSIFIER . DB ENGINEERING .

High' Fronfler Distribution
'1445 W. 12th Ptoce
Tempe, Arizono 8528t1
(6021966-9824
(800) 382-TVRO

High Frontier Dislribution
Northwest
976 Industry Drive
Seottle, Woshington 98188
(206) 57s-0660 (8001 424-4Or1



KENNEDYSPACE

The Paraclipse 4.8 meter satell i te antenna
was installed atoo NASA'S Central

^,*fnn

Instrumentation Facil ity, at the Kennedy
Soace Center. November 1983.Soace Center, November I

Paradigm engineer Gene CamPbell
l l .; and chief engineer Frank

Casten (r.) assemble the
superstructure uslng only' 

simple hand tools
and step ladders.
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fhe completed installation of the 4.8
meter antenna with the 3.8 meter

Paraclipse in the background.
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are very important numbers.
Let 's make some statements and then plug some numbers in.
There is a desirable 'signal level '  to be del ivered to the TV set

antenna terminals by the cable system 'drop' (the f inal connection to
the TV set is cal led a 'drop').  That number in cable iargon is 0
dBmV. In TV instal lat ion terms, 0 dBmV is not zero signal; i t  corres-
ponds to 1,000 microvolts where one microvolt is one-mil l ionth of a
volt.  We determine how many microvolts or how many dBs of signal
we have at any point in the system (including the output of the
headend modulator/processor units) with a f ield strength meter
(FSM) .

Now the numbers.
Cable TV planners like to use the dB measurement system rather

than the older microvolt system because you can direct ly add and
subtract dBs whereas microvolts have many more numbers to handle
lor each computation.

1) l l  the TV set should have 0 dBmV minimum signal to produce a

BASIC CABLE DISTRIBUTION

OUTPUT FROM
COMBINED MODULATOR
C H A N N E L S

l-__ALL CABLE

M A I N  T R U N K
OISTRIBUTION
CABLE

HAS'LOSS'_-_J

.  TO BUILDING/FLOOR ONE
**eJ-  (FEEDER/DlsrRlBUTloN cABLE)

I  To BUtLDtNG/FLooR TWo-  (FEEDER/D ts rR lBUT loNcABLE)

TWO.WAY
rnurur  ALL SPLTTTERS

SPLITTER HAVE LOSS

*[or necrror'ln[l- FEEDER cABLE--
r r r ^ r  r -  |  |  A t s  |' " ' " ' i  

?  
' ?  

l o u r P U T
J  L*  DROP CABLE TO

TV SET(S)

ALL TAPS HAVE
" l s o L A T l o N "

plrie i;-RiJ rBA!_9FoRMER
DROP . -+  ; ; ,  -  

A  l - -1 .1300 oHM
CABLE ]- rnrr[il]__l_-.bJ_r_v..qlT

_^ 
a_^ a4_

WALL FEED -^YII91$.9-^

'  CABLES HA
A L I D R O P  - - -  , l TERMINALS

c\ean, c\ear prcture. and we have + 42 dBmV s\gna\ comtng
trom our modulator at the headend, how much cabte can we lay

between the modulator 's + 42 dBmV output and the TV set
'drop' and st i l l  have 0 dBmV remaining?

Remember, 0 dBmV is not 'zero srgnal ' ;  i t  is the equivalent of 1 '000
microvolts which is plenty of signal {or a standard TV set.

The answer is obvious. We can have 42 dB ot cable loss

between the two points and still reach the TV set with an adequate
picture. Now, how much cable is 42 dB of cable? The answer depends
iotal ly on what type of cable we are ustng. And, i t  also depends upon

the f iequency of our signal Remember, cable loss is a tunction ot

cable length AND the operating frequency of the signal '
Smaller cable has more loss than bigger cable; higher channels

(frequencies) have more loss than lower channels (frequencies)

Some example numbers.

SMATV/ continued lrom Page 16

Now we have two fittings left unconnected; the 'input' side of the two

hybrid (two-way) splitters. Find either one more hybrid splitter or f ind a
'[ow Band/High Band'spl i t ter and hook i t  up in the same manner; tne

unused inputl ide ol the low band (channels 2-6) double str ing to

either side of the third hybrid, or the low band side of the Low/High

spl i t ter; the unused input side of the high band (channels 7-13)

double str ing to either side of the third hybrid or the high band side ol

the Low/Hig-h splitter. Now you have one unused fitting; the input

side of the t isr ( i fr i rO) hybrid, or the input side on the High/Low spl i t ter '

This is your combined output for al l  12 ot your channels (or whatever

numbei you have). Into this port you wil l  connect your cable ' trunk l ine'

to feed i2 channel service to the homes you are connecting up

This technique makes use of the internal 'combining networks'

found in the modulators or processors. Not every modulator ever bui l t

has such an internal combining network And, as we shal l  see, there

are special circumstances where using the internal combining net-

works is not the best approach. So what other techniques are

avai lable?
All  hybrid spl i t ters. l f  you wish, you can ' turn around' two and

three and four way hybrid spl i t ters and use them as 'external '  ( to the
modulatorsiprocessors) combining networks. A pair of three-way
hybrids, using the output sides as inputs, would combine channels 2,
4. 6, and, channels B, 10, and 12. A two-way would combine channels
3 and 5. A four-way would combine channels 7' 9, 1 1 and 1 3. Then you

would use more two-way units to combrne those'str ings' as we did in
the preceding example.

Combining network. In the CATV world, i t  is possible to purchase
a neat appearing rack mounting 'external combiner'  that bui lds al l  of
the separate hybrid networks into a single package. You have 12
(marked) input channels and one (marked) combined output. l t  wi l l
cost you about twtce as much as using separate hybrid combiners but
i t  sure cleans up a wir ing "rat 's nest" in the process

LEVELS To Set
One of the basic premises ol al lcable systems is that al l  cable has

' loss. '  You are famil iar with this srnce you know that you can use only a
certain amount of cable between your home instal lat ion down conver-
ter and your indoor demodulator.

There are two rules of thumb concerning cable ' loss. '

1) The smaller the physical size of the cable, the more apt i t  is to
have 'high' losses.

2) The higher the frequency of the signal being carr ied by the
cable, the greater the loss of power for the signal.

Any cable you buy has a known loss factor. You can check the
speci l icat ions of the manulacturer to determine what the loss wil l  be'
at dif ferent frequencies, per foot or per hundred feet of cable. These

a a

:.!:
a a

SADELCO analog type field strength meter has scale calibrated
in dBs (dBmV) direct ly. Speaker gri l l  al lows technician to tune in

audio carriers to confirm identification of signal being worked
with.

E
n
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I
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1) Our cable has 3 dB loss per 100 leet at channel 2, and,
2) 6 dB loss per 100 feet at channel 13.
That means we could transport the +42 dBmV signal through

1,400 feet at channel 2 (42d8 divided by 3 dB loss per 100 feet) or
through 700 feet of the same cable at channel 13. And still have 0
dBmV signal left for the TV receiver. Those numbers, 6 dB loss at
channel 13 and 3 dB loss at channel 2, are'bal lpark'numbers for
some of the RG-59/U cable now on the market.

Another set of example numbers.
3) Our cable has 1 dB loss per 100 feet at channel 2, and,
4) 2.5 dB loss per 100 feet at channel 13.
Now we could transport the channel 2 signal through 4,200leet of

this cable or our channel 13 signal through 1,680 leet ol the same
cable. And st i l l  have 0 dBmV signal left  at the end. These numbers (1
dB at channel 2, 2.5 dB at channel 1 3) are 'bal lpark' numbers Jor some
of the size .412 aluminum jacketed cable commonly used in cable
systems.

There is an obvious design problem here; we could travel through
more than 3/4ths of a mile of cable at channel 2 but less than a third ol
a mile of cable at channel 13. We probably want to travel through the
same length of cable with al l  12 channels (or channels 2 and 13 in our
example) so how do we'compensate'for this considerable dif ference
in cable loss?

The most obvious answer is that we accept the channel 1 3 number
(1 ,680 leet in .41 2 type cable; always check the manufacturer's exact
specifications before planning ANY system) and design our system
around that shorter number. lf , it turns out, we can reach our intended
end-of-cable destination beJore we run out of signal, at channel 13,
our problems are simplitied. But suppose we must go say 2,300 feet to
reach our last home location; what then? The answer is that we must
place an ampli f ier in the cable l ine to re-ampli fy the signal. We'l l  return
to ampli f iers separately.

Most cable systems do not start at the headend, run through a
single piece ot cable, and end up at a single TV set. Most cable
systems serve dozens or hundreds of TV sets along the way. So how
do we get signal to these additional sets that are not located at the end
of our single l ine?

First of all, we take a close look at the area to be served. Suppose it
is a two story building with some number of outlets on each floor. We
know where i t  wi l l  al l  begin;where al l  (12) channels are combined into
a single outlet. lf the distance from the headend equipment to the two
floor levels is more than 25 feet or so, we can install a length of cable
from that single combined headend output to a convenient location
where we will install a two-way (hybrid) splitter. The cable from the
headend to the f irst cable-l ine spl i t ter can be cal led a'trunk' since this
is our 'main' signal l ine. Then from the (hybrid) spl i t ter we have two
lines outputt ing; one to each of the two l loors in the bui lding. We wil l
call this new cable, leaving the splitter, 'feeder cable.'We hang this
name on it because it will directly connect to TV outlets on each floor,
feeding signal to each.

The splitter has loss. All signal splitters 'lose' signal simply
because they take whatever signal is fed into their input and they
divide that total available signal into two, three, four, six or eight more
or less equal parts. So they don't actually lose (very much) signal; they
simply divide it into parts. That 'loss' however is important to us
because when the signal is split into two parts, we now have only half
as nfuch available lo us for subsequent cable runs on either of our two'feeder l ines. '

Here is an important number to remember. An ideal signal splitter
wil l  ' lose'3 dB ot signal in a two-way spl i t .  There is no such thing as an
ideal signal splitter so it is safer to assume lhe signal 'loss'through the
two-way splitter is 4 dB (a three way splitter typically will 'lose' around
5.5 dB per split leg while a four way splitter will typically lose 7 dB per
output leg). When we resume our calculations of signal 'loss' or
degradation between the headend and the end of the line(s), we must
now add 4 dB of loss into our calculations to account for the solitter.
That is the equivalent of shortening up the maximum cable length
(remember, il was 1,680 feet for type .412 cable)by 4 dB of cable; or,
160 feet of cable.

Now we have two separate feeder lines, one for each floor, And



off they go to provide multiple chan-nel IV t"'",'9",^!9 the TV sets

io."i"i tfi"t". we get TV signal out ot the leeder by 'tapping into' the

feeder. The devic; that does this is called a 'signal tap" or to cite a

rp".iti. tyje of signal tap' a'directional tap' (also known as a direc-

tibnar coirbte|. Tlis is a passive device (it uses no electricity to

op"r"t") *ni.n nas an input and an output connector' and one' two'

three, lour or more 'tap conneclors'-' -Oir"tiionat 
taps (DTs) are available in various 'values.' Here is

what they do and why they have numerical values'""ll' 
vJ, *irr init"rr " directionat tap in the feeder.line at a location

which allows you to serve one or more TV outlets' You will select the

DT based upon two parameters. One ol these is the number of TV sets

vou wish lo serve ai that location. Let's assume you have two TV sets

6;;; atour first location' either in the same residence or because

uo, *"i" careful or lucky, you can locate a DT where you can reach

il;;;;;t;i" *.ioencei trom tne same DT location So our first DT

will have 'two tap connections' or outlets'
2) At each location where a DT will go in the line'.you have some

known amount of signal strength. You can (and in fact you MUST)

l"Lri"t" n"* much-signal will-be present on the feeder line at that

tao's location. You calculate this by starting ofl with the total amount of

!]i*i"*ir"nr" io you on tne nighest f requbncy channel ( ' 42 dBmV)

an-d then subtracting all of the losses up to that polnt'-  -ni 
A.irrn" *eiaue 25 feet of 412 trunk' and 100 teelol '412

Jeeder. That is 125 teet ol '41 2 cable which we shall say has

2.5 dB loss per 1 00leet. That works out to 1 25 times 2'5 or 3 1

dB of cable loss.
B) We also have that trunk splitter that creates our two feeder

lines, and we know it has 4 dB of loss'
The totai loss, between the headend and that first DT location is

s . r  p iusao iz . r  db .  l f  wes tar tedoutw i th  +42dBdBmVof  s igna l 'and

*" h"u" lost 7.1 dB of signal getting to the first DT.location' we now

iiui"-qi-�z.l or (+ ) g+.g-deriv ot Signat in the cable where the DT

wil l  instal l .""'N;, 
i" get lrom the DT's actual location to the furthest TV set

outlet inside'ihe residence' we have 100 feet of RG-59/U cable' That

a"Uf" * i f f  have 6 dB of loss' in our example, atchannel 13 So now we

n"u" "n "OOitional 6 dB oJ loss, before we reach theTV set' so our ( + )
ga.g JetV signal has now become 34 9 - 6 or 28'9 dBmV- 

tnat ls an lirportant number since directional taps have something

known as an isolation value. So what's that?
Just as there is an optimum signal level for a TV set (0 dBmV) so

too i" tner. " t*ximuml signal lev'el if we want to avoid 'overloading'

ine fV set witn too much si{nal. Generally, that level would be around

irO OilV. l t  we considJred the direct ional tap to be a loss' less

device, one tha\ lust pumped atl ot the signal available at that point

straiqht to the TV set, we would have + 28 9 dBmV ot signal going to

i;; iv;;i.'ii - t o demv is a safe 'upper limit' lor too much signal' that

tells us that somehow we have to ieduce the signal actually going

through the tap by some considerable amount'
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lsolation does this. Built into the DT is a circuit that by design

t"Ou.". tn" "tount of signal the tap allows to flow f rom the feeder line

in.rln m" 'iip connectdr'to the RG-59/U line that goes to the TV set'

This circuit is known as an isolator and it simply controls how much

signal is available from the line to the TV set'

Taos are available in various 'dB isolation values'; 32' 29' 26'24'

ZZ,lei 1s,1 2 and 1 0 are fair ly common values' What you have to do is

o i"id.t th. ptop"t DT, having both the appropriate number of 'tap

connections' and the proper ahount of isolation for each tap loca'

ti6n. fn our example, we would select a tap with 29 dB of isolation

becir.e *etornd outthatwe had + 28.9 dBmV of signal leftwhenwe

."i.ri"t"a how much signal we needed to reach the example outlet

with 0 dBmV after 100 feet of final-leg RG-59/U cable'
You repeat this calculation process lor each tap location' start'ng

ofl with tfie amount ol signal you have at the headend and then

iumming all oJ the loss factors (cable and splitters) along the way'

There iione more loss factor to consider' The DT itself'

While the DT is 'passive' and it uses no operating power, it does

t".oue "ot" of t'he signat in the feeder line to go to the TV

orif "tt.l connected to that tap. So as we move 'down the line' f rom the

neadend to the end of the cable run, we have to keep adding additional
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losses as we go:
1) Cable loss in trunk
2) Cable loss in feeder
3) Loss in splitter(s)
+i 'fnrougniloss in each DT (loss between the feeder line input

and the feeder l ine outPutl
These losses will be cumulative as you go further and lurther lrom

the headend. Then for each drop along theway, you must add in the

ioss ol the RG-59/U (or other type) 
-ot 

drop cable connecting the

individual sets to the feeder l ine proper.- 
Oi tot... vary as a function of isolation value The greater the

isofation-129, lor example) the lower the DT'through loss' added to

tne teeOtine level. The lower the isolat ion (10 dB, tor example) the

oreater the DTs loss contribution to the feeder line Loss values such

i. S Oa "i" .o..on for high isolation DTs while losses such as 1 5

Oe "t;.ot.on tor DTs wit6 low isolation values Each DT manulac-

trr.,, *if f i.fi Vou what'feeder line' losses to add to your calculations for

each value of DT.

FLAT vs Tilt Loss
We noted earlier that cable has more loss as the frequency of the

signat- increases. Channel 13 has more loss than channel 2'  for

DIRECTIONAL TAP serving three outlets. This unit has 34 dB of
isolation (marked on the plate). The fourth outlet is 'terminated'

with a 75 ohm terminator; unused.

example, in al l  cable.
Not everything the signals travel through has this type of loss'

SisnJ'sp\iido aio ots'io, exampte, have'tlat loss" That is' their

foir i. in. same at channel 2 and 13 A splitter with 4 dB ol loss at

channel 2 wil l  have 4 dB loss at channel 13'
Therefore your system calculations have to be twin calculations ln

one column you are calculating the total system loss at the lowest

.ni.*if Zl and in another parallel column you are calculating the loss

"t .n"nnbt 'r  g. But there is a problem coming, as you might suspect '

lf we have designed the system lor the maximum loss factor at the

hiohest channel ( i3). what is happening to the lowest channel(s)

il;J;h "ir ot tni.i Remember thai there is a maximum level to the

iV sits as well and as we approach the end of the feeder line where

*" "ie n""ting the point of no return at channel 13 (0 dBmV delivered

io tnl fast set inrough the last DT) where do you supp-ose the channel

Z siqnal level is at this point? The answer is that i t  wi l l  be much-much

r' i" l i r l . i . t .  i in". noi suJJered as much'cable loss'as has channel

1 3;.
You can pre-calculate this difierence, and in fact you will have to in

tavinq out the system. Then belore you turn the system on' you will

rrj"."to;"o.p,insate' for this extra signal on the lower channels'

Let's assume you determine that at the end of the line' last tap out

ot f ast-Oi, Vo, will have just 0 dBmV at the end ol the drop line to the

iV i"t; on channel 13. Now let's assume you calculate that your

channel 2levelwil l  be 15 dB stronger than this (the equivalent of 1'000

i""i ot ."0f" loss), ldeally, we wo-uld have.channel 2 at 0 dBmV and

.-n"nn"rlslto dbmv atine same point The easiest' safe' way to do

this?
Tilt the signal levels at the headend'
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FEEDER CABLE LOSS = - -dB

Y4z') (pER Foor, HIGHEsr FREoUENCY)

' -SUM OF ALL THRU LOSSES, ALL DIRECTIONAL
TAPS, BETWEEN MODULATORS (HEADEND) {ND
SPECiFIC DT CONNECTING TV SET TO HEADEND

MODULATORS

SUMi,llNG SYSTEM TOSSES

TRUNK CABLE LOSS = - -dB

(PER FOOT, HIGHEST FREOUENCY)

SPLITTER LOSSES = - -dB
( 'FLAT"  SAME CH.  2  OR 13)

DIRECTIONAL TAP LOSS = - -dB
( 'FLAT ' ,  SAME CH.  2  OR 13)

NOTE: 'LOSS'  lS  STRUCTURED OR CONTROLLED
B Y ' V A L U E ' O F  D r ;  K N O W N  A S
' tsoLATlON' .

DROP CABLE LOSS = - -dB
-i l- tr  

(PER Foor, HTGHEST FREQUENcY)

ADDITIONAL LOSSES

DIRECTIONAL TAPS;  ALL =  - -d8 '

HAVE'THRU LOSS'  PLUS
. ISOLATION'  TOWARDS'TAP'
OUTPUT TO DROP CABLE

Tilt means that there is an on-purpose difference between the

lowest and highest channels, as they go through the cable system'
Let's co4centiate only on that end-of-feeder line tap outlet for a

minute. Our calculations tell us that there will be 15 dB more signal on
channel 2 than on channel 13 at that location. One solution would be
to turn down channel 2 at the headend by 15 dB; rather than

operating at an output level of +42 dBmV as we started off with
ir i i t iatty l iorcfrannel is;,  wewil l  lowerit42- 15 orto +27dBmV' Now

they will both come out even at the end. But what about closer to the
beginning, say the first drop?-Rem6mbei 

that we had 3.1 dB of cable loss plus 4 dB of splitter
loss as we entered the first DT. lf we whacked otf 15 dB of channel 2

signal at the headend, we would be around 1 3 dB weaker on channel 2

than on channel 13 at THAT tap location. Hummm.
That shows us that while we must consider the signal ranges at the

last tap in the line (the one MOST affected by cable tilt ditferences) we
must also consider the reverse effects of tilting the headend output
levels at the intermediate taps as well.

There are two solutions to this one.
1) Install into the various tap lines some passive 'tilt equalizers';

devices which allow you to artifically reduce the low band signals while
passing the high bahd channel levels with no attentuation. This is a

iur" *iy to do it, but it raises the cost of those drops by around $6
each forthe passive 'tilt equalizer.' There is another solution.

2) Remember that while 0 dBmV is the minimum and also the
recommended signal level to reach the TV receiver antenna termin-
als, that +10 ddmV is the maximum. And anything in between
these two numbers is very acceptable.

lf we would be 13 dB too low on channel 2 at the first tap, or' 15 dB

too high on channel 2 at the last tap (when we operate the headend

with ciannel 2 reduced 1 5 dB in the first instance, or level with channel

13 in the last instance), why not'split'the difference: that is' operate

channel 2 so that it is 8 dB lower than channel 1 3 at the headend? Now

we would be 0 dBmV on channel 1 3 and + 5 dBmV on channel 2 at the

tirst tap outlet, and O dBmV on channel 1 3 and + 7 dBmV on channel
Z at ttri last drop. Everyone is more or less happy, and the system

operates within the proper window without any add-on-cost passlve

tilt equalizers.
As you may suspect by now, we are not simply dealing with

channeis Z and t S; if we have a 'fully loaded' system of 12 channels'
we have 1 2 channels to adiust and balance. A typical headend output
level chart, for our exampie system, might look like the following:

Output Level
+34 dBmV
+ 34 dBmV
+35 dBmV
+ 35 dBmV
+35.5 dBmV

+40 dBmV
+40 dBmV
+41 dBmV
+41 dBmV
+41 dBmV
+42 dBmV
+42 dBmV

Channel
2
3
4
5
D

7
8
o

1 0
1 1
1 2
1 3

As the table suggests, we are going up in frequency (and channel
number) as well aJ6utput signal level for the channels' Channels 2-6
are callbd 'low band' and they operate betvveen 54 and 88 MHz'
Channels 7-1 3 are called high band and they operate betwen 174 and
216 MHz. There is a considerable 'spectrum space' between low and
high band, and thus there is a considerable'jump' in headend output
power as we jump from 6 to 7.

THE Tv Set As A Test lnstrument
With considerable experience and a sixth sense forwhat is wrong

and right, it is possible to use a television set as a test instrument'
Howeier, this caveat: there is no substitute for a field strength meter
(FSM) to properly set up an SMATV system.' 

Ai tneneiOehd. The first place you need to 'test' the signals is at
the headend. Any modulator channels require adjustment of the video
modulation, the audio modulation (level) and perhaps the ratio be-

tween the visual and aural carriers. You can use the TV set with
modest precision to adjust the video and audio modulation levels. The
ratio betr/veen the visual carrier and the audio carrier (remember' the
audio carrier should be 1 5 dB weaker than the video canier) is another
matter.

Recall that a TV set has optimum input level parameters. On the
cable system itself, we are spending considerable time (and money)
to insure that each channel is arriving at the customer receivers at
about the same signal level, and within a 'window' of 0 dBmV to + 10
dBmV. You cannot run a cable from the output of the modulator
directly to a TV set and expect to analyze the quality of either the video
or the audio.

A typical SMATV type modulator has an output level of between
+40 and +60 dBmV. That is several tens of thousands times as
much signal as the TV set is designed to handle, properly. There is no
danger of blowing anything up; it is simply that when you put too much
signal into a TV receiver, the TV set no longer does its job properly and
what you see on the screen or hear in the speaker is no longer a proper
reoresentation of what a subscriber will see.

Most SMATV type modulators have an output 'test port' or tap.
This is usually marked " - 30 dB" or "TEST." An output test port that is
marked " - 30 dB" means that whatever output level you have avail-
able at the real output connector will be 30 dB 'weaker' at the test
poinvport. A modulator that is capable of putting 9!t + 60 dBmV will
still have +30 dBmV (60-30) at the output TEST port. That is too
much signal for a typical TV set to handle, gracefully. lf the modulator
has a master'outilut level control,' you can reduce the output level
with that control and simultaneously reduce the output level at the test
port. Most such controls cover a 20 dB range which means that you
could lower the level at both the regular and the test port by 20 dB; to





+10 dBmV in our example. You should do this before making any

serious critiques of the video and audio'
The video modulation control establishes the percentage of mod-

,f"tion; in"iitio oetween the carrier level and the video signal that is

useO to aOO 'intelligence'to the carrier' A properly modulated carrier

*itt n"ue 87.5% rirodulation' That is a difJicult level to maintain'

however ,s ince theamountoJmodu|a t ionchangesconstan t |yas the
video scene itself changes. With a TV set as your own test tool'

""Vpf ""! u"f ot-C5"/o anJabove 55% is probably a reasonable goal to

shoot for.- -ioo 
much video modulation. The picture has a bleached-out

white look; white objects appear super-white, all detail is lost in them'

ei".k obi"'.tt'tmudge' and it tne video modulation is close to 100% or

6;;;;Giv i"til"v'buzz'when there is an excessive amount of

whle or light colors on the screen. Turn it down'

Too little video modulation. The picture looks washed out' the

vellow and blue and white colors seem to be behind a filter and there is

io ' tn"p' to the video. Contrast levels are low' Turn the video up'

l f  the modulat ion is being adjusted, in this manner, during regular

orooramminq, stick with it aiew minutes to insure that when there are

inaiv Orignt iolors the picture does not over modulate and bleach out

i;; dr;i Most people tend to set the video modulation 
'too high'

rather than too low. initiallY.
This would be a good point to suggest that the color level' the

brightness, and the contrast on the teiireceiver should be properly

iaiu.t"O belore you do much else. There are two ways to do this' in

the f ield.
1) Tune in a regular terrestrial station and make sure the picture

looks like a quality picture should look Then without touching any ol

the three above mentioned controls, check out the modulator channel'

2) Switch the satellite receiver to a channel with color bars up

fiRZZ. for example, on F3R). Adjust the TV set lor proper color bar

iri."Lt,. in"t leave the TV set controls alone and proceed to the
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able audio level control way up high or maximum cn the TVRO

i"."i*r, you may find that you nave to but barely..'crack open'lhe

modulatoi's modulation contiol to get the proper audio level' That is a

mis-adiustment since you may overdrive the input circuit on the

a u o i o s i o e o f t h e m o d u | a t o r i n d o i n g t h i s . T h e r e s u | t w i | | b e p r o p e r
"rJio f"u"f , but some luzzy sounding audio that may crackle' hiss or

I"ioi" on niqn uoice peaks/ioud sounds The appropriate thing to do is

io "o.pr"tl." the two controls; set the TVRO receiver's output level

"o"iioi"ni"f to about halt way, and then adiust the modulator audio

Luet controt to an appropriate level for 'comparable'audio levels'

Thejollowinq adiustment is not recommended but we do pass

it alont as a st<itt-wfriitr perhaps you can acquire The.subject here 's

."iting"tn" audio carrier level io something approximating the desired

15 dB 'down' level reference the video carrier'- 
nlypLaf fV receiver will still recover reasonably good audio when

tne aulio carrier is reduced below the video carrier by 20 dB (i e' - 20

Oti l .  in".". .  receiver wi l l  al l  but lose, or lose total ly, the audio when

the audio level is set to a level that is 25 dB below the visual carrier' So

if vou can tweek on the audio carrier level control, and turn it so that the

.Jr.ioi."pp""is on the TV set, you know you are in the vicinity of
- Zs Og refeience the visual carrier level Now, marking that spol on

the shaft, you can then turn the audio carrier level control fully up At

th isoo in tvouwi | |bearound5toSdBbe|owthev isua |car r ie r |eve |w i th
moJt mo6uf ators. Mark that spot on the knob or shaft' Look closely at

iir" .n"tt; no* tuch did you tuin it to get f rom the 25 dB region to the
-SlS OO region? l t  you spl i t  that dit ference,.you should be in the
- 15117 dB iegion with the audio carrier level'

When you have the audio carrier level too high, you end up with
'worms' in the screen on the next higher (immediately adiacent)

channel. When you fine tune the TV picture on channel 4' for example'

vou f ind a spot where the color is best on 4 but you also have'worms

ir"*iing thfough the picture. Those worms would go away if you

iurneO 
"ott 

the ihannei 3 modulator; indicating the audio carrier on

.n""""i 3 is too high and the channel 3 audio is getting into the

cn"nnef 4 picture. Vou could then turn down the channel 3 audio

."in"ir.u"[to tne point where the worms cleared up in channel 4 lf

vou can also still comfortably hear the sound when tuned to channel 3'

iil;; il;J ;pot to teave 
'everything 

alone until you get your hands

on an FSM!- 
ih" danget in all ol this is that without an FSM, you have no real

way of tellinfwhether you have worms in channel 4 video because the

.tilnn"ig "ioio is too high, or, because somehow the carrier levels on

.ii"t".r b lre too high (6r levels on channel 4 are too low) Sooner or

f"t"t Vo, *if f have t6 invest in a field strength meter (FSM) il you are

ooinq to olav in this game." 
N"ext lnoi1tn tni. Jeries will continue and we will look at the test

equipment aspect of SMATV plus walk through the many unusually

peipieting problems that can occur when you are combining off-air

i.-*stri"i.ign"ls with locally generated modulator created signals.
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modulator channel.
The audio level controls are very difficult to set properly on the

modulator unless you have a relerence to go by' The best refrerence

is a local, terrestriil TV station signal. Adiust the TV receiver's audlo

control to middle range and note how'loud'the sound is Make sure

ihere is normaltalking, not a quiet scene or loud music'  on the air '  Now

swi tch to themodu la io rchanne landat tempt tomatch the two ' toyour
""i. Noi*ry ptotessional, but you can get to within 3 dB of audio level

to the local iiation in this way. A videoiape machine as a source will

also work if you are minus a local signal- - 
tf yow TVRO receiver has its own audio output level control (ire'

DX DbA series) and you also have a modulation level control on the

modulator, you have two controls to work with Some modulators are

u"iyi .n. i i iu" to too much audio drive;that is, too much audio signal

cotiting frorn the TVRO receiver. Therelore, when you run the adiust-

FADED SIGNALS

FADED Signals' " 
nrt[oug-h th" rvnO home antenna industry is but three years old

l.ot" *o,if O irgue it did not really begin until 1980) there is already a

LOSING A SERVICE
IS NOT NEW

rich history associated with those would-be programming entrepre-

neurs who wanted to be another Ted Turner or HBO A substantial

numOer ot services, other than those that tried and failed during 1983'

d
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are no longer with us.
Perhaps the most colorful entrant that came and went was some-

thing cal led the'American Satel l ie Network'or ASN for short.  ASN
came on the scene late in 1977. They announced they were going to
becomda 'super common carrier' and that they would provide four
channels of television, as a 'package,' to cable systems all over the
United States. This announcement came at a time when only WTCGi
WTBS was operating on satellite (as an 'independent' signal) and
three ol the ASN services were going to be indie signals as well. ASN
had selected New York's WOR, Chicago'S WGN and KTTV from Los
Angeles as its trio ol non-network signals; effectively covering the
nation and time zones in the process. The lourth channel was to be a
movie channel.

ASN had problems from their lirst announcement. What they
proposed to do was not covered by then-existing FCC rules' That
made it easy to slow them down, if you were somebody who Jelt
threatened by what they proposed (many, including HBO' felt some
threat). You just kept shoving pieces of paper at the FCC and every-
time you liled a piece ol paper that bought another 30 to 90 days of
keeping ASN 'on ice.'

The FCC aside, although the roadblocks set before ASN by the
FCC can hardly be dismissed that easily, ASN had two other major
problems as well.

1) lt appeared they were 'light on funding' and probably could not
afford to do what they proposed to do, with the capital they had
available to them. The FCC was concerned that this might be
the case, but FCC rules only l ightly touched on'f iscal abi l i ty ' in
this area of telecommunications so the lack of lunds was more
of an operating problem than a legal problem

2) ASN wanted to do their thing over on Westar ll' This was back
when Western Union's second bird was operating from the
position now occupied by Westar lV (99 west).

At the time, cable was using RCA's F2, at 1 19' west. Fewer than
25% ol all cable systems had one dish, and dish antennas were still in
the $30,000-up region. So ASN faced a problem no other program-
mers had previously faced; how would it get the cable operators to
install a second dish, for their four channels of service? Or, alternate-
ly, talk cable operators into abandoning F2's cable home in favor oJ 99
wesl.

During 1977 the ASN project bounced from FCC basket to FCC
basket. They would surface for a month or two, upset the cable
markelplace, and then disappear into the 'noise' once again. lt was
during 1978 that ASN made its big moves. After an abortive attempt to
get 'temporary service' onto Westar ll during the November 1977
California cable show, they set their sights on the spring of 1978 National
Cab le  Te lev is ion  Show in  New Or leans .  Even though they

:rr;lAl ilJjEl.Igtt r;rt 'rI
s&I

sgr $trI*l6df tr
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ASN/ American Satellite Network spent nearly two years trying to
get off the ground. A W2 service leaturing three indies and a
movie service, it attracted plenty of negative interest within the
cable industry.
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KTTV LOS ANGELES/ was one of the three 'lndie Super Stations'
ASN had on satellite for a brief period of time'

had managed to get temporary permission to send demonstration
signals on Westar ll, all did not go smoothly. By this time WTCG/
WTBS had been ioined on F2 at 1 19 west by two more independent
signals; WGN in Chicago was now up and San Francisco's KTVU was
also on the bird. Part ol the original appeal of ASN had been that they
would otfer a 'package' ol four signals (three indies and a movie
channel) to cable operators. At the time of the project's conception,
that was two indies better than F2 could offer. By the spring of 1978' it
was dead-even and over on F2 there were many other desirable
signals also operating as well. ESPN was active, Madison Square
Garden/USA Network, Showtime . . . the list was indeed long. Addi-
tionally, RCA was planning to move all of the cable services off of F2 to
F1 (then at 135'west) on June 1 (1978) and when that move hap-
pened, the 14 or so transponders then available to cable on F2 would
suddenly become 22 or 23 transponders on F1.

ASN did demonstrate in New Orleans and for a brief period ot time
after the New Orleans show there were daily feeds from WGN, WOR

(

WOR's simultaneous feed on Galaxy 1 should herald an end to
the'ghost problem' which has plagued the Eastern Microwave
feed on W5 since day one. Off-air pickup of WOR, in the moun'
tains of northern New Jersey, brings with it 'ghost images'
caused by local, mountainous terrain. 'Smeared appearance' ol
WOR is result; a problem that began when RGA led WOR out of
Vernon Valley (NJ) and continued when Western Union also
began feeding WOR out of the same Vernon Valley region.
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and KTTV. A movie even ran for test purposes on the fourth of the ASN
channels. But the money avai lable was quickly spent and by the
summer of 1978 ASN was once again in a holding pattern.

There was one last gasp from ASN in the spring of 1979. The
pusher in the project was a chap from Florida named Mike Paolini who
was operating hotel stand-alone movie services there. Paolini
announced in February of 1979 that he wanted to use HBO for his
movie channel service, on Westar ll, rather than create his own stand
alone service. Paolini had wisely decided that i f  you cannot beat HBO
the best thing to do is to join them. Alas, this announcement was lhe
end of the l ine and ASN was gone forever.

Paolini was last heard from in Costa Rica where he was attempting
to put on the air a UHF television stat ion, fed by satel l i te trom the US,
to operate in a scrambled mode. Some guys never give up.

The FCC in 1978 was in the midst of recently enacted rules which
put the cable operator in a spot. Under the Commission's rules and
some recently (1976) enacted copyright legislat ion, cable systems
wee suddenly told how many independent signals they could carry on
cable. Distant indie signals, such as carrying WTBS to San Diego,
were in part icular trouble. As i t  was sort ing out, a cable system in a
small  town might get away with carrying as many indie signals as i t
wished. Provided the small town was not close to a big city that had its
own indie stat ion or stat ions. But the medium sized and large size
cable markets were severely l imited. This was at a t ime when ASN
was proposing three of its own, and then there were KTVU in San
Francisco (Oakland), and WTBS as well. Had the ASN plan flown,
ultimately WOR could have been on two birds (each with a different'carrier') and WGN would be in the same category. The cable industry
was 'abuzz' as to which indie station would be 'next.' Another Los
Angeles station (KTLA) and a Boston station (WSBK) were frequenlly
mentioned.

The FCC saw this one coming, and since their intent was to turn
cable into i ts own programming medium rather than to al low it  to
develop as a satel l i te fed network for 'super stat ions, '  i t  was slowly
becoming apparent that no more than three 'super stat ions' would
succeed in the marketplace. Three, i t  turned out, was the maximum
number of super stat ion signals which FCC rules and copyright law
would al low into most markets.

When WOR came up on satel l i te ( in the middle of 1978) the
handwrit ing was on the wall  for San Francisco's KTVU. The Cali fornia
stat ion offered a west coast option to the eastern programming, and i t
was general ly rated as one ol the better indie TV stat ions in the
country. However, the three hour 'negative' t ime dif ference worked
against i t  in the east and cable operators were having trouble adapting
their subscriber's viewing habits to Romper Room at 1 PM or the 10
O'Clock news at 1 AM. And while WTBS was attracttng mil l ions of
homes on cable and WGN was making a decent i f  not spectacular
showing, KTVU was having a dif f icult  t ime gett ing to the f irst mil l ion
homes. Since i t  took at least a mil l ion plus homes using the servtce at
the t ime just to pay the upl ink and transponder bi l ls, rne common
carrier offering KTVU eventual ly sold off the transponder r ights (TR1
on F1)to Nickelodeon. The common carrier bringing KTVU to satel l i te,
by the way, was Southern Satel l i te in a partnership deal with Holidav
Inns of America. Southern st i l l  operates the WTBS common carrier
service today, as well  as SPN (F4).

I t  was while KTVU was being carr ied on TR1 of F2lF1 that SpN
was born. l t  happened this way.

KTVU was a west coast station and it generally signed off the air
around 1 AM Cali fornia t ime. That made i t  4 AM in the east. KTVU
general ly resumed programming around 7 AM Pacif ic t ime which was
10 AM in the east. Southern/HolidaV wanted to keeo somethino other
than a test pattern up between + AM and 10 AM eastern. gut 'wnatt

One of their f irst efforts was to go to the FCC and ask permission to
carry the'CBS Late Movie, ' from CBS afl i l iate KPIX in San Francisco.
The idea was that this would give cable systems another shot at the
CBS fare, and since i t  would be three hours after i t  f  i rst aooeared in the
east. i t  might f ly. l t  got up, alr ight, but i t  was noi a marketable service.

Their second effort was more innovative. Southern had the
concept that there were programs being created within the cable
industry, by some of the larger cable TV systems, which deserved to
be on the air on a national basis. Would these cable svstems ' loan' a
tape of these programs to Southern for uplinking aftei KTVU left the
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air? They would, and did. And after a fashion, i t  worked although the
time frame for the programs worked against i t .  But the germ of an idea
was start ing at Southern.

lf they had the transponder time available, were there not people and
firms out there who would pay Southern money for the ability to
transmit those programs nationwide? The answer was yes, and in fact
Southern discovered there was a small  but identi f iable market for
various language-minority groups and others. And so SPN/ the Satel-
l i te Program Network was born. For the f irst few months SPN got by
as a'f i l l  service'during those hours KTVU was nol on the air.  Today
SPN has grown into i ts own 24 hour per day service on F4 and i t  holds
lwo reserval ions for two addit ional channels on a new bird to be
launched in 1984. And so, while KTVU did not make i t ,  a small ,  f i l ler
service crealed to keep the transponder active when KTVU was off the
air did. Such are the wonders of satel l i te television.

While the indies were having a dif l icult  t ime sort ing out their
respecl ive markets during the 1978-1979 period, another service area
that was having a tough t ime was pay TV. When HBO began service
on September 30, .1975, i t  transmitted but a single transponder for a
f ive to seven hour period per day, in the eastern t ime zone slot.  HBO
was, at that t ime, a 'regional pay service' serving only the eastern
time zone of the country, Feeds for the west would come later.

Showtime, meanwhile, was making a l iving by sending videotapes
around lo each of its affiliates from coast to coast. There were other
regional efforts, also using tapes and short hops ol terrestr ial micro-
wave to interconnect cable systems in a given area. One ol the most
successful of such terrestr ial-connected services at the t ime was
called PRISM; operating in the Philadelphia area. PRISM had found
that there was a nice market when you packaged premium movies
with premium, local sports. By taking Philadelphia regional profes-
sional sports (basketbal l ,  hockey, etc,) and offering i t  on a special
channel, and then using premium movies lo balance the schedule,
PRISM had created a successful ooeration.

The concept of a regional service, balancing sports and movies,
seemed good. And so students of PRISM took the concept into the
Houston area where they created a service known as 'Fanlare. '  This
would be a satel l i te fed service, ini t ial ly operating on transponder 16 of
F1, running from around 5 PM to midnight (central t ime) seven days
per week. By going after Texas and Southwestern Conference college
sporting events, and professional sports from Houston, 'Fanfare'

hoped to dupl icate the PRISM program in the southwest.
Fanfare lasted not much more than 18 months. l t  lost money

from the beginning, and fai led badly at attract ing ' l ive program rights'
to the necessary col lege and professional sport ing events. They had
hoped that they could serve Arkansas, Loursiana, Texas, Oklahoma
and New Mexico with a Houston base and a Houston f lavor. But by
fal l ing short on the sport ing contracts, they simply became another

FANFARE/ was an almost-amateur attempt to regionalize sport-
ing events from the 'southwest' and premium movie fare using
Fl's TRl6. Showtime finally bought it up.
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pay movie service which happened to have some sports. Since the
sports were not live (they showed college football games only on a
delayed basis), their schedule became difficult to understand and
more difficult to adapt to. When Fanfare folded, Showtime picked up
the option to the few subscribers they had, and the ownership rights to
transponder 16 at the same t ime.

With Showtime owning transponder 16, but not using it, on
F1lF3R, their efforts concentrated on simply making sure that trans-
ponder 16 would not cost them money month to month. That is why
today transponder 16 is in use by so many different services through
the course ol the week; each simply uses and pays for what it can use.
Lacking a full time user/owner such as HBO or CBN, the transponder
becomes a 'melting pot' for services that require limited amounts of
transoonder time.

There have been plenty of other signals up on the bird on a regular
basis, for relatively short periods of time, as well. During the period
1978/9, several New York and Philadelphia area network signals were
fed to Anchorage, Alaska for videotaping. Because of the Alaskan
time zone differences, and because Alaska was at the time teeding an
evening television schedule via F2 (TR23) to approximately 60'bush
terminals' at small Alaskan communities, there was a need to get the
same day's news and network programs to Anchorage where the
programs could be taped, and delayed, before re-transmission back
to the (small ,  4.5 mete| Bush Terminals. This was init ial ly done using
network signals such as Philadelphia's WCAU (CBS) and later the
Alaskan folks decided to take the direct feeds out oJ Los Angeles on F2
for transmissions to Anchorage. In all of this, there was a considerable
amount of network television carried on satellile on a daily, depend-
able basis.

So this month as the Spotlight service on F3R (TR4) and W5
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WCAU PHILADELPHIA/ was the most reliable CBS service on
satellite for nearly a year, fed by RCA to Anchorage as part of the
'Bush Terminal' proiect.

(TR2l ) 
'leaves us'after a multi-yeartrial, and tailure, to attract suitable

subscriber support, it is hardly a unique happening in the annals of the
satellite industry. Every year there are new stads, and every year
there are new failures. The satellite TV business continues, as always,
to be a very unstable bowl of jello!

TESTING

TVRO FEEDS/

CRITICAL Analysis
In our last segment of this multiple part report, we appeared in the

December issue of CSD and looked at the apparent 'leed receiving
patterns'for a number of commonly available TVRO feeds. We inter-
rupted our look at leed test range measurements long enough, in
January's CSD, to deal with the growing controversy over who owns
what patent and trademark rights in the apparently lucrative TVRO
feed industry.

While dealers may believe that they are 'the' important link in
determining the success or failure oJ a TVRO feed in the marketplace,
the apparent truth is that it is the anlenna OEMs that make the biggest
dent in the feed marketplace. A sizeable and growing number ol
TVRO parabolic antennas are now supplied with some type of feed
mechanism included in the antenna carton. lt has become both
lashionable and competitive for the antenna OEMs to-offer a 'com-
plete' system, including feed, to the distributor and dealer network.

The distributor in turn will look carefully at the type of antenna feed
system he is receiving with each antenna type, and then package
around that a suitable receiver and perhaps polarization control sys-
tem to interface with the teed supplied with the antenna. lt would not
be appropriate, tor example, for an antenna OEM to supply an 8 foot

PART THREE

reflector surface and a Chaparral Super Feed if the distributor was
planning to package a receiver that included a control system for a
Polarotor lwith the antenna. The Super Feed would simply become a'throw-away' item, neither required nor desired for that particular
equipment package. A surprising number of feed systems have that
very tate each and every month; especially when dealers go to one
source for their receivers, to another source tor their LNAS, and yet a
third source for the antennas. Parts duplication, by category, especial-
ly in the feed and feed control area, results in a 'surplus' of feed
systems in the marketplace.

There was a period of time when some felt you could 'measure' the
size of the marketplace by simply counting the number of teeds being
shipped per month. ls not one feed required per TVRO installation?
When it became apparent that there may be as many as 25olo more
feeds being manufactured as placed into use, and that 'spare feeds'
that could nol or would not interface with the particular'TVRO system'
the dealer was using were piling up in distributor and dealer ware-
houses from coast to coast, the counting of OEM teeds-shipped
stopped. lt was decided that counting feeds was not that relevant
afterall.
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Still, each feed that leves an OEM's warehouse does count for
something; i t  counts for dol lars in the feed manufacturer 's bank
account i f  nothing else. And as CSD attempted to show in our January
issue, there are some very big dol lars at r isk in this port ion of the
business at the present t ime.

Our look at feeds began in the December issue; we talked about
how feeds are tested on an antenna test range and what the test range
or test 'bench'can reveal to you about a part icular feed. For those
joining us ' late, '  here is what we have done.

A group of feeds, representing most of the popular and widely
distributed models and brands within the industry were gathered and
taken to Microwave Specialty Corporation in San Diego. There the
feeds were placed on a 'short tesl range' designed for feed evaluation.
The test range consisls of a signal source, or transmitter eno, ano a
receiver/measurement end. The receiving system consists of a rotat-
ing mount on which each feed is instal led, and an interconnecting
cable that sends the received signal into a special (Scientific Atlanta)

CHECKING THE RANGE/ Duane Tubbs of MSC on the tetephone
to 'signal source tower' during initial range-proofing session to
insure the range was operating properly.
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receiver designed for microwave antenna test range work. The S/A
receiver in turn 'outputs' to a special chart recorder which creates a
paper record of the receiver's signal strength.

The test antenna is rotated at a controlled rate around a 360
degree circle. The signal coming out of the receiver is recorded on
special graph paper and after you have rotated the feed around its
own axis, you have a writ ten or paper record of the'gain'and'pattern'
of the antenna being tested. You can then compare the written record
for the anlenna against other antennas, or make changes in the first
antenna and 'cut a new plot' of the same antenna. You can compare
two or more antennas on lhe same graph paper or create separate
graphs for each antenna and compare them by cross checking.

We also did bench tests with some of the feeds. In the bench
testing sequence we wanted to measure the 'VSWR' or impedance
match of the feeds. The impedance match of a feed is a critical
element in the feed's performance since a 'poorly matched feed'wil l
not transfer all of the energy that the feed intercepts from the reflector
surface inlo the 'mouth' of the LNA. Satel l i te energy ' lost '  within the
feed because of a poor'VSWR' or match is lost forever. In our fourth
and final part of this series, we will look at VSWR measurements for
three feeds and show you why the feeds in question have special
VSWR concerns lor the feed users. Our fourth oart will also rate the
feeds, forvarious dish focal point to diameter rat ios (f /D) and from al lol
this information you should have a better handle on the proper selec-
tion of a feed for the particular ref lector or dish surface you are using in
your own installations.

CLEARING Up An lmpression
In the December issue we looked at the following teeds:
1) Boman EFH-75
2) Chaparral Super Feed (a new one, and, one that had'weath-

ered')
3) Polatron lll
On page 12 of the December CSD, lower right hand corner, there

appeared a photograph of a Boman EFH-75 feed with a 'prototype'
plastic throat cover. In the text surrounding the photograph, we talked
about what happens when you attempt to protect the throat or opening
of any feed by inserting over or into the throat some type of plastic or
compressed cover. Our message was that anything you place in the
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one of lhree things so i t :
'1) lmprove the (VSWR) match, so more ol the intercepted ener-

gy gets from the throat through the waveguide flange to the
coax l ine going to the receiver system;

2) Make the antenna larger, so it captures more signal to begin
with (a basic law of physics we all understand, from dish sizes)'
or '

3) Make the beamwidth ol the antenna narrower.
Remember that one of the reasons we get more gain out of a 10

foot dish than we do from a six foot dish is that our beamwidth is more
tightly confined; more of the energy is pointed in one single, straight-
ahead direction. A feed is the same way; if you are pointing your test
antenna at a'point source' ( i .e. a single transmit antenna straight in
front of you, rather than at a dish surface which has a 'spread source'
over a broad area in front of you), and if the beamwidth of the feed
antenna you are test ing is unusually narrow (more confined or sharply
defined), you wil l  indeed notice 'more gain' from the feed.

Unfortunately, this is exactly the opposite of what you should
have with a .3 f/D feed. Remember that a feed designed to operate
with a .3 f/D dish is shoved in close to the suriace of the dish; for it to
catch signal from al l  of the dish's surface, including that port ion that is
way out there on the edges of the 'vision field,' the feed has to have
good 'vision' on the edges of i ts f ield of vision. This means that the
Jeed may, indeed, have less'apparent gain'dead-straight-ahead but
that is only because some of the'dead-straighlahead gain'has been
transferred, by feed design, to the edges of the feed pattern. A 3 f/D
feed pattern would have a square top, as we shal l  see here.

The opposite end of the feed world from a .3 f/D feed might be a
dish that had an f/D of say .6 or even more. This would require that the
leed be quite far back from the center of the reflector (60% or 6 feet
with a 10 foot dish). There are dish antennas around that have taken
this' far-back{ocal-point '  design approach; Wilson Microwave, for
example, has a dish similar to this.

As the first pattern for the Boman EFH-90 feed here shows, we have
not a f lat-topped feed pattern but an almost 'pointed feed

BOMAN EFH-90 feed, 4.2 GHz, vertical. More apt to be useful on a
.5 f/D ratio dish.
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COMPARISONi BOMAN EFH-90 (sol id l ine), Chaparral (standard)
.4 f /D Super Feed (broken l ine) and Chaparral Golden Ring (.3 f /D)
with the dotted line. 3.95 Ghz, vertical.

pattern.' The first chart is of the Boman Jeed at 4.2 GHz (the top end of
the band), vert ical polarization. You should be aware that in our
patterns, we measured three different trequencies (3.7, 3.9[5] and 4.2
GHz) on both polarizations (vertical and horizontal) with each feed.
We found no feeds where the patterns stayed identical through all six
measurements. A sl ightly-more-peaked response on the low end of
the band (transponders 1/6) was evident on many feeds.

This 4.2 GHz pattern told us that what we were seeing was a feed
that had been designed, perhaps by accident, not for a.3 f/D dish but
rather for a dish in the .5 or .6 region. A dish where the feed would be
back a substantial distance from the reflector surface.

Then we left  al lof the test range controls alone and we 'cut '  a new,
tr io of,  patterns. Moving to 3.95 GHz, we f irst measured the Boman
EFH-90 feed. l t  is shown on the chart here as the sol id l ine. Taking
the Boman feed off of the test stand, we then placed a Chaparral
standard (Super) feed on the rotating mast and we measured it over
the lop of the graphic presentation of the Boman EFH-90 feed. l t  is
shown here as the broken line. Note that it is wider, although not quite
as ' tal l '  as the EFH-90 plot.

Final ly, we inserted the.3 f/D r ing into the Super Feed and we ran
a third plot on the same piece of graph paper. lt appears on the chart
as the dotted line; substantially lower on the graph paper (indicating
less gain 'straight ahead' in a narrow field of vision) but also wider than
the other two feeds (if you do the proper thing to directly compare the
three, you would'pul l 'or ' l i f t '  al l  three to the same maximum-height l ine
on the graph paper for 'pattern integration').

Next we returned the EFH-90 to the test stand and re-ran through
all  of the tests for al l  three frequencies and both polarizations. A third
chart relat ing to this antenna, the EFH-90 at 3.7 GHz horizontal,
completes the set on this antenna. Note that as the frequency came
down, the pattern broadened out.

The bottom line?
The EFH-90 was designed for Boman by a well known antenna

system designer. Someplace between the planning, the design, and,
the execution something went awry. The Jeed that resulted has some

@





unusual characteristics which frankly beg further study and product
modif icat ion. This part icular feed would have superior performance on
a dish that is in the .5 f /D (or above) region. Perhaps, as we told our
report to Boman's people that one of them exclaimed, "That must be
why Wilson Microwave is purchasing these feeds." Wilson, you wil l
recal l ,  does have a dish with a far-focal point. And this feed, on a dish
with a .5 f/D or so, would certainly perform better than a feed designed
for say a .4 f /D dish.

Editor 's Note: The design 'anamoly'found on the test range with
the EFH-90 feed has not gone uncorrected at Boman. When CSD
made Boman aware of what we found, steps were taken to correct the
design and a feed that has been antenna-range-tested for a 3 f/D dish
is now in the Boman l ineup.

CHAPARRAL .4 vs .3
While we have your attention on the .3 f /D matter, let 's f  inish up this

area of interest by looking at what happens to any of the Chaparral
feed products when you make the l ield modif icat ion from .4 to 3 by
using their 'Golden Ring. '

As noted, the r ing is a throalmodif icat ion 'ki t 'which changes the
'vision l ield'  of the feed i tself .  l t  is supposed to broaden the f ield of
vision, giving the feed better visron off to the edges towards a dish that
is closer to the feed.

There are two ways to operate the polar plotter when making a
direct comparison such as this; you can lay one pattern direct ly on
top of the other, which has the effect of showing each point on the two
patterns at the same'ampli tude'or level,  or, you can al low the'higher
gain' version to fal l  where i t  wi l l  on the chart,  and then al low the
' lower-straight-ahead' gain version (the .3 f /D) to fal l  where i t  wi l l .

For publ icat ion purposes we chose the latter approach since i t
makes rt easier for you to see what happens with the two plots You
cannot do a direct engineering-evaluation of the two patterns with this
approach, however, because you need to ' integrate'the patterns so
that the same point on one is on the same ampli tude (vert ical height)
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CHAPARRAL Super  Feed/  ver t i ca l ,  3 .7  GHz.  Dashed l ine '
standard .4 f /D conl iguration. Sol id l ine-with Golden Ring and '3
f/O contiguration.
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GOLDEN RING installed/ Jimmy Yates ol Microwave Specialty
Corporation retrofits the Chaparral Super Feed for .3 fiD opera-
t ion.

l ine as the other. We correct that here by cal l ing out the 3 and 12 dB
ooints on our charts.

What the Chaparral measurements tel l  us is that the Golden Ring
does precisely what i t  was designed to do; i t  f lattens, and broadens,
the f ield of vision of the feed result ing in a better capturing of signals
that come to the feed from a farto-the-side angle. In short,  the r ing
works and that is what counts.

THE ADL FEEd
Many months ago CSD received a leed from ADL for test and

evaluation. The feed is a double-scalar-r ing design with the normal
throat in the middle. l t  has one-less scalar r ing than say the Chaparral
or Boman feeds. Thrs is not the most important consideration in a feed;
the r ings are real ly 'modif ier devices' which change the f low ol
currents or antenna captured signal as those currents of signal f low
into the feed throat. A single scalar r ing (this is the circular protrusaon

surrounding the throat) does about 90% of the required 'current f low
modif icat ion' for a f  eed. A second r ing does about 8 more percent. You
raprdly reach a potnt of diminishing returns as you continue to add
rings around the throat. Three may be a good number, but 2 is not a
bad number either. Four, or l ive, is considered by many to be 'overki l l . '

What is most unusual about the ADL feed is that it is all plastic' Well,
i t  is al l  of man-made materials, apparently a form of plast ic To
make the normally non-conductive plast ic work as a microwave cur'
rent-carr ier (the microwave signals ' f low' or are 'carr ied' along the
surlace of metal), the ADL people have coated the plastic with a
metal l ic coating. We'l l  re-visi t  that topic later on, here, with another
'o las t i c ' feed,

ADL PLASTIC FEED/ and polarization rotat ion system. A'dip'  in
the center.

t
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There have been other plastic feeds,but perhaps none as elabo-

rate or as seemingly complex and probablyrbxpensive to manufacture

3.7 GHzl horizontal for ADL plastic feed.

The ADL feed plus polarization rotation system is all housed in

3.7 GHz/ vertical lor ADL plastic feed.

4.2 GHzt horizontal for ADL plastic feed' 4.2 GHzl vertical for ADL plastic feed.
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plastic. lt is a rather massive feed, in physical size, although because it

is plastic, very light in weight. The people at ADL had provided us with

their own antenna test range plots of the feed which seemed like a

decent olace to start.
Theie are four polar plots for the ADL leed shown here' We have

selected 3.7 and 4.2 GHz as the two 'band edges' on both vertical and

horizontal polarization. We direct your attention to the fact that both of

the 3.7 plots have a definite dip in the center of the performance

curve-plot, indicating that there is a'suck out' or failure to respond to

energy that is coming to the feed from dead-ahead; the center of the

dish.- i t  amounts toless than 05 dB when the patterns are ful ly

integrated although it may appear to be more than.lhat here'
in the 4.2 GHI plots, however, the feed has pulled up its dip on

both polarizations and it now has a more or less flat-topped response

across approximately 54 degrees of antenna beamwidth' This makes

it quite comparable, in perfoimance, to the Chapanal Super Feed, for

example, ai the top end oi the band. At the low end of the band,

however, it is more limilar to the performance of the Super Feed with

the .3 flD ring inserted in the throat.
The ques[ion of how to deal with plastic feeds has been around for

several years; if, indeed, you want to deal with them at all Plastic

seems like an unlikely, periraps even unsuitable material, for a TVRO
feed when you remember that microwave signals are a form of (RF)

electricity and for electricity to 'flow' there must be a conductor for the

electricity. Plastic, in its normal form, is the opposite of a conductor; it

is an insulator.
Shortly after Chaparral brought out their original feed/Super Feed

in 1980, there was a rash of copy-cat feeds on the market. The copy
cats were trying to drive down the price ol feeds and were made from

aluminum ai first. Soon somebody discovered that you could make a
leed out ol plastic, and then 'coat' the plastic with some type of

conductor. The microwave 'electricity' that flows on the leed is for all
practical purposes on the surface only. There is something called 'skin

effecf at work here where the electrical energy pretty much stays on

the outer surface and does not go very deeply into the metal it is

f lowing through or on.
Metal leeds are heavy to ship, and given the right kind of tooling

and the right kind of production capability, plastic is not a bad way to
go. lt does bring the price of the finished product down below even an

i l l  aluminum version, provided you can get into big production num-

bers.

Unlortunately, the metalizing of the plastic is not a perlect art'
Getting a conduciive metal to 'stick' to a plastic surface is not all that
easy. io get the metal to stay on the surface, over a period oJ time'
through physical and temperature abuses, is even m,ore of a problem'

As the industry learned, metal flakes start to come off the coating and
before you know it whole'patches of metal''have fallen off or been
knocked off the plastic body.

SOLAR ECLIPSE time is rapidly approaching; when shadow
from prime focus feed on your dish appears directly in center of

Oish, ihe sun is directly a-ligned behind the satellite and solar

noise will 'drown out' your satellite TV signals.
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NEW
POWER INSERTER

DC BLOCK

MCIEIEL ElC.1

Ihe Merflmac DC 1 's used as a
Power Inserter lor supplyrng exter
na l  B ias  to  an  LNA,  IndePendent ly
o l  the  V ideo F lece iver .  I t  rs  a lso
emoloved as a DC Block for multr-
ole recerver Inslallatlons where the
LNA rs berng powered by DC Bras
on the RF feed lne from one Vrdeo
Fleceiver.

L f  l t l o r t !  i ( l r  l r i t r r l { l a l  l l ( l  ( l ( l  v ( l f y  l l l l j

( : , 0 1 )  5 / 5  l i l o t )

.  Bandwid th  3 .7 -4 .2  GNz

.  lmpedance 50  ohms

.  Low Input  VSWR (  <1 .25 :1)

.  H igh  lso la t ron  (RF to  B ias)
(40 dB min)

.  Low Inser t ion  Loss  (<0 .3d8)

. Ruggedized Construction

. Connectors - TYPe N Female
(male-male barrel, shown in
photo, oPttonal)

YN4erifitoc
INDUSTFIIES, INCOFIPOFATED
po aox986.4 l  FAIFFIELOPUCE WESTCALOWELL NJ 070074986USA

io i .s l i i i ru - ' .  rs ;x  71o zvr3ra  .  cABLE MERFTMAc w cALowELl  NJ
0D(
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314-625-4617

The rQ'l60 . . . comptete controt At your Finger Tips

Set  Day ,  Da te ,  T lme Se lec t s  Lockou t , -  f pwer  On ,
P o w e r  O f f

P a r e n t a l  L o c k o u t C h_anne ! -  +,  Sqte ! l  t te ,
D a y ,  D a t e ,  T l m e

L "t8:,i | ": F iJ.o ?" "tfi "l|.| !i "

A v a l l a b l e  C h a n n e l s
O n  E a c h  S a t e l l l t e

t u"tof """"1,11913, Il "" o' "
Ale r t s  You  To  An tenna

N o t  M o v l n g
IQ DISTRIBUTOFS

ALtEAilA
MOC|( DISTRIEUTING CO.
DECATUR, AI". 35M2
m5-355r234

c^UF0BitA
HOUSE OF AZIEC
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA.
92649
7r4-963{694

GA]IADA
SPEC EtECTRoiltCS, tNC.
IAST ANJOU, OUEEEC,
CAiIADA HlKIA'I
514{'21-3232

CAIIADIAN MICROTECH
INGERSATT ONTARIO. CANADA
il5c 3V3
519-485-3201

NATIONAT ETECTRIC
REGINA, SASK. S4R.1J1
306-569-2882

c0t0BAD0
INTERSTETTAR SYSTEMS
WEST
80u|-DER, C0. 80301
303-665-7499

FIORIDA
t.T.'s
oSPREY, Ft. 33559
813-966-6916

GEOBGIA
SATETLITE MARKFTING
D0uctAsvil-tE, GA. mls4
404-949t 300
rLr.til0ts
NHODES SAT. COIINECTION
EfFINGHAM, It 62401
217-347-0469

t1{DtAltA
KII{GS ANTENNA SERVICE
AilGorA, tN. 46703
219-665-7293

FTAME PRODUCIS
EVAt'lSVrrLE, tN. 47710
(fN) 1-8tu742-3778
(0IHER) 1-80G457-3761

TOTAI. SOUNDS INC.
EVANSVILLE, IN. 47711
812-477-6/�56

r0wA
SAT, HOME ENIIBTAINMENT
MAR|0N, tA. 52302
sr9-393-0965

x ltsAs
SATETINK
KrowA, Ks. 67070
31 6-825-4239

UNISAT
AilDovER, KS. 67002
3r&733-2487

t0utstAltA
PETERSON ELECTRIC
Jot{EsBoR0, LA. 71251
318-259{891

SAT SPECIALISTS
80GAt USA, LA 70427
504-73s-9915
mtss0uRl
ESA
sT. PETERS, M0. 63376
314-278-2772

PSC
sT. CHARLES, M0. 63301
314-723-1196

OOCI(ERY SATETLITE
WARSAW, M0. 65355
816-438-6192

trloltTAilA
BURTON SATEI.IIII, INC,
BtG toRK, Mr. 59911
406-837-5290

1{EERASKA
SAITI-INK
NORTH PLATTE, NE, 69103
308-534-4836

1{EVADA
CHALIEiIGER SATELIITE
SYSTEMS
r-As VEGAS, NV. 89102
702-367-20N

I{EW HAMPSHIRE
SATELTITE VIDEO SERVICES.
tNc.
RAYMOND, N.H, 03077
SATEttITE VIDEO SEBVICES,
tNc.
RAYMOND, N.H. 03077
603-895-31 82
ltEuf Y0Rt(-
]{EW Et{GtA1{0
SATELTITE VIOEO
PAIENVILTE, N.Y, 12463
5r8678-9581

0Ht0
PORTER COMMUNICATIONS.
tNc.
NEWARK. OH. 43055
6t4-349-7715

OKTAHOIIIA
STAR COM
0K[AH0MA CITY, 0K. 73115
405-672-9617

PEil1{SYLVAl{tA
EIFOIIiATCHER SAT, W
SYSTEMS
ALTOONA, PA. 16602
814-944-3520

WATTON SATEITITE TV
tEBANoit, PA. 17042
7 17-272-2064

SOUTH DAI(OTA
WARREN SUPPLY
stoux FAtLs, s.0. 57104
605-336-1 830
IEl{lIESSEE
AMERICAN VIOEO CORP,
KNGSPoRT, TN. 37664
615-246-3731

MV PRODUCTIONS
ANT|0CH, TN. 37013
615-776-t't19

TEXAS
CUSTOM VIDEO
r0NGV|EW, TX. 75601
214-758-4056

STAF COM
8lG SPR|NGS, TX. 79720
(TX) 1-800-592-1476
(NATt0NAt) t-800-351-1426
RIO MOIO SUPPTY
McAttEN, TX. 78501
512482-5224

vtRGtlilA
cNl
TEESBURG, VA, 22075
703-777-6960

IEI-SAT EAST
FRONT ROYAL, VA. 22630
703-636-1777

vEss 0tsl. &
MANUFACTURING
BUCHANAN, VA. 24066
70f.-254-1776

wEsT vtRctlilA
CENTSAI SUPPIY
wTLUAMSToWN. WV. 26187
304-485-1693

wrsc0t{s[{
SAT. RECEIVERS, tTD.
GREEN BAY, WI. 54302
414-432-6851

i
I

A v a l - l a b l e  S a t e l l l t e s
f o r  V l e w l n g

S to res  A l l  Chanoes
In  P rog ram 
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HORIZONTAL Polarization/ 3.7 GHz lor plastic teed (copy) of
popular Chaparral Super Feed.

There is one more cosideration; the melting of the feed. As the
August 1983 issue of CSD displayed (see page 32), it is possible for a
feed to'melt down'when there is an al ignment of the TVRO dish and
the sun. This happens, by itself and without any assistance, twice per
year. When the sun's normal travel route takes it into a position where
the sun itself tracks along the Clarke orbit belt from your particular
latitude, there will be several days when lhe sun is more or less directly
behind the satellite for a period of time that can reach I to 10 minutes
for your dish.

lf the dish is metal, and solid; if the dish is not properly painted or
protected to disperse the sun's rays, some or a high percentage of the
sun's rays are collected by the dish and bounced back to the dish's
focal point. Which is precisely where the feed is mounted.

Given this unfortunate set ot circumstances, the heat build up in
the focal poinVfeed region is considerable. Depending upon how good
a reflector the dish surface is to the sun's rays, temperatures up to
several thousand degrees C/F can result. lt takes a temperature only
30% or so of this to slart melt down on many plastics.

A melted feed is not all that might happen, of course. And, only a
small percentage of dish reflector surfaces are so poorly painted or
poorly planned that they act as a giant solar collector/rellector. But it is
a concern, nonetheless. More than one feed, even more than one
LNA, has been destroyed by the excessive heat build up occurring
during the solar al ignment period.

Between melt down, and surface conductivity problems; between
plastics that crack when it gets too cold, or metallic surfaces that flake
or peel otf, the plastic feed world has never been a big world in the
TVRO industry. Still, there are some in the marketplace and there
have been problems with them.

We had one of these feeds, an exact (as exact as is required) copy
of the Chaparral Super Feed, on the test range for testing. This
oarticular version had been in service for several months and to the
eye, an inspection did not reveal any of the usual cracking or flaking or
peeling which many have experienced. We placed it on the test range
simply because we wanted to compare the reception performance of

SATELLITE DICEST

VERTICAL Polarization/ 3.95 GHz, for plastlc feed (copy) of popu-
lar Ghaparral Super Feed.

this thinly-coated all plastic feed with the Chaparral Super Feed.
There are two charts here. One shows the Plastic Feed at 3.7

GHz, horizontal polarization. The second shows the same feed at 3.95
GHz, vertical polarization. There is no peaked response, no dipping,
and in fact the pattern would have to be judged quite acceptable. Gain
(or more appropriately, a lack-otloss) lor this particular, weathered
and used leed, was right there with the Chapanal which it was poss-
ibly 'struck' off of.

lf, indeed, there are mass production efficiencies to be realized
with non-metallic feeds, if indeed there are potential advantages to
precision parts using a plastic or non-metallic base for the feeds, this
should suggest to those who are looking for a new business opportun-
ity in the TVRO field that the day of non-metallic feeds may simply not
have arrived yet.

Plating of plastic parts, the major problem to date with plastic
teeds, would appear to be the 'area'which requires the most research
Strengthening the part, so that it will withstand temperature extremes
without breaking or cracking would seem to be less of a challenge. As
plaslic leeds stand today, they do have problems. But that is not to say
that given the right kind of expertise and technology that these prob-
lems cannot be resolved in the year ahead.

In our final part of this series, we will look at the Omni-Spectra
feed and then give you our rating for the feeds tested at the Microwave
Specialty Corporation antenna test range. Oh yes, this addendum.

Since the testing done in October, there has been a radical change
in the feeds at Boman Industries (see CSD for January 1984)' The
new and latest version of Boman feeds have not been range-tested by
CSD and the reports appearing here regarding the Boman feeds deal
only with those feeds that were in current production in October of
1 983.

ADD CJR to your
Charge your CJR
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SATELLITE
TOTAL GONTROL

GABLE PAGKAGES!
TYPE 1:

a) 2 conductors #14
b) 3 conductors #18 (shielded)
c) 3 conductors #22, shielded, with drain wire
d) 3 conductors #20, shielded, with drain wire

AVAILABLE lN 330' and 1,000' (standard) length spools:
330' spool, 54C per f00t; 1,000-5,000 leet at 48C per foot;
5,000-10,000 feet at 449 per foot; 10,000 leet up at4Zl per f00t!

TYPE 2:
PLUS - Add two RG-59/U cables. For information, call!

Mre
RG-213/U COAX CABLE JUMPERS

TYPE'N' CRIMP PLUGS EACH END
COMPTETETY WEATHERPROOF WITH SHRINK TUBING

BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE!! !
COAXIAL CAELE
RG-6 ,U  (FO IL  &  BRAID)  565  M
RG-8  U  (95 " "  ERA |D .FOAM)  210  i / ' �
RG-59 U (96"0 BRATD.POLY) 85 tV
RG-59 U (75";  BRAID-F0AlV) 59 [ .4 '
RG-59/U (ForL & BRATD) 52/M' �
RG-sg/U DUAL (F0rL & BRArD) 105/M'
RG-11  U  (96 " t  BRATD-PE)  210  t / ' �
RG-213  U  (96 " "  ERA |D-PE)  240  M
RG-214 U (96q" STLVER BRATDS) 1400 N.4
RG.214  U  {T  C  ERAIDS)  450  M '
RG-217  U  (96 ' "  ERAtDS-P0LY)  600  t \ 4 '

MULII-CONDUCTOR CAELE
COND #20  ISH IELDEO)  65  M
C O N D  # 1 8  ( S H I E L D E D )  7 9  M
c0N0 #16 80  [4
COND #r8 - 49 r\ ,4
C0N0 #20 - 39 t\ ,1
c0N0 #22 -  35  M
OOND #18 -  79  M
0OND #22 - 49 Nl
0OND #20 - 69 [.4
COND (2  -  18  6  -  22 )  129  M
oOND (2  -  16  6  -  18 )  230  i /

100-'199 200 or More
S F e e t  $ 9 2 5  $ 8 7 5  $ 8 2 S  $ 7 . 7 S

1 0 F e e t  $ 9 . 5 0  $ 8 9 5  $ 8 5 0  $ 7 . 9 5
l ? F e e t  $ 9 . 8 5  $ 9 3 5  $ 8 8 5  $ 8 3 5
15 Feet  $10.50 $ 9.95 $ 9.50 $ 9.00

$1  1 .75  $1  1 .50  $1  1 .00  $10 .75

ALT LENGTHS AVAILABLE

CALL TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
1-800-423-2322
1-914-947-1554/5 (NY only)

c0r{ilEcToR s
TYPE N'
UG-21 BU (MALE) $2 25 ea
UG-21  0U  (MALE)  2  00  ea
UG-57  BU  (DOUBLE MALE)  3  15  ea
UG-29  BU  (DOUBLE FEMALE)  3  15  ea

CALL FOR COMPLETE CATATOG
0ALL CoLLECT (914) 947-1554-1555

F-C0ililECT0RS
F-59 9C 69/M
F-59A 10C 79/M
F-sgALM 1lC 99/M
F-81 19C 170/M

UG-27tCU (ELBOW) $4 45rea
UG-23/BU (FEMALE) 3.1s/ea.'N' CRIMP MALE - 2.29/ea

@ez[@be
P.O. Box 95-55 Railroad Ave.
Garnerville, New York 10923

ADAPTERS
F T0 RCA #907 59/ea
F T0 BNC #905 1 35/ea
RCA CRIMP - 59/U .39/ea

RG-213/U JUMPER CABLE.N.N
WITH SHRINK TUBING

1 2 FI. - $9 85iea
15 f f .  -  10.50/ea
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THE ROOTS
OF TVRO
(Part 12)

THIS SERIES, now in i ts 12th instal lment, is designed to acquaint
the TVRO dealer with 'why' there are homes in America with poor TV.
The series originated in CATJ Magazine, 1975.

The FCC was on the defensive. FCC
chief economist Hyman Goldin, speak-
ing before a meeting of educators in
Columbus, Ohio, told the group:

"The rumors of UHF's death are greatly
exaggerated. There is no denying that there
is a long list of woes for UHF, but these high
channels will eventually be used."

Goldin's comments did little to con-
sole the operators of two UHF stations
in Spartanburg, South Carolina. In line
with the then FCC round of granting
existing VHF stations permission to
raise powers to 100,000 watts for chan-
nels 2-6 and 316,000 watts for channels
7-I3, and to use 1,000-2,000-foot towers
or elevated sites. the Commission was
permitting channel T in Spartanburg to
move to a 3,500-foot (above sea level)
mountain 25 miles from the city. Two
UHF stations then on the air in the
area protested that "this would allow
the channel 7 station to couer our cou-
erage area from sorne distance awaa,
and'we uiII lose our netutorh affilin-
t ion."

FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock
responded:

"These ecdnomic injury allegations &re
purely speculative..."

SATELLITE DICEST

The station moued to the mountain
top; the tu;o UHF stati,ons subsequent-
lA l,eft the utr.

Madam Commissioner had more to
say about the problem of "who is to
blame" the next month (mid-1954)
when Senator Charles Potter of Michi-
gan opened Senate hearings into the
UHF mess. The Commissioner burst
out:

"Il you want me to tell you the truth, when
you Senstors call this Comrnission to tell ue
to hurry up and give you television in your
community, &nd give us until tomorrow to do
it, and in the most unethical manner known
to man...I am ready to cry and give up!"

Subsequently, FCC Commissioner
Hennock scolded the Senate for "per-
mitting station applicants to file and
not allnwtng anAone to compete for the
specific channel involved, or allowing
two applicants to merge their appliea-
tions wi,thout the FCC holding rnerger
heartngs or letting the public know
about the merger."

She retired from the stand with:
"I have no intention of serving on e dis-

honest Commission il I am an honest woman,
and I don't went to see the CommisEion get
all of the blame for this megs."

An honest or dishonest Commission-
er, Frieda Hennock would retire in the
summer of 1955.

In the same hearing Dr. Allen B.
DuMont made one lnst stand for the
saving of his crumbling empire and for
network competition. He urged that
the Commission adopt one of three
plans to save UHF. They were as fol-
Iows:
(1) "Each of the networks should be re-

quired to make full-time affiliates ol
specific UHF stetions where the st&-
tions are suffering and may go off the
air;

(2) Or, each network would be required to

PAGE s2tCSDt2-84
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ANY\{AY
YOU IOOK
AT rT...
ADM HASYOUR
ANTENNA!

AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM. Rapid det ivery
on ADM's super-ef  f  ic ient  11 foot  bo lar  mouni
antenna ( includes remote control led polariza_
t ion ro tat ion system as wel l ! ) ,  p lus,  fackagesare avai lable for complete systems including
LNA, 24 channel tuneabie receiver and
cabli,ng; Why wait in a ,ong line when you can
get the best,  today! 

-

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA SYSTEM. High
qua l i t y  pane l i zed  a luminum 11  foo t  d i sh  a id
stere,!  polar mount. Dish weighs approximate_
ly  200 pounds,  mount  265 pounds.  prec is ion
designed,  easy insta l la t ioh,  z inc chromateq?r"  pr imed and heavy duty  whi te  top f  in ish.
The rotat i . !g fee^O is standaid I  Easity 'shipped
and instai led. Choice openings foi  Oebiers
and d is t r ibutors .

ntenna
l feue lopment  &
fflanuf Ccturin g, Inc

P,0 .  Box  i  1 /B
Poplar Bluf f ,  Mo 63901

(1 -31 4-785-5988)
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uo

(2) The FCC authorized L'V sta-
tions to set uP satellite stations,
programming as relays the Pro-
grams of the mother station.
Thit uas not restricted to UHF
stations, however, but was au-

0ll

r}0
release on demand 25o/o of its prime
time and other time (by category) pro'
gremming on demand to UHF stations
in the B&rne market;

(3) Or, as an incentive plen' for each seven
UHF st&tions which the network affil-
iated with, full time, the network would
be allowed to own and operate one ed-
ditional UHF television ststion itself'
up to e m&ximum of 11 stetions (VHF of
wiich they could own five and UHF of
which theY would own six under the
DuMont Plan)."

The operater of UHF station WCAN
in Milwaukee told the Senate commit-
tee:--'1.-..viewers 

have invested uPwerds of
$30,000,000 in conversions in the UHF mar'
ket of Milwaukee alone; there are presently
300,000 receivers so equipped. We propose

thai the present VHF ststions be given five
years to move to UIIF, and this- will allow
L"""yoo" to adiust to a truly equ&l situation''

With things as bad as the hearings

indicated, it was inevitable that a new
round of "solutions" would start pop-
ping up. Shortly after the he1!!8q be-
gan"inih" S"nule chambers, FCC Com-
iiissioner Frieda Hennock proposed:

"All further VHF dropin assignments must
be halted; network progrlms must be made
available to UHF stations; UHF construction
permits which were canceled for lack oI con-
struction should be reinstated; UHF stations
should immediately be authorized substantial
power increases and tower height increases;
iegislation should be passed to bar from inter-
state shipment eny TV receivers not equip-
ped for VHF and UHF; and eventually.{lTV
broadcasting should be moved to UIIF."

Senator Edwin C. Johnson PoPPed
up again when he told the nation's
CATV operators in their 1954 annual
meeting, "The decision to m'in chonnels
(VHF a;d UHF) utas 'i'nsane; it is l;ike
trying to m'tn uater qnd oil. Yet the

FCC still stubbornly nlaintains that its
original dec'ision u)as cor"rect."

iBS Pt"sident Frank Stanton took
exception to everyone else's concerns'
He said:

"To move all television to UHF would
weeken the whole system' deprive some
&reas oI service, Md damage the quality of
progr&ms. The suggestion that VHF antenna
ireifttts and power levels be reduced is ab-
surl; this is the equivilent of abandonnent ol
the low bands beciuse service are&s would be
reduced."

Whieh of course was exactlY what
the UHF proponents had in mind'
They were losing network affiliation
because they did not have or could not
obtain circulation in sets. Without pro-
gramming, theY could not compete
i"itn big ietwoik quality programs; it
was a vicious circle that the net-
works were completely in control of'

In the early fall of 1954 the Commis-
sion sanctioned two measures which
they hoped would helP ease the UHF
pai;. In'historical perspective, it was
about as effective as chasing an ele-
phant with a flY swatter:' 

(1) The 10% excise tax on televi-
sion receivers was modified to
allow a $? discount to the buYer
when he bought a receiver
equipped to receive both VHF
a;d UHF. On a $500 receiver,
l0o/o was $50, while $7 was

!.4olo. Senator Potter had origi-
naILY asked' that the full 10o/o
exciie tax be eliminated on all
VHF-UHF tuning receivers'

- _--_-',
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Denver SAT F*po
DBS - TVRO - New Tbchnologies ?

*

a.9 ,

Partial list of
Actuator Control
Aerowave
ADM
Birdview Satel l i te
Channe l  Gu ide
Continental Satel l i te
Custom Cable
DX Communica t ions
Echosphere
ECA
ESPN
Gard iner  Communrca t ions
Harrrs Professional
Hoosier Electronics
Industr ial Scienti f ic
Intersat Corporatron
Kaul-Tronics
KLM Electronics
M A COM Prodelin

1983 Sat Expo exhibi tors:
M A COM Video S.rtei l i te
Megahertz
Nat iona l  C<>mpusat
ON TV,  Oak Med ia
Pico Satel l i te
Portac
PTL Satel l i te Netrvr>rk
P leasure  Channe l
Precision Satel l i te

Quadral i te
Rodgers Co
S.A L  E lec t ron ics
Selec TV
SPACE
Standard  Communica t ions
Symte l  Sate l l i te
Telecom Industr ies
Texscan
Trinitu Broadcasting

I
P h o n e

Sta t . '  Z tp

Company

Address

CityI
I T
I
I

I  w i l l  pay  by  (check  one) A m o u n t .  $

I or for quickest service cali (303) 761 1135
- - - - - - - - -  - - - -

MasterCard

Card  number

Expirat ion date

S ignature

Make checks payable to,84 SAT EXPO I- - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - -

Check

Cardholder

VISA Amer ican Express

f  P lease send informar iorr  on l t l " la i "n
Send ro.  84 SAT Expo 

L\nror t rng

300 East  Hampden.  Sui te 240
Denver.  Colorado 80110

o w

,G#
ffinnn

The 1984 Sat Expo and Satellite Direct Conference features
three days of presentat ions and panel discussions by key
experts in the satel l i te telecommunicat ions f ie ld,  focusing on
consumer and commercial  appl icat ions of both C-band (4
gigahertz),  and Ku-band (12 gigahertz) satel l i te-direct t rans-
mission. In addit ion, more than 100 satel l i te telecommunica-
t ions products wi l l  be on display at the '84 

Sat Expo.

The conference is held at the beaut i ful  Sheraton/Denver
Technological  Center,  the second largest hotel  in Denver.
Colorado. To reserve rooms at the Sheraton. cal l  (800)
552-7030.  In  Co lorado.  ca l l  779-1100.

. Special 3-degree dual-feed competition.
r Second annual LUNA Awards Presentation, recognizing

excellence in marketing and programming.
o Presentations and panel discussions by experts

during nine dist inct seminars and sessions.
o Newest products on display.

I I  Please register - persons ro atrend
three days of seminars and exhib'ts at the Denver
Sat  Expo.  wh ich  a lso  inc ludes  an  inv i ta t ion  to
attend the 1984 Luna Awards Presentation on
Monday. May 7 Cost is $95 i f  paid before Apri l
16 .  ($125 i f  sen t  a f te r  tha t  da te  o r  purchased
at the Sat Expo )
PIease reserve seats at t l te keynote luncheon on
Monday.  May 7 .  and the  c los ing  break fas t  on
Wednesday. May 9. Cost $25 per person for the
two mea ls .

Name -

r----
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risht here for a short time and report

oi sonte of the stations which legan
operation after the freeze lifted but

#f i.fr had alread'y gone off tlte oi' by

Junuutv of 1955. iht impa"t is.in both

their nimbers and their locations:
KITO'TV, channel 18, San Bernadino'

C"fif.; WTAC'TV, channel 16,- Flint, Mich';
ilci-rv, channel 14, Festus-St' Louis, Mo';
Wtfl,O'fV, chanrel 21, Louisville' KI';
WfpC'fV, channel 46, Atlantic City, {,J't
WnCH-tV, channel 33, Newport News, Va';
Wkng-fV, channel 48, Mobile, Ala';
WCOC-TV channel 30, Meridian, Miss';
ffSffU-fV, channel 36, St' Louis, Mo';
WCUn'fV, channel 46, Chambersburg' P8';
intn-tv, channel 53, Fresno, Calif';
WRAY-TV, channel 52, Princeton, Ind'l
lfnnZ-fV, channel 43' Monroe, La'; WBKZ-
TV. channel64, Battle Creek, r'' \'; WFTV'
channel 38, Duluth' Minn.; W--'-fV, chan-
nel 59, Buffalo, N.Y.; KNUZ-TV, channel 39,
Houston, Tex.; WTOV-TV, channel ?- Nor'
folk, Va.; IVKJF-TV, channel 53, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; WECT-TV, channel 18, Elmira, N'Y';
KU'SC'TV, channel 28' Los Angeles, Calif';
WLBR-TV, channel 15, Lebanon, Pa'; KCEB-
TV. channel 23, Tulsa, Okla.; WNMA'TV'
channel 42, Neenah, lVis.; WPFA-TV, chan-
nel 15, Pensacola, Fla.i WTVE'TV, channel
24, Elmira, N.Y.; WTRI-TV, channel S5, New
York, N.Y.; KMPT'TV, chonnel 19, Okla'
homa City, Okla.; WBTM'TV, channel 24,

Danville, Va.; WKNA'TV, channel 46'

Charleston, lV. Vo.; and WCAN'TV, channel
25. Milwaukee, Wis.

This list is by no nleans co'nxplete;
the total l ist is quite a bit more exten-
sive. KeeP in mind, however, this was
onl,y through late December 1954 and

thai many more UHF stations would
i"uu. the"airwaves in the ensuing bal-
ance of the 50's and beYond.

Again, the calculated (estimated and
closiy computed) total losses to the

o(

0li(

i
-

o (
thorized for anY stations'

The $? discount was of no tmPgr-
tance to angone; not when combination
tuning seti sold for uP to $60 more

than VHF-only sets. The authorizat ion
for VHf stations as well as UHF sta-

tions to operate satellites was the

cause for a new cry of "foul" 
from the

bt eleaquered' UHF broad'casf ers' Many

i"ot"ii, and rightfully so as it turned
oul in places tJke t-,,uft<in, Texas, that

i tr"  n"* satel l i tes would improve VHF

signals even further out from the orig-
inition transmitters and furtlt 'er en-

croacll into UHF regions'
The early hearings, first held in

1954, paved the waY for a more com-
prehensive array of hearings in 1955'
i\amed to head the inquiry was former
nCC Commissioner Robert Jones and

former FCC General Counsellor Harry
Piotkin. Plotkin was to represent the

Democratic minority of the Senate In-
leistate and F oreign Commerce Com-
mittee. One of the areas the committee
would consider was "an invest igat ion
into industry l icensing among trans-
mit, ter and ieceiver manufacturers' : '
This had been a pet project of Jones's
when he was a Commissioner, but i t
had been shelved when i t  was discov-
ered the Commission did not have the

statutory authority to regulate in that
area. Some time laler the matter found
its way over to the Justice DePart-
ment, but i t  was eventual ly dropped at

Just ice also.
Another name that TV and CATV

would learn well came along about that

t ime; Nicholas Zapple would serve as a
i.o.n-unicat ions'expert" in the gath-
ering of data and a comprehensive re-
Dort. which he would make directly to
it'r" fult committee in January of 1955'

It might be well to stoP our study ROOTS/ continued Page 65



GO TEST.
Patmar's customized SMATU System

gives you more benefits than ani other.
That's because only Patmar

offers you such a unique
system. You get a Harris 10'
Delta gain antenna, coupled
with a DX receiver and block
downconverter, and Blonder-
Tongue modulators and
amplifiers.

It's an unbeatable com-
bination-and no other
system can match it for
performan ce and reliability.

Best of all, Patmar makes
it easyto install and extremely
cost effective. That's why one
large motel chain is preiently
installing the system in 44
of its properties and offers
three channels of satellite
TV to its guests. And the
system works equallywell in
apaftment complexes,
condominiums and
developments.

Patmar also offers a
plete line of SMAIV

for the commer-

r PARACLIPSE 12' and9'
aluminum mesh antennas
and polar mounts.

r LOCOM commercial and
consumer grade LNA's.

r SOUTH RWER METAL
PRODUCTS polar mounrs.

r MTI positioners and
aduators.

r The complete line of
INTERSAT producrs.
All are carefully selected

firr their proven excellence
and cost effec-
tiveness. That's
why, when it
comes to
choosing
satellite
equip-
ment,
there's
really no
contest.
You get
more from
Patmar.

Call or write for more
information today.

Peter Sutro or
BiIl Heavener
6 Claremont Road
Bernardwille, NI O7gZ4
20r-76G4408

Or, to place an order,
use our toll-free number:
E00-331-8gOO

lFr&-&
*s*i1-r"

PATMAR
and home markets. TEGHIIOLOGIES, IJIG.



TERRESTRIAL
lNTERFERENGE.

ASTI is the first complete Profes-
sional handbook on the avoidance'
Oiaonosis and suppression of
ri"'to*"ue te rrestrial interf erence

tirl at TVRO earth stations' This

)so p"g" comprehensive volume

*"s iotPiled bY an engineering
team headed bY GlYn Bostick'
b-ti.lo"nt of Microwave Filter Com-
pany, with valuable inPut from manY

BANISHED'

I I I I I I I I - - l I . I l l I - - . r r I I I l l - I l .

industry leaders such as California
n.ofiti"t and Scientific Atlanta' The
r".uit of their effort is an in-depth.
exploration of such topics as equlp-
;;i selection for minimizing Tt.
susceptinility, use of natural and ar-.
titi"i"l'shield'ing, system filtering .and
many other cost effective tecnnt-
oue6f Send this couPon now t9^-.
receive our free brochure on AUll'
and get Tl out of the Picture!

AVAILABLE NOW DIBECTLY FBglvt^C5'D-tEcnr.ricat- BooK sERv|cE !
h#r*

USE ORDER FORM TO RIGHT
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-  HERE 15 MY ORDER for  the  comote te  1 .000 o tus
page CSD ANTHOLOGY in two volumes, coverine
the  fu l l  t i r s t24  issues  o f  CSD.  $100 in  US funds
enc losed (USA on ly ,  $125 e lsewhere  inc lud ing
Canada, Mexico).

-  HERE lS  MY ORDER for  jus t  Votume One,  cover ing
October .1979 through September 1980 of CSD, $60
in  US funds  enc losed (USA on ly ;  $75 e lsewhere  in

THE ORIGINAL 24
MONTHS OF CSD I

- H:Jiltr'", oro., ror just Vorume rwo, coverin, TH E ANTHOLOGYI
October  1980 th rough September  1981 o f  CSD.  $65
in  US funds  enc losed (USA on ly ;  $75 e lsewhere  in
US funds) .

COMPANY ( i f  app l i cab te)  _

ADDDRESS

STATE - ZIP

Order  Antho logy  f rom:  CSD,  p .O.  Box  . lO08Sg,  For t  Lauderda le .  F1 .33310

- ENTER MY 12 MONTH subscription to CJR, mid-
month TVRO dealer publication, for delivery
within USA and US possessions; 935 US funds
enclosed. (NOTE: You MUST include business-
card or copy of company letterhead to qualify for
subscription!)

- ENTER MY 12 MONTH subscript ion to CJR, mid-
month TVRO dealer publication, for delivery out-
side of USA and US possessions; 945 US funds
enclosed. (NOTE: You MUST include busrness-

carda@(alaa(e.r(A&d€dd(d<@(&6(
subscriptaonl)

12 MONTHS OF CSD/
12 MONTHS OF CJR/
ASTI HANDBOOK!

_ ENTEB My t2 MQNTIJ subscriptton to gSD via
a.(**(((..de((.rerlrritK\s.SSh,as.d\ jEpaEbeb-
sions; 950 US tunds enclosed.

- ENTER MY 12 MONTH subscription to CSD, vra
airmail, for delivery to Canada/Mexico; $60 US
funds enclosed.

- ENTER MY 12 MONTH subscript ion to CSD. via
airmail, for delivery outside USlCanadaiMexico;
$75 US funds enclosed.

- SAMPLE COPY OF CJR/ ENCLOSED $5IN US
funds for sample copy of first, inaugural issue of
CJR to US or foreign destination.

-ASTI HANDBOOK/ $125 US funds enctosed.
Send immediately brand new Microwave Filter
Company AST| HANDBOOK.

NAME

COMPANY (if appticabte)

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ORDER ANY OF ABOVE FROM: CSD, p.O. Box
Note:.You lgy make inquiry concerning any
weekdays (ET).

ZIP - COUNTRY

100858, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl.33310
of these cSD products by cailing 305-771-0505 between 9 AM and 4 pM



OVER
1 000
Pages
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The

HOME SATELLITE TERMINAL TEXTBOOK

EvER'THTNG you wi, ever need to know about the home satetite TVRo system' Dlring the first two years of csD'

every topic from anrennu."u"ur"rents toLtrA oesign *u" "ou"r"i'"*t"niiu"rv. Tl",l9 ut" dozens of features on

receiver design, r_rrrn in.turiution and setectron proceduies, dozgn" r"oi""Jl"; th; satetite system operates' and how

it fairs. rt,s a, here i";:;;;-i*;-co-rr,.nn c;5'rNiioLocy no*"u'iutr"orl for immediate shipment!

TRAcE the beginnrngs of the home TVRo industry, from the firstTayror Howard and Robert coreman receiver desrgns

rhroush today,s ,rtr"-i.Jc"in, sophisticat"il;;il;;r products. T;; ;;;il;text of the originar Arthur c' clarke

,wireress worrd, articrl, wriiten in 1945IrLO"""rroi"S how geo-staiio""ny satetiteswould be designed and function'

Forow the deveropment of programming p"rriJJi;n ouitr"", tne "turlrp oispecE, and see how one David Barker article

in the June 19BO CS; ;;|"s"Jt", atftime il;;; production of TVRo receivers!

FRoM sun noise outage Lo 3 |ool "!.h," f]::] private termina|::::y", product ever offered for sa|e (19781); f rom the f irst

experiments ov pion"zi oriver swan read.in'g'up to tn" 9"":r^"rr;"[';ith" 
spnericat antenna design' to the sleek'

sophisticated moror ff;;;;";ug" t".rini. Jr too"v. euervtning ii"i!""i n"-pp"-"eo in tnis vouns' dvnamic industry

worth reporting ,. "ou"ili ii OLt"iI "no o"p1ii"n'ii'":i'ooo tbiut) pug"'Textbook'!

i:?:Jf.",3;ff,:lilTTl,;',!,"ettil**A"."*ilT^{i'lFfil3is3v','{Gll{i?-#x":""1ffi1'3i:'"5"J
bound tosether u. isb lnrnor-9c111i,oi.-ilItninrne--uniteJ 

stut"., either vear tor sbo or both vears ror the

combination price or-si oo. outside the usA, "il;;v;;l tq:9t1.:lH;-v;t;i;n;tner tortt zs (US funds onlv)' Put the

industry's number on-" t"*toook, csD, o" i*ioooksherf today 'r,iiti'irii. "p"clr coilector's series of Anthotogres'

oN Ly 1 ,ooo sETs of this two year duar-vorume Anthorogy were printed. rf you think f inding back copies of the monthly

csD is a difficurt cnoie, wait and see how hard it is to pry ""n.Jo"o'iT";J;ir;r tn"'rc6o ANTH.L.GY after the

present suppty run"'outt To order vor, "tpu or copies, turn pa!-e fvlr and use order form there!

o a



JOIN THE
SATETLITE AMERICA

RE\/oLUTION.

sters, LED luntng, potority conlrol

ith. o world closs product rine corrying Americo's most competirive

SA 2000 intro{ed remote, ster@, UD tunlng,duol
conrerston, push bulton polorlt conlrol

SA 3000 Infro{ed remole, memory digltoltuning,
qutomotic potqrtt conkol

prices, sotellite Americo hos exponded now with new oistirouiion
cenfers to offer you the best possible service ond support
S9m9 doV pick-up ond delivery, credit terms, ond repoirservice offer the mosr convenient deorer support tnisinouitrvios

ever experienced.
our new receivers ond ontennos meetthe pricing criterio thotensure high profits for oll sotellite Americo's deolers'notioirio" 

-

The soteilite Americo Revorution is spreoding o".r, A',"n"o,ond the trodition we hove begun will one doy be lejend.
Sotellite Americo, the notion,s leoding soteliite

sysiem supplier, con prove iilodoyl

Grenodq, MS SA Morkeling-604 -227 _ 4 82O
Hwy 8 West. P O. Box 5S2, Grenodo, MS 3g904
(Notionol SolesJ Telex: 7O1-640
Dqllos, IX SA Morketing-Soulhwest
847 -860-6577 ,357 Exchonge Sl,.
Arlinglon, TX 7604 4 [Regionot Soles)
Konsos Cify, KS SA Morketing-Michresf _ 9,13_829-5900,
427 N. Rowhide Dr, Ololhe, KS 66061, (Regionot Soles)-
SA Inlernolionol- 304 -344-S.l 4,1, 4450 Hordesty Rd., Hunringtown, MD20639. (lnternqtionot Sotes) Tetex,, 469-077
Singopore Otlice- (pending ConstructionJ
Solellite Americo, lnc. Corporole Heodquorters_Vltoge Creek MollPO, Box 268, Grenodo, MS 3g901

{/SATEIIITE
EZA]T,IERICA

M  A  R  K  E  T  I  N  G ,  I  N  C .

... enlerloining new ideos



NATIONAT ASSOCIATION OF
7107 50uTH 400 \/EST #

SATETLITE
3 '  M I D V A L E  .

DEALERS
UTAH . 84047

OF AMERICA

The deolers '  orgonizot ion formed lo unl le

;;;.th.t in the iorell i te industry' by worl<ing

rtoii l irv todoY, ond in the future'

the deolers
together for

WHAT IS NASDA?

U/HYWAs NASDA FORMED?Stotistics hove shown, 7 our of 10 wil l foil in their effort ro

;;ffi "in"t. Lr rne'tiJtrltploce Thev foil becouse of

lock of  exper ience,  roc l t  o f  product  knowledge'  f inoncio l

;;;;t, ; i i . *iong locotion' inventorv rnisrnonogernent'

occounfs receivoble,  unplonned exponsion '  cornpel i r ion '

locl< of soles ond instott 'tr ion experience ond dozens of

ofher reosons.

* SUPPORT
* SERVICE
* TRAINING
* EDUCATION
* PRODUCT EVALUATION

ilnSOnrvrrmBERsHlPBENEFITS
* INSURANCE DISCOUNTS
* MONTHLY NEWSLEfiER
* NATIONAL SEMINAR C' WORKSHOPS

* LOCAL C' REGIONAL SEMINARS
* GUEST SPEAKERS

* INFORMATION
* SALES.AIDS
* VIDEO TAPES
* TRADE SHOWS

SOURCE

* SUPPORT OF SPACE

S COVERAGE OF
DD5

PROGRAMMING
NEW SATELLITES

PERSONALITY INTERVIEVS

MANAGEMENT
MARKETING

REGULATIONS
NEV TECHNOLOGY

TRENDS

PRODUCT EVALUATIONS
SPACE

CONFERENCEs

PROGMM SCHEDULE5

INDUSTRY NEWS

DEALER SUCCESS STORIE5

PITFALLS

TITTE

The onnuol Sotel l i te Directory: occurote' currenl

l ist ings of corriers, monufocfurers' sotel l i tes' eorth

$/HO CAN JOIN
l f  you  ore  on  Independen l  so le l l r le  deo le r  d rs l r rburo f  o r

monutocrurer  represen l  ng  'nore  lhon rwo recognrzed

56 ier t ' ,e  p rod .c rs  yo-  moy qppry  fo '  oe-oe 'sF  p  Mem,

b e r s i ' , p  r :  ' e Q u ' r e o  ' n  r n e  r o c o l  c h o o r e ' o s  w e '  u )

n o l r o n o l  y

ffiLLIEDIRECToRY
stotions, fechnicol services' excecutives' rnuch

.ot.f ihe onty complete industry directory'

- - - - - -  - - - - - - l

I Cr"ose enrer my one yeor membershrp rn NASDA I om 
i

o 5ore l l i te  Deo ler  in

I Poymenr Enclosed I Bi l l  Me O 0i l l  Compony

I Moster Chorge ! Viso tr A'nericon Express

CARD NUMOER

NAME

COMPANY NAME

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

ts0 00
Appl icor ioo  Fee .
Membersh iP  Dues:

D e o l e r .
D r s r r i b u t o r . . . .
Monufocrurer '  .

ln re rnor iono l  Dues

! 1 5 0 o o  I

iq?lEEl
For fostest service, CALL NOW

\q\-166'$43
for immediote membershiP

entry  by phone'

ADDRE55

CITY STATE - LIP -
I

Yt
L
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The Anderson STIOOO satellite receivers enable trulv low
cost,,simple. singlg and multiple television systems. ihese
revoluUonaryreceivers feature the latest performance
advances in block downconversion techriolo$/. Capabili-
ties include:

Multiple Tblevisions. Several televisions within the same
home can each be provided with receivers capable of inOe_
pendent channel selection.

Neigfiborhood Cost-sharing. Neighbors, an entire neigh_
borhood, or units in a mr4uple unii building can strare-a-
single antenna, LNA, and biock downconvErter. Each
home or yn+ Tn be provided with a receiver capable of
independent channel selection. The block down'converter

is distributed throughout the neighborhood or
g with conventional-UHF MATV 6r CATV

: m l ' ' F

12 or 24 channels can be provided simultaneously to
mulUple televisions.

Model ST1OOO features:
! Built-in Modulator
n TirneableAudio
tr Signal Strength Meter
D Audio and Vldeo Out
tr Wide Ranqe AGC
T Built-in AFC
! SelfSeekingAudio
! Duat Conve-rsion
I Cool, l,ong Life Circuitry
! 17 Volt LN-A power
n Patents Pending
n One Year Warrdirty-parts and t^abor.

SC24 Block Downconverter:
! Downconverts all satellite channels simultaneously to

LIHF television fiequencies
! Patents Pending

Block Downconversion. All satellite charurels

I
I
I

J

simultanmusly downconverted to UHF frequencies.



The luror 9!iliO-
Noq truly remarkable recePtion
mode even mol€ remerkable'

The best has just become better' And easier to seII'

Because the 9550 satellite receiver now includes the

,.*. great reliability and quality that made it a best

seller i"n the past. PIus two extraordinary new features

io tt"fp delivlr only the best in both sight and sound'

AII day Iong and far into the night'
An elecironically precise downconverter eliminates

signal drift for brilliant video performance' And narrow

arid wide band deviation adds national news' sports

and music stations your customers won't find

anywhere else'
The end result is reception well worth watching'

And a receiver well worth selling'

L.

5T5 iiiliT$l!il*:s'fr:il-"'"" u o

i
I
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the Lrxor fsll.yeal
wrrrranily b erailoble
q*ftom tlrcse
aufhorLed deoler:s.
Allsat Inc.
Shawnee Mission, Kansas
1-913-268-5151
Echosphere
Englewood, Colorado
7-800-527-9282
Echosphere West
Sacramento, California
1-800-338-5477 (out-of-state

western zone)
1-800-338-5478 (in-state)
1-916-381-5084
High Frontier
Tempe, Arizona
1-800-382-TVRO (out-of-state)
1-602-966-9824
High Frontier Northwest
Seattle, Washington
7-800-424-4077
1-206-575-0660
Hoosier Electronics
Tbrre Haute, Indiana
7-872-238-1456
Ouarles Electronics
Greenwood, South Carolina
1-803-229-3638
Satellite Earth Stations
Mamou, Louisiana
7-8OO-7 62-21 10 (out-of-state)
7-800-252-3307 (in-state)
Satellite Sales
Cleveland, Ohio
1-800-321-1188
1-216-461-0000
Satellite TV Systems
Sandy Springs, South Carolina
1-803-261-8209
Satellite Video Services
Palenville, New York
1-518-678-9581
Star Com
Big Springs, Tbxas
7-975-263-7572
fransVision Corporation
Greenbrae, California
1-415-924-6963
Warren Supply
Sioux Falls, South Dakota
1-605-336-1830

Luxor satellite television
products are imported
and distributed solely by
STS, St. Louis.
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ROOTS/ continued from page 56

American publ ic is in excess of
$300,000,000 for the period.

As the Senate probe progressed,
Senator Warren G. Magnuson lold the
gathering:

"The Plotkin Memo aecuses the industry
and the lederal agency (FCC) for a lack of
initiative and progressive thinking."

The Plotkin Mem o coul.d, have been a
turning point in the FCC's supreme
rein of control over all facets of televi-
sion broadcasting. It was not-for ap-
parent political reasons-pursued as it
should have been (see separate report
coming in Apri l  CATJ). The Plotkin
Memo represented the Democratic fae-
tion on the Senate eonrmittee. Former
Comrnissioner Robert, Jones, repre-
senting the Republican majority on the
Committee, said:

"It does not appear practical that the tele-
vision industry and the public (note the order
he placed them in!) would accept any plan to
drop VHF. Many of the pest actions of the
Commission, however, have Berved to accen-
tuate rather than minimize the operational
difficulties of the UHF stations facing VHF
competition. The pending (FCC) proposal to
double maximum &ntenna heights, to 2,(X)0
feet, will further lessen the chances for suc-
cessful UHF operation. An increase in trans-
mitting &ntenna height of this magnitude
would substantially increase the size oI the
VHF service are& and aci as a halter to the
successful operation of UHF stations. The fu-
ture of the UHF stations lies in economics.
The allocation problem iB the core of the
problem. Many VHF operetors simply had
too much time to build up their systems and
as a result prolnote the purchase of too many
millions of VHF-only receivers. And even af-
ter the freeze ended, the only transmitting
equipment available to UHF was low-power
transmitting equipment (less than 5olo of the

ROOTS/ continued page 68



* Attractive StYling
* Scantune
* Tunable Audio with

wide and narrow IF switch
Comprehensive Remote Control
(Standard with COM'2A'
Optional with COM'28)
Remote Downconverter
Sensitive Signal Strength Meter
AIrcOM QualitY at a Low Cost

scPc-|00

/kCOiI's SCPC-100 allows

reception of single channel
per carr ier t ransmissions
from international and do-

mestic satellites. Audio chan-

nels not sent with video infor-

mation can be received.

Features external or internal

downconverter.

&w
coM-24

*

*

*

*
coM-2B

/kCOlvl's COM-2OT High Stability Satellite Video

Receiver is the answer to your need for a highly

stable and reliable receiver for cable, private ca-

ble, radio stations, TV stations' BIZNET' News'

Weather & Music Services, and other dedicated

applications. The COM-2OT can be factory or field

adjusted to a particular transponder and will

coM-207

remain on frequency without attention' The

COM-2OT is normally supplied with a remote

downconverter and tunable audio. Optional con-

figurations include fixed-tuned audio, internal

diwnconverter, and downconverter switching for

multi-channel capability. Styling matches AV-

COM's popular series of rack mount receivers'

The COM'60 Series
for

Cosf'Etfective
Multi-Chonnel
lnstollof ions

* commercial Quality * compatible with sA's 6650 system * Rack Mount' standard

* Double conversion * Flexible Downconverter (use any degree and brand LNA) * High s

Alrcolf's Toll-free orderLine 80046-2500 (Orders Onlv)

/rcOVl' 500 Reseot.n n"od' Ritht"nd' @







l { DIFTTRENCE
The Best Performance, Ever.

Echo I
8 Ft.

MASTER STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR FOR
OVER 50 MANUFACTUR.ERS

2250 SO. RARJTAN, BLDG. A

ENGLEWOOD, CO EOIIO

(303) 93s-r909

'* 567I WAREHOUSE WAY

SACRAMENTO, CA 95E26

(916) 3El-50t4

E00-338-5477 twnsrERN zoNE)
E00-33E-547E rrx-srArE cA)

To order calt: 1-E00-521-92E2 (NATIoNAL) To order call:

o (t
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t The key to your business is our service

\satellite Video Services
I N *,,,T?t'$'&:,I3 lStR'+i3'3J1'3'3.','uT..'o,

STAR ROUTE 247 A RFD #2,  HARRIMAN HILL RD'

PALENVILLE,  NY 12463  RAYMOND,  NH 03077
( 5 1 8 )  6 7 8 - 9 5 8 1  ( 6 0 3 )  8 9 5 - 3 1 8 2  -

rncroCv AUTHORTzED SERVICE . DEALER TRAINING SEMINARS

#dtstr

/

,;

syJ

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DE NCE,  NOTES,
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NO Name Please
I have been a subscriber to CSD or more than a year and recently

subscribed to CJR which I find very helpful as a dealer. I need to know
the following information for a planned installation in (name of country
in Central America).

1 ) Will all of the transponders on Galaxy 1 transmit with a power of
approximately I watts?

2) The Hero 1 6 loot antenna uses a pair of 80 degree LNAs and a
dual ieed Chaparral feed horn. You have written that if the dish
is parked halfway between F3R at 131 degrees and Galaxy at
134 degrees, you should be able to receive both satellites at
the same time. This is obviously a special type of feed. Where
can I get one of these?

3) When HBO scrambles their signals, what annual rental rate do
you feel will be charged to home viewers? What do you lhink
ihey wil l  charge tor a descrambler? Do you have HBO's
address?

4) Wil l  there be a sports channel on Galax I?
Name withheld by request

Remember that channel polarizations are reversed from F3R
with odds horizontal and evens vertical. .iC'SPAN will have to
occupy one of the other transponders with 1 3 dead. Best guess is
22, or, one of the HBOffime reserved channels.

All of the operational lransponders on G1 are rated at 9 watts
of power. TR'l3 is reported to be 'dead" lt is possible to 'stack' two
or even more feeds in an 'arc' slightly either side of the normal
dead-on-center focal point of the dish and receive satellites that
are spaced 3 or 4 degrees apart in the sky' You really don't need a
special teed (although some are sold or offered at outrageous
piices). What you do need is a special feed'mount';a system that
will aliow you-to mount feeds such as you saw on page 80 of CSD
lor December '1983. Contact Odom Antennas (P.O. Box 517,
Beebe, Arkansas72012) for information on such mounting sys'
tems. HBO? Anyone who recites a price for scrambled service,
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now, is guessing. Here is our guess;$29.95 a month for six to nine
channels on Gl, including HBO and Cinemax. What wil l  they
charge for the descrambler? HBO will not sell the descramblei;
M/A COM Linkabit will. How much? probably around $400 dealer
cost, each. HBO's address is not important and it doesn't matter
. . .yet,They won't answer your letters except with a form letter.
When it is time to contact them, we'll print all of the important
information here. And a sports channel on Galaxy 1? ESpN has
leased transponder 9 on Gl but they claim that foi now, they will
not use it to teed their full service (i.e. such as is found on TR7 of
F3R).

The reported Galaxy 1 transponder line up is as follows (as
always, subject to change):

TR1 / Time (HBO) reserved TR13 / C-SPAN (-)
2 / Nashville Network 14 / Showtime/TMO
3 / Time (HBO) reserved 15 / WOR-TV
4 / Disney/East 16 / Showtime/TMo
5 / The Movie Channelt 17 / Time (HBO) reserved

West 18 / WTBS
6 / S|N/Spanish 19 / Time (HBO) reserved
7 CNN 20 Gatavision
8 / Seattle Sports 2'l / Cinemax/East
9 / ESPN 22 / Westinqhouse

10 , Showtime,TMO 23 r HBO,Elst
11 / CBN 24 / Disnev/Wesr
12 / D?-Marytand Sports

EXPERIENCE/ Never Forgotten
Coop, you gave everyone of us who attended the Sri Lankan

expedit ion an experience never to be forgotten. I  have been ref lect ing
a great deal on what we did, what we learned, and the impression we
left behind in Sri Lanka. you have certainly fulf i l led your self  stated
commitment to the industry to educate and i l luminafe. Anvone who
wants to know the 'real Bob Cooper' has to look into themselves. We
all  have the optimism and curiosity which you have, when we are born.
Unfortunately, most of us lose both of those senses as we are faced
with the real i ty ol l i fe. I  bel ieve you sparked those feel ings again in so
many people that we as an industry have been given the enthusiasm
and energy to grow in the face of adversity. you have given us all the
feeling of that special power which a new frign tecfrnotogy needs, and
then you have tempered that with reality to sober usiJp when that
power has gone to our heads. I have to say that I have learned many
things about myself in my life, and I have always had the good fortune
to bump into important information providers when I needed them at
cerlarn points along the way. you have been one of those people in my
li fe. Thanks for making i t  al l  happen.

John J. Zelenka
Star Video Systems
201 East 61st Street
New York, New york i0021

BUILDS lT In Mexico
lf ind that CSD is a must for anyone in the TVRO field who needs to

be kept informed and updated. My firm manufactures aluminum mesh
anlennas, up to seven meters in size. However the mosr common
TVRO antenna for central Mexico is a S meter size dish. We receive
excel lent reception f rom al l  US satel l i tes using a 7 meter dish and a 90
degree_L_NA. Only the ANIK channels have noise in them. ls i t  possible
that a.CSD reader can help me find a computer program to calculate
theoffset angle for different latitudes? The program s-hould be in Basic
and should be useful with my TRS80, Modeit,  computer.

Ing. Jose lgnacio Agraz Gomez
Disenos Electromecanicos, S.A.
Rio Danbubio 69-201 Delegacion Cuauhtemoc
Mexico, D.F.C.p. 06500
Mexico

Several such programs exist and we feel contident you wili
receive at least one from a reader who has worked it out in
advance. Manufacture ot antennas, within Mexico and other
Latin American countries, has become quite popular in the last
year. The electronics is still shipped in, but antennas have now
become local products from Mexico to the eastern Caribbean
and south to Colombia.

WHALE Ol A Time

. Words cannot express our thanks for the opportunity lo have a
whale of a good time, enjoy so much good lellowship and benefit from
such a fine learning experience. Both Dr. Konishi and Tom Kawada
concur wholeheartedly and send their regards (to the enlire Sri Lank-
3n ft fO Ex_pedit ion group). These are busy t imes here in Japan, in
the middle of the last month of the year. Bul, since Saint Nick is not a
part of the religious or cultural scene for most Japanese, there is one
less topic for conversation here. Right now at Uniden the tatk is all
about the upcoming yearend bonuses, New year plans and the visit of
lhe Bob C_ooper Group. You (al l)  made quite an impression; l ike
replacing Santa Clausl One business note; Japan is scheduled to
launch BS2a on the 23rd of January from the Tanegashima lsland
launch site. A second (12 GHz) satel l i ie wi l l  launch betieen Apri l  19g5
and May 1985. Both of these satellites will have a pai ot 12 GHz
channels and they wil l  open up the f irst Japanese .12 GHz reoular
service for the country. A more powerful, three channel Jaoanesl 12
GHz satel l i te is scheduled for Apri l  19g8.

John W. Lane
Senior Advisor
Uniden Corporation
4-7-4 Onitaka
tchikawa City, Japan

Uniden was scheduled to show-off a mock-up of their three
TVRO receivers at the January CES gathering in Vegas; and is
presently scheduled for the first operational demonstration ot
their equipment at the Vegas STTI show March 2O-22.TomKawa_
da, the gentleman in charge of the Uniden Indianapolis office, will
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Zelenka, with Arthur C. Clarke in his study in Colombo, during
the industry's expedition to Sri Lanka.
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become a famil iar f igure to American TVRO distr ibutors in the
months ahead. For the record, he appears in the photo here in
front of the under-construction Hero 25 foot dish at the Universi-
ty of Moratuwa in Sri Lanka. Uniden recently expanded its US
lorce by snatching Guy Davis away lrom Intersat Corporation
and Davis will, also, play a key role in the introduction of the
Uniden product l ine in North America.

TOM KAWADA (center) flanked by the creator of the world's first
cost-effective 12 GHz systems, Dr. Konishi (left) and Coop in Sri
Lanka.

CONIFER Review
I have just f  inished reading a reprint f  rom CSD of your review of the

Conifer DE-2001 TVRO system, which I received from Conifer. I  l iked
the chatty style and it was very easy for me lo understand the non-
technical descript ion of the instal lat ion and i ts problems. I  have also
read other reviews of the same product and I must say CSD's was the
most comprehensive of those read. However, i t  has also succeeded in
raising a number of questions in my mind about the product.

Can you advise me how the Conifer system compares with others
in the same orice brackel on a scale of 1 to 10? | l ive in a remote area of
Brit ish Colombia and I have been attending cable and satel l i te shows
in the US and Canada to learn more about the systems avai lable. I  am
also wondering if there are any hands-on demonstration video tapes
available in the TVRO field which give someone like myself, trying to
learn what the systems are all about, the opportunity to learn more
about the systems.

My USA address is given below.
Edward G. El l is
69-258 Crestwood Drive
Desert Hot Springs, Ca.92240

The Conifer DE-2001 system would rate an I on a scale ot 1 to
10. We understand the system is back ordered for a substantial
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period into the future, indicating that their product has been well
accepted and that their marketing eflorts have been successful.
There are presently three of these systems operating in the Turks
and Caicos lslands and all continue to perform as they did the
daythey were installed. In our July issue product review, we were
critical of the mounting system for the LNA. The units received
down here in August and subsequently instal led st i l l  had not
resolved that to our satisfaction, making peak-performance an
unnecessary chore. Perhaps that has been sorted out by now. In
the heat, with high salt content in the air, and subjected to a
constant buffeting of trade winds, the 12 foot DE-2001 antenna
has held up exceedingly well. Videotapes? After nearly three
years of not offering videotapes (we originally had a complete library
of tapes, back in 1979 and 1980) we are now in the process of
creating a new tape-library program. By May or June we hope to
have an extensive catalog of tapes covering virtually every
aspect of TVRO systems and their installation, from lnternational
satellite reception to the more mundane daily problems of LNA
instal lat ions, and fai lures.

NAME Withheld
I am not presently a TVRO dealer, but I  am making plans to

become one. I  can see from studying CSD that Coop's experience in
this industry is very broad and I would l ike to have some guidance
about becoming a TVRO dealer.

I  am 47 years old and I have been with a division of General Motors
tor 22years. I  have been a quali ty control supervisor for 20 years and I
have an extensive background in mechanical and electronic en-
gineering. I  have never encounlered anything in either of these two

fields that I  could not handle. I  am presently B years f rom ret irement at
GM, and I feel the TVRO industry is not only excit ing and growing, but
something I wish to be a part of .  I  bel ieve I have the apti tudes to grow
with i t  and to make i t  a second-start vocation as I phase out, in
ret irement, of my present work. Can you suggest any steps I should
fol low within the industry to gain a proper start?

Name Withheld
Indiana

Several years ago we wrote a book designed to help people
become TVRO dealers. l t  is mostly out of print now but anyone
iust entering the business should drop a l ine to STTI, P.O. Box G,
Arcadia, Oklahoma 73007 and ask lor a l ist ing of the presently
avai lable'dealer manuals. '  Anyone entering our business without
an extensive background in TVRO systems is going to need an
education. You wil l  pay for that education one way or the other. l f
you rush to a trade show (such as the STTI show coming up in Las
Vegas, March 20-22\ with the idea that you can go lrom neophyte
to successful dealer merely by attending one trade show, you are
making a mistake. Without a background in the technology i tself ,
you are heading for several complicated instal lat ion disasters.
We once saw a study which indicated that lewer than 20o/o ol
those who become TVRO system dealers last out the f irst year.
Fewer than hal l  make i t  through six months. The reasons are very
s imp le :

1) The technology is not complicated, but i t  is unforgiving. Mis'
takes made in an instal lat ion are hard to correct unless
you have the experience and wisdom that only comes
from having done the same thing ( instal l ing a system)
several dozen times.

2) The basics of the system and instal lat ion, how to set up the
antenna, the feed, the (polar) mounl and so on cannot be
grasped in one quick pass. You must do this several t imes
before you know enough to do it with confidence.

3) System fai lures, or total fai lure to perform when the system ls
turned on, are complex to diagnose. The most common
approach is to take out one piece at a time and replace it
with another identical part (such as LNA for LNA or LNC for
LNC substi tut ion). To do this, and to f ind the problem, you
need both experience and a ready (on-site) stock of back-
up parts.

4) Optimizing a system for peak performance, and then tightening
down all of the adjustments after the peak performance is
found, is a totally different level of expertise than simply finding
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satellite pictures. Some people take a year or more to learn
how to squeeze the last sparklies out ol a picture.

5) Selecting the best equipment for you to sel l  is a common
problem. Too many new dealers have limited operating
capital so they start off purchasing bottom-end-priced
systems because those are the systems they think they
can afford. Bottom-end-priced systems ought to be 'out-

lawed' for neophyte dealers. They always require more
attention to detail, in the installation, to get the best quality
pictures since many of the operating refinements have
been left out to get the price down. lf your funds are
limited, don't select a system for re-sale which allows you
to buy three initially; move up a step and select a better
class of system and buy two instead. lf you have problems
with your first installations, you won't make it the first
year. Learn on a reasonably high-class system and then
when you have the experience, try making the lower priced
systems work. lt takes more experience to make low price
systems work than it does higher priced systems.

6) Read everything you can get your hands on. When you don't
understand something you read, and it seems like it is
important, find somebody to explain it to you. The only
thing that separates a dealer lrom his customer is the
dealer 's abi l i ty to buy systems wholesale, and, the deal-
er 's knowledge. You may be able to qual i fy as a wholesale
buyer by merely attending a trade show or cal l ing up a
distributor. You can never learn more than your custom-
ers unless you commit yourself to learning everything you
need to know to be a good, service-oriented dealer.

7) Most of all, do not rush into being a dealer. Take an extra 30 or
60 days and seek out the opportunity to learn. Ask a dealer
i f  you can hire on as a helper, or simply go along to see

Hughes has l i led an application with the FCC to operate the f irst
20 GHz down, 30 GHz up or Ka band satel l i te system. There have
been repercussions. NASA and RCA have been workinq on a Ka band
package: NASA felt  that 20 GHz woutd only happenlfter Federal
governmenl funded ' tests'  on that next-up band and RCA was
attempting to get a contract with NASA for that job, Hughes application
suggests no federal ly funded government test ing is required and
Hughes wants to be first to have operating 20 GHz system.

SYSTEM would be highly focused with 150 mile wide 'spot beams'
over 16 major metropol i tan areas. Concept is that 20 GHz down
linksi30 GHz upl inks would al low total two-way communications from
ground terminals as small  as 2 feet in diameter and using transmitter
powers as low as 1 (!) wat.

MURDOCH's  Skyband sys tem,  pu t  on  ho ld  th is  pas t  fa l t ,  i s
apparently dead. Firm is engaged in tussle with SBS, f  rom whom they
had contracted to rent 5 transponders at $1 .4M a month. over desire to
cancel contract for $75M lease.

ALCOA-NEC (Ancom) and Toshiba wil l  bui ld two foot terminals lor
STC's early entry 12 GHz DBS service scheduled to begin this fal l .  l t
also appears that STC may opt to use the C-MAC system for trans-
mission (scrambled video, digital audio).

VISTA is the name assigned by Intelsat to a new low-cost ( ' thin
route') satel l i te telephone service being prepared for commercial
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how it is done. Watch how an installation goes in, and
learn what the problems are. Find a distributor or OEM
near you who holds seminars or classes and attend those
classes. Touch a dish, instal l  an LNA, route a cable, put on
an 'F' fitting, adjust the lF gain in a receiver for best pic-
ture. Do al l  of this BEFORE you sit  down and write out a
check to anyone for any equipment.

And, good luck!

SHOW Ratings
I am writ ing to inquire about the procedure in which lrade shows

are rated for the Cooper/James Report. I understand it is the policy
not to rale premier shows; however, we are interested in the process
for future shows. As you are aware, Satel l i te Reception Systems, Inc.
sponsored the f irst satel l i te showcase in Ohio;The Great Lakes/Ohio
Valley Satel l i te Technical Show and Consumer Fair.  l f  you would be
interested in gathering a few observalions from manufacturers lel me
suggest that you conlact Bob Dushane (Janeil) ,  Mel Woolfe (Amplica)
or Gary Gordon (KLM) for their insight into the relat ive value of the
Ohio show, in terms of dealer response and attendance.

Jennifer L. Phi l ios
Satel l i te Reception Systems, Inc.
145 Co lumbus Road
Athens, Ohio 45701

Shows are'rated' in CJR based upon past performance, or,
where the group sponsoring the showmeeting has a track re-
cord in that area, on that basis. Shows are rated lrom one (-) to
four stars (. t . ' ) .  The system is hardly infal l ible; we rated the
Nashville Show last September as a -. event and it turned out to
be a -" ' .  The next t ime you hold the SRS show in Ohio, i f  i t
follows the same general format as the first, it would rate a .--

rat ing.

offering. Using antennas in 4.5/5 meter class, total two-way radio
telephone systems wil lcost approximately $30,000 according to fore-
CASIS.

INTELSAT has approved leasing f ive 11 GHz spot beam trans-
ponders (72MHz wide) to England effect ive September of this year.
Transponders wil l  be largely used for video services to support new
cable TV industry there.

$500M Brit ish Unisat project in grave danger of folding af ler recent
studies (see Coop's Comments, this month). l r ish, meanwhile, are
apparently sincere aboul offering four or f ive channel DBS service to
anyone that wishes to lease their transponders, as early as 1987,

CONTROVERSIAL Orion/lSl reouests to orovide orivate (non-
lntelsat) cross-Atlantic 11 112 GHz service f or video and other users
moved step closer to approval on US end. The next step would appear
to be convincing at least one European country that i t  should be
eastern-end terminus for system(s).

NIGERIA is latest nation to suggest i t  should have i ts olvn domes-
t ic (4 GHz) satel l i te system. Country presently leases from Intelsat.

FRENCH application for a pair of satel l i tes has Europe buzzing
over ' intent '  of French. Applications request orbit  spots that would
allow coverage to eastern USA, and to Malaysia. Some concern that
France may be planning i ts own ' international satel l i te system/service'
outside of Intelsat.

TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
oF ACTTVTTY ON

DOMESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATE LLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P O Box 1OO85B Ft
Lauderda le ,  FL  33310 For  la te  news,  ca l l  (305)  771-0505
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A SECOND Cathol ic satel l i te TV network is planned; DeRance,
Inc., Milwaukee based, plans 24 hour service similar in concept to PTL
but with Cathol ic f lavor. No satel l i te has been selected for distr ibution
of the service.

MICRODYNE, through Anixter U.K. Ltd., is providing 50 TVRO
systems in Ku band for start-up systems in England taking Sky Chan-
nel service from ECS-1 bird.

SPOTLIGHT service off icial ly becomes part of ShowtimerThe
Movie Channel network February 1st. Whether TR4 service on F3R
and TR21 service on W5 wil l  discontinue on that date, or continue for
brief period is unknown. Ult imately, both transponders wil l  be reas-
signed within Showtime TMC transponder stable.

HBO scrambling tests continue on F4, TR1 dai ly; addit ional test ing
may come up on either TR23 or TR21 on Galaxy 1 short ly. You can
witness VideoCipher in operation by checking F4, TR1 during daytime
hours, weekdays.

ATTEMPT to load up F4 by RCA continues; now they have tr im-
med monthly lease for a preemptible lransponder to $66,667. This
replaces f lat $150,000 per month rate for a minimum of three years;
nrn faa la . l  h .e ie

FCC continues to study how many transponders wil l  be required
by North America through year 2000. Estimates, al l  conducted by
researchers hired for task, vary from low of 690 to high ol 4794 by
1990; low of 1123 to in excess of 10,000 bv vear 2000.
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transponders. Also on board is Indonesian Palapa-B bird which wil l
complete lhe currenl generation of Palapa birds for southeast Asia.

SPACE effort to get local zoning ordinance restrictions against
private TVROs has gone to FCC. After FCC issued rul ing last fal l  that
SMATV systems are 'preempted' from local or state regulation by
protective federal 'umbrel la, '  SPACE feels that similar case can be
made for local (ci ty or county) zoning ordinances against TVRO
systems. SPACE argues that FCC should preempt local zoning
boards attempted control of home TVRO systems.

STC/Satel l i te Television Corporation (Comsat 12GHz DBS prog-
ram) has ooened New York Citv off ices: 1212 Avenue of The Amer-

LOWER SECTION, Palapa B hydrazine tanks and thrusters at
pre-launch check-out at the Cape.

DESPUN SECTION 24 channel Palapa B showing 9 watt TWT
ampli l iers (on r ing). Photos courtesy Dan Walton, lntersat.

icas, New York, NY 10036; 212, '398-7900.
USCI 12 GHz DBS can now be purchased by'qual i f ied customers'

using VISA credit card.
STEREO TV broadcasting step closer; committee selected by TV

receiver suppliers has chosen Zenith system with 'dbx companding. '
Next step is formal submission to FCC of group's agreement, and
hope that Commission goes ahead to approve the industry selected
system.

REACTING to lawsuit brought against i ts act ivi t ies by two Wichita
cable f irms, TVRO dealer Starl ink has bounced back with a $6M
lawsuit charging the cable companies with Sherman Anti trust violat ion
and for interference with Starl ink's contractural and business rela-
t ionships.

DAVE and Buster 's Restaurant, Dallas, is being sued by a Dallas
cable system for al legedly displaying a 'closed circuit '  satel l i te fed

O r l

I

WESTAR 6 undergoing pre-launch test ing. Photo courtesy Sue
McClaskey, Intersat (shown).

MEETINGS ol incidental interest upcoming: NAB (National Asso-
ciat ion of Broadcasters) annual conference in Las Vegas Apri l  29-
May 2 (202 293-3500): European Cabte and Satel l i te Television
Exhibit ion and Conference in Basel, Switzerland May 5-9 (Eurocast'84, 

5 Barret Way, Tudor Road. Harrow, Middox HA3 50G. England).
GOES weather satel l i te program wil l  be updated start ing in mid

1 986 by new $1 00M contracted-birds provided by Hughes. New pack-
ages wil l  be very similar to present GOES birds but add experimental'search and rescue' communications package for downed aircraft and
snrps aI sea.

PRESSURES to review the 1963 Intelsat aqreement, which au-
thorizes Intelsat operations and def ines the type-ol exclusivity offered
to Intelsat, bui lding. Present agreement, authorized by enactment of
US legislat ion. is thought by some to be too restr ict ive to development
of new technologies.

CBS and COMSAT'may' have struck a bargain to explore, joint ly,
DBS opportunit ies. STC's fal l  of '84 program lainch for northeastern
USA DBS at 12 GHz has had as major weakness any sol id program
plans. CBS may become involved in programming aspect as well  as
pushing i ts own plans for HDTV (high definit ion television), via satel-
l i te.

SOVIETS have launched another G(h)orizont satel l i te: orbit  oosi-
t ion unknown at this t ime.

WESTAR Vl wi l l  be on board Challenqer in scheduled Februarv
3rd f l ight. Bird is virtual ly identicat to WESTAR V with 7 watt reqion

o[ |
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game between the University of Oklahoma and University of Texas,
this past fall. The cable firm alleges it had the exclusive right to rhegame, in Dallas.

NEW York satellite dealers are facing a new problem; the State of
New York has decided that TVRO terminals can be taxed as part ofreal.estate. The dealers argue that the TVRO systems are nor.perma_
nenr aodrttons to the property (such as a building) and should be
exempt from taxation. Widespread publicity of th-e state ruling re_portedly is hurting new TVRo sares in the state where bras aqainst
Iaxes, any new taxes, runs hiqh.
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COOP/ continued from page s

sord) and he enlered into the negotiat ions with spACE because hewas, I  suspect, genuinely t ired of the intra-industry wrangling over thisrssue. I  know I was shocked, i f  that is an appropriate word, when I was
lgldJf'at Schneringer had agreed on his o*n to loinlly r'rnning nor just
the Vegas show but two others each year, anO'ifrii i]" *", wiiling to'guarantee' 

SPACE coffers $600,00_Ci per year for the ,privilegey 
of

ioint ly running three shows per year. Soheoboy sulgested to me thatSchneringer had 'seen the handwrit ing on tn6 *i f fY, and knew thatsooner or later SpACE would be running al l  of fhe industry tradeshows anyhow, so he was. simply getti,ig ;neal of rfre pJ,cf<, Uyofferinglo (more or less) splil the shoil ,".6ipt. *iif., SpACE. ,,He isbuying himself a l i tet ime annuity, an insurince pof icy,, ,  I  was told.
.  I  wonder- how many other members of the Eioard-of Directors,virtual ly al l  of whom are in business themselves, *orf O nrua been sogenerous i f  their local Kiwanis club came to them and said, , ,We want

!o trgtg you run your business.and we o"fy *"nt 507o of yourreceipts per year for this help."
.  I  know Rick Schneringer beiter than anyone else on the Board. Iknow the grief and pain he has been ttrrougn'to geii-f:f t ro wnere it is. thavenot atways agreed with Rick, and i ;  fa; iu;;ai ly orsagree wirhhim. But, I  have to admire hjm for his singie .rO.O approach torunning HIS business; and,.his tenacity tn 

-part icul i i  
his tenacity.

f l  
*,".  his tenacity, that I  admire ,o"t,  *f , ict nothered me themost when I heard that he was wil l ing to forf 

'oveigObo,O0O 
a year toco-op SPACE. I wondered, to mys6lf,  wfrat nicf Sifrneringer wasgoing to ger for that $600,000. WoutA he Ue aOie iolaxe a $600,000deduction on his annual income tar"a Oa."u.a he ,Oonated,that

much money to a 'non-profi t  
trade associaton;u i . in ."" the busroadof IRS agents that wourd swoop down on tr is nrcao-ia, dKahoma homewhen he turned those paoers in!

Would he get a ret i iement pol icy that insured that as long as heand Gloria l ived, they wourd have a comfortabre ret irement income? |hadn't heard any discussion about such "n "rrrng"."nt. There wasnone.
Maybe he would get a plaque for his off ice from SpACE eachyear. surely there was 'something 

tangibre' invotveJtor srr? Afrer-al l ,  he was 'giving' 
$600,000 eac-h yeir ro SenCif 

'

The negotiations broke down lailer a series oip.rn"p, insultingtelegrams and letters in late November anO Oecemnlii oecause nicfhad asked that a new seat on the SpACE Board of Directors be
:!"1t"9 and that he be appointed to that seat. He nad atso asked thatseveral things he agreed to, wi l l ingly, in Orlando, be cnangeO. Forexample. he had agreed that rn aOdit jon to t fre gOfjO,OOO ,guirantee,
per year to sPACE, that SpACE rcceive z:"/o ot ttre glte or enrranceticket receipts. The evidence suggests this was a- suggestion he
igi"jf"ll!::^?ll!gys!.1 can't un-derstand how alter asreerns rooouu,uuu ne woutd then tack on another $100,000 or so. 6ut he-did,and when he got home, he had second thoughts. I  woutd have hadsecond thoughts about alot more than that!
-_-f. .  

nqO atso agreed, perhaps not so wii l ingly, thar out of hisreceipts, in addit ion lo the $600,000 plus 25ouo 6f ' the gafe, thaf heshould'donate'another $15,000 pe, show to.SpnCf-to be used forpayrng the cost of bringing porit icar dignitaries to the conventrons. you
wilt recal that senato-r c'otowater a�no " piii oi u.!i'Congr.r.rn"n
appeared in Orlando. SpACE paid their way and whatever else theywanted. SPACE wanted to conl inue that posture, ir i .  tn.y are thathaving inf luential fr iends in Congress is irporta'" i  *nen there is apol i t ical showdown in Washington. Whethei that is correct is not in

question; whether STTI should pay g15,000 towards this goal AFTER
paying $200,000 to SPACE at each of three shows per year, and, afterpaying 25% of the gate to SPACE, is the question. yes, i; Orlando, Rick
Schneringer apparently did agree to this. And more.

^by a Feo x package shipped from SpACE,s ofiices in Washington
on December 19th I was asked, as a member of the Board of Direc_
tors, to vote on two questions.

Question Number One:"Should SPACE inst i tute immediate l i t igation against STTI
and Mr. Schneringer(?)".

Question Number Two:"Should SPACE conduct a trade show in Las Vegas in March
ot 1984(?)".

Because my Fed X package had to be hand carried by Carol
across Fort Lauderdale to provo Flying Service, and we were In the
midst of the Christmas season, my own package was delayed several
days longer than normal. Over the ChristmaJholidays I reflected on
how.lwould 'vote' on this, knowing that by the t ime I di i  vote tne voting
would be all over. That was one of those times where my ,slow mail
delivery was appreciated.

. When I f inal ly did mark my bal lot and send i t  off ,  lhe decision was
already made by the other 20-plus members of the boaro. tt would be
January 6th before I would know the outcome.

My conclusions are these.
. Rick Schneringer, uncharacterist ical ly perhaps, was generous to

a fault  here. He had no business ,giving up, $600,000 of his show
recelpts in 1984 plus 25"/" ot lhe gate plus $15,000 per show to pay
for some pol i t ical big wigs travel and incidentals. I  musl remember to
ask the other members of the board how they would have reacted if
llgl y:l1il^S^.hneringer's shoes and SPAC-E came to them asking
tor a $600,000 plus 'annual donation.

SPACE, on the other hand, should have been lar tess greedy.
]heV,ryen! into the negotiat ions wil l ing to seti le for far less. l" t<now, I
heard the before-hand discussion. The two negotiators in this one are
not to blame for ' taking advantage' of Rick since they frequently
reported back to the Board or the elected officers for advice and
counsel. I heard one remark, ,,Each time we ask for more, we get
i t ."  And the response, , ,So go back and ask for MORE!,,.  Agaii ,  I
wonder how anyone part icipating in this would have handled i t  i i tney
had been in Rick Schneringer's shoes.

My father used to tell me, ,Son, a good deal is where both sides
benetit and both sides have equil perceived value from the
contract. '  My father was a bright, fair man; rest his soul. I 'm not so
su_re the negotiators in this one, and that is to include everyone on and
off the board whose counsel the twin negotion team sougnt out, ever
heard my father expound on this tooic.

So no, I  could not vote to 'sue Rici Schneringer'  nor could I vote for
:119E.?tteinering ro jury-rig a show in Vegas ii March, righr on rop of
or orreci ly ahead of STTI. I  could not vote to ,sue Schnerinqer, be_
cause to do so would be to ,second' the unfairness of the d"eal that
Schneringer may have original ly agreed fo and then ie-thought out.
.r  nat ne may have agreed to i t  is not my concern; that he wenf home,'sobered 

up' and real ized what a horr ible mistake he was making is my
concern. I cannot see the wisdom in taking advantage ot iome_
one just because they have a weak momdnt or two.
,.  I  could not vote to jump in on top of STTI with a SpACE show in
vegas tor an_ entirely different set ol reasons. Number one, after
Ucnnennger, I  have more show experience.than anyone else in this
indilstry. I know, because it has been my responsibiliiy to Oo it, what atremendous job putting together a class_act show reaily is. There are
nor suntcrent days remaining for a full time staff of knowledgeable
people to do it, SPACE has no such staff and ,volunteers, 

from the
industry is no answer. A man who has to spend B hours a day worrying
about where he is going to locate enough NE564 chips to keep hisproduction,l ine running cannot,volunteer;two hours a day to f igure out
now to make a show run properly. This is especial lv true when that
man has never created a show before.

- 
No,* assuming that by some miracle there were enough days or

enough skills in the limited time available to put together a class-act
:l:,y, 

ald.q:suming that by some other miracte a siubstantiat portion
ot those 344 booth users at the STTI show could be talked into bailing
out of the Riveria and showing up at Caesar's palace or some otner
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quickly acquired location, let 's think about what this does to the
industry. When we had two shows planned for March, we had deep
divisions within the industry. Only a handful of f i rms had signed up for
both shows. Almost nobodv saw anv wisdom in two shows back to
oacK.

Having stated why | ( in December) could not vote to sue Schnerin-
ger nor approve of a Vegas Show for SPACE in March, let me relate
the primary events that fol lowed.

1) Schneringer, on January 1st, decided he had a legal problem.
He traveled to the east coast and located a law f irm he was
comfortable with. At this point we have some confusion. SPACE
denies they had, on therr own. f i led a law suit  at this point against
Schneringer. For some reason Schneringer bel ieved such a suit
had been f i led, using a law f irm in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
2) Schneringer's law f irm did f i le a suit ,  in Washington. DC, on
January 6th; a Friday. On Sunday January Bth Schneringer, two of
his attorneys, Taylor Howard. Peter Dalton and Bob Behar met in a
lengthy session in Vegas. In that session, Schneringer's side
asked for substanl ive changes in the Orlando agreemenl, accord-
ing to the SPACE version. Schneringer denies there were sub-
stanl ive changes: suggesls they were merely ' f ine tuning' of the
general agreement in Orlando. That session broke up without
agreement.
3) The SPACE Board. with 15 members present. met on Monday
January 9th. Further negotiat ions, with Schneringer and his attor-
neys present, continued. One of the primary problems was the
matter of show program content control;  Schneringer's posit ion
was that his side'would control al l  or at least 509; of the program.
SPACE's posit ion was that SPACE would control the program.
SPACE,  fo r  example ,  i s  p lann ing  an  ex tens ive  fu l l -day 'course  on
downlinking for dealers. Schneringer, reportedly, did not bel ieve
the subject was worth spending a day on,
SPACE has been working with two major groups (the names are

confidential.  for now) on the downlinking business. The concept. as
we reported here in CSD last October, is that SPACE Dealer Members
could be careful ly trarned in properly operating a downlink: these are
commercial downlinking jobs with money paid to the Dealer Member
for doing the work. SPACE s David Johnson has been working on
this project lor more than a year. We'l l  come back to this momentari ly.

4) There was an impasse. There would be no agreement to
sett le the dif ferences. Schneringer and attorneys left  the meeting.
The SPACE board discussed the mafler further. and voted not to
continue negotiat ions.
5) There was a knock on the Board meeting door. l t  was a man
with pieces of paper: VP Rick Brown, President Peter Dalton
were served by an ol l ic ial paper-server. SPACE, plus Dalton and
Brown individual ly, were being sued by STTI Schneringer.
The impact of the suits was immediate. SPACE would defend

itself ,  plus Brown and Dalton. using outside Counsel. SPACE would
pick up the tab. A new vote was taken during the Board meeting:
SPACE would NOT sue STTI Schnennger but lat i tude was given'counsel '  (Brown) to take whatever ( legal) steps as might be required
to insure that SPACE would have a show March 1B-20,

T e l c v i s i o n  T c c h n o l o g v  r n t c r i , t i o n r l .  l n c

c .  S l a n l e y  D e e s S h e : b o w  a n i  H e n r Y  R .

PAGE ONE/ the now infamous suit  brought by STTI against
SPACE plus Dalton and Brown. Tens of mil l ions sought in dam-
ages.

Given the circumstances of the impasse, a perhaps amazing thing
next happened. On the telephone, and on the f loor at CES, SPACE left
the CES show with commitments for 220 booths March 18-20. The
distr ibutors (the BIG distr ibutors) agreed to promote the SPACE show
to al l  of their dealers: massive dealer mail ings would be made start ing
almost immediately, through the distr ibutors. Mark Sheldon, former
Marketing Manager for Cali fornia Ampli l ier, was hired to promote the
show to the 'grass-roots'  dealers. A major PR f irm in New york City
was hired to get the word out.

SPACE s banquet would feature Joan Rivers and The Smothers
Brothers. Leading pol i t ical l igures WOULD be on hand. And the'Downl ink ing  Seminar '?

SPACE s Johnson wants dealers to become more prolessional, in
every way. His concept is that by l i rst teaching, formally, the f iner
po in ts  o f  downl ink ing .  and then ac t ing  ( th rough SPACE)  as  a 'c lear ing
house for downlinking assignments, SPACE can create valuable new
regular business income for is members. A ful l  day (perhaps longer)
training seminar on this topic is the kick-of{ of the program. Wait ing in
the wings are two. very large and national. groups who are ready to
sign on board for dozens ol downlinking lobs' in the last nine months
of  1984.  SPACE s  Johnson.

"This is a golden opportunity to dealers; by handling these
prolessional downlinking iobs in a professional manner, the
stature of each part icipating dealer wi l l  grow immensely.
Plus, he wil l  have direct contact with dozens of new, potential,
business and private customers for his normal TVRO sales
business at each downlink he handles. l t  is the best ol al l
worlds."
The SPACE Downlink Program wil l  be the cornerstone of the

SPACE Las Vegas Show March 1B-20.
And after Vegas? SPACE remains committed to a pair of shows

peryear. A fal l  date, and location. are being studied. Al l  future coop-
erative shows between SPACE and STTI are off.

I  bel ieve SPACE has done the r ight thing by backing off the law suit
against Schneringer. I  hope the events that transpire over the next
few weeks don't  force a change in that decision. SPACE has also

o
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decided to avoid any additional provocation of STTI, avoid ,bad
mouthing' of the STTI Las Vegas show, and general ly handle the
forthcoming conirontation in an 'upbeat' and ,positive' way.

There will be considerable confusion at the grass-roots level over'which show' to attend. Schneringer's strenglh is or has been in
bringing in 'new blood'to the shows. SpACE's strength has been just
the opposite. Exhibitors at the SPACE show may NOl tear down their
booths until 3 PM on the 20th; nearly a full business day after the STTI
show is to open its doors. lt is a pity the SPACE Show could not have
been arranged so that there was at least an 'overniqht' between the
two, to al low exhibitors t ime to move.'

I  suspect, guess is a better word, that what may happen here is
that attendees wil l  plan to show up on perhaps the t 9ih, attend the last
two days of the SPACE show and the first two days of the STTI
show. The middle day is common to both. l f  SPACE schedules i ts'Down Linking Program' early in i ts show (l ikely) to attempt to get
people into the SPACE show 'early, '  we may see those who are
coming for that special event coming early but the big crowd coming
late.

The losers are the exhibitors who are now laced with double
booth costs, a moving expense within Las Vegas, and an uncertain
shuff l ing of personnel. The winners may well  be the attendees who wil l
benefi t  by seeing more booths, attending more seminars, and meeting
more people than ever before possible.

As all of this news of suits and countersuits, federal marshalls and
cross country rushed flights by expensive attorneys reached me, I
wondered just how all of this was going to look to the rest of the TVRO
world. What kind of trade association allows itself to get into this
kind of legal squabble? Was this an industry that a prouo company
such as Uniden Corporation wanted to be a part of? Would HBO really
sit down and work with a bunch of people who seemed bent on getting
themselves into virtually every Federal court this side of Seattle ove-r
something as mundane as running their own trade shows? Where did
we all go wrong?

Then I began to collect bits and pieces of another side of the storv.

Somebody was out there collecting affidavits dealing with SpACE Vp
and General Counsel Rick Brown. Was Brown reallv involved in what I
was hearing? Was there a conspiracy to'get Brown'out of SPACE?

The questions, as we approached the last possible moment before
CSD's February deadline, far outnumbered the answers. The
answers to much of this was going to have to await the February issue
of GJR, or perhaps the March issue of CSD. Clearlv, there was a verv
tangled web being woven here and not enough t ime to sort i t  al l  oui.

F3R/Revisited
Back in the March 1982 issue of CSD we took a critical look at the

performance of then-new F3R and were generally pleased that the
new RCA bird was such a dramatic improvement over the formerlv
used F1 bird. Then in our June 1 9Bg issue we re-visited the subiect oi
bird performance, coupling it with the fears that 2 degree spaced birds
at 4 GHz might cause some problems for dishes start inq at ten feet in
diameter and working down. Ou|tgB3 analysis showed that on the
average, one-year-old transponders had lost 0.7 dB in effective radi-
ated power (EllRP) and we made the forecast, based upon RCA data
and good engineering common sense that over the addit ional l i fe of
F3R we might anticipate losses in the 0.4 dB per year region. per
transponder. We summarized those f indings by suggesl ing that
whether a part icular dish instal lat ion survived 2degiee spacing or not,
a more serious concern was whether smaller dishes would survive
and perform as the satellite's basic transmission power backed ofi
(and off) year by year.

Satellite degradation is at the moment a controversial subiect in
the, satellite systems design world. The first generation of safellites
utilized a type of on-satellite power amplifier called Traveling Wave
Tubes or TWTs lor short. TWTs are, indeed, tubes and all tubes have
a finite life. lf a tube does not stop operating altogether before its
programmed time, it will slowly deteriorate such that its maximum
output power will decline as a lunction of use and time. A TWT, simplv
stated, will not run forever

The newest and latest versions of satellites (such as F5) have
replaced the TWTs with solid state (as in transistor type) power
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amplif iers. Transistors also have a f ini te l i fe, but that l i fe is far longer
than the TWT life. Solid state power amplifiers have a very small'
almost unmeasurable, loss of performance per year. And thus, where
we can measure and see and anticipate say 0.4 dB annual loss in
output power from a TWT type of ampli f ier on board the satel l i te, we
probably cannot detect the companion'annual loss'from a sol id state
power ampli t ier. Such are the miracles of transistors.

A gradual ' fai lure' of the output power ampli f ier is hardly the only
contr ibutor to the gradual loss of a satel l i te's performance The TWT
or solid state amplifier represents the 'power block' which gets the
signal down to earth, or back to your dish. To make this power
amoli t ier (and the balance of the satel l i te) work, there are configura-
t ions of solar cel ls to col lect sunl ight and turn that sunl ight into electr ic-
ity. The electricity is stored on board the satellite in special long life
batteries.

Before a satel l i te is launched, the designers know how long they
expect the solar panels to continue to perform at their original eff icien-
cy. Solar cel ls, in space, have a rate of deteriorat ion of their own and a
fairly common value of 'performance loss' over seven years of satellite
l i fe is 15 to 20%. Thus at the end of a seven year span, i t  is l ikely that a
satel l i te's solar cel l  anay wil l  be producing only B0% of the output i t
ini t ial ly had when new. A loss in'primary power, 'caused by deteriora-
t ion of the solar cel l  system, means that al l  ol  the systems on board
have that much less operating power avai lable. Some of that power
loss ends up aflecting the performance of the TWT/solid state ampli-
f iers. Less current avai lable for operation means the ground control-
lers have to command the power ampli t ier stages to 'back off '  or
reduce their operating power levels. So now we have lwo factors
contr ibuting to the on-ground degradation we see; a loss In power
amplif ier output capability, and, a loss of primary power to make the
power ampli f ier (and sub-systems) perform.

There are other losses as well ; the batteries on board lose'capac-
ity 'as they are used and re'used. A lowered battery capacity has the
same effect as a reduced solar array efliciency; less current is avail-
able to run the system. The upl ink signal is received by a complex 6
GHz receiver svstem on board the satel l i te. This receiver has gradual

deteriorat ion on i ts own. The 6 GHz signal is converted inside of the
satel l i te to a 2 GHz region lF and then i t  is bumped back to the
appropriate 4 GHz downlink channel. This down conversioni lFiup
conversion system also has a gradual deteriorat ion in performance.

Other than the losses associated with the TWTs, however, the
annualized deteriorat ion is relat ively modest. The next signif icant
factor is the solar cel l  and battery system. Al l  of this adds up to a f ini te
life for the satellite itself , even if everything on board performs as it was
hoped and planned before the bird leaves the pad.

It  should be noted, however, that even the best plans wil l fault  and
there is ample history since the original launch of Westar 1 to i l lustrate
how often some part of a satel l i te wi l lquit ,  without warning. F1 (before
the present F1R) lost a couple of transponders almost immediately
after launch. F2 had a mal-functioning solar panel gyro system which
required manual operation of the panels for a period each day. F2 also
one day decided i t  wanted to point ' the other way' and f l ipped over,
beaming into space. Gett ing i t  back, point ing towards earth, was a
nervous exercise. F1 R has had recenl operational problems F2R has
had heating problems. And so on. And not only RCA has been hit  by
unexplained or sudden problems. Galaxy t has a bum transponder
(13) and one of i ts two back-up receivers, used to bring the upl ink
signal into the bird, has fai led.

There are redundant (back-up) parts bui l t  into the system. The
fai lure of a Galaxy 6 GHz receiver f  ront end has not shut down the half
of the bird (polarization) i t  was connected to simply because the unit
that fai led was intended for backup service in the l i rst place. But with i t
gone, there is now no backup for 1 2 of the transponders on G 1 , l t  the
receiver now operating should lai l ,  there goes 12 transponders
on G1! Since F3R, the latest series of birds have carr ied typical ly four
extra output power ampli l ier stages; spare TWT Units. They are
'switchable' on command, from earth, so that say the output power
stage on TR4 suddenly quit  operating, by command, one of the
backups could be switched in to replace the crashed TWT. That would
keep the transponder running.

Our look at transponder signal levels in 1983 was intended to
focus attention on the slow but continual deteriorat ion oi satel l i te
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signal levels on earlh as the system ages. We sought to alert those
who might be tempted to sel l  dishes that are on the small  end of'big-enough that over a period of years, those pictures that appear'adequate in 1983 might turn out to be poor pictures in a few years.
Let 's revisit  the state of footprint signal levels now that we are down
the road two ful l  years for F3R.

To date, we have not had a catastrophic fai lure on F3R. Al l  24
transponders continue to function at various levels of power. Remem-
ber that there ts a bank of six transponders (TRs 3, 7. 1 1, 1 5, 1 9 and
23) which were original ly 8.5 watts in power, and that the remainder of
the transponders began l i fe as 5 watt power uni ls.

1) The loss, measured and calculated, since our eary l9B3 year-
one check. seems to be very close to the 0.4 dB-per-year
predicted. However. that 0.4 dB is an average of al l  24 trans-
ponders, and there are those which have fared better and
those which have nol done as well .

2) There have been operational changes, affect ing the picture
quali ty on earth. during the past year. Remember that each
time a transponder operator al lows the addit ion of one extra
(audio) sub-carr ier. he is taking away an average of 0.75 dB
f rom his video transponder power avai lable. In other words, the
picture gets weaker each t ime an addit ional (audio sub) carr ier
is added to the transponder.

With these two factors in mind, here are lhe losers and the winners
during calendar year '1 983:

A) The transponders that lost the most ground ( i .e. those that
deteriorated the most during 1 983) are 4, 6, 8, 14, and 24. Not
necessari ly in that order. The biggest loser was transponder g.

B) The transponders that lost the least during 1 983 were 1 1 , 19
and 23.

There is some srgnif icance that those that lost the most were in
one of the two horizontal channel sets while those that lost the least
were al l  in the same vert ical polarization set.

The signif icance of the power loss in 1983 onlv seems ro come
home'where you are direct ly affected by the losses. Natural ly you
notice power losses when pictures that were formerlv ctean now
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have some sparkl ies in them. Your customers may be tel l ing you"transponder 4 is not as good as i t  was when you put our system in .  .  .
can t you do something to f ix that?". The answer is that you cannot f ix
a TWT that has had more than i ts expected loss during the past 12
months, especial ly when the TWT is more than 23,000 miles away!

Losses are gradual. barely measurable from month to month by
the most sophist icated test or monitoring equipment. And only margi-
nal ly detectable over a ful l  year's t ime. What is detectable to the
viewer is the real izat ion that signal levels have changed, and that the
prctures are not as good 'now as they were 'before. '

As a dealer. you should be prepared to explain why such things do
happen. and also be knowledgeable enough yourself that you do not
spend unproductive service cal l  hours trying to 'get transponder B
back to where i t  once was' when in truth the only way you wil l  do that is
to upgrade the instal lat ion to a larger antenna!

HBO Competition Stiffens
When Home Box Off ice went to the movie producers this past fal l

and told them "We are going to do DBS On 4 GHz, and yOU are going
to do i t  WITH us," they got less than enthusiastic support from many of
the movie producers (see CSD, January 1984). The movie production
people have been on the short end of the cable st ick for as many years
as lhere has been a cable television premium movie industry. At least
lhat is how they tel l  i t

HBO is known in the movie land as a tough negotiator, dif f icult  to
deal with and out to get the lasl penny in f i lm rental r ights. That 's not
bad; that 's good business. HBO, as we saw in our September look at
the premium lelevision giant, got in early and wrote the game rules
before anyone real ly real ized that game rules were being writ ten.
When you wri le the rules to any game, the chances are pretty good
you wil l  always be a leg up on those playing 'your game.'

Paramount, one of the major movie houses, has never been keen
on HBO and has in fact always been the most dif f icult  for HBO to'deal
with. '  Paramount has been stuck more or less accepting HBO's price
for Paramount f i lm product for several years, knowledgeable that
while they feel they real ly deserve more money than they have been
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gelt ing for their product, from HBO, i f  they get too tough in their own
negotiat ing stance with HBO, they are apt to end up with HBO simply
passing their f i lm(s) by and they end up then leaving a couple mil l ion'easy dol lars'  si t t ing on the table.

Paramount was one of four movie f irms that attempted to get a
cable service of their own off the ground a couple of years ago, The
Justice Department squashed that one because Justice said the
proposed movie l icensing scheme planned by the quartet was essen-
t ial ly a restraint of trade of a free market i tem. Paramount has been
looking for some way to get into the pay TV business, without Iosing i ts
shirt ,  since that t ime.

Now the third part of the mix; Showtime. When The Movie
Channel (Warner) and Showtime f inal ly merged this past fal l ,  i t  was an
attempt by the weak number two premium TV f irm (Showtime) and the
weaker number three premium TV f irm (TMC) to pool their resources
and ' together'  take on the big boy in the game; HBO. l f  you counl
subscribers, the total combined resources ol Showtime and TMC was
sti l l  not a signif icant port ion of HBO's subscriber'base but together
they saw greater strength.

Anyone who spends anyl ime watching the tr io ol services st i l l  up
(with Spotl ight now leaving us) on F3R has to come to the conclusion
thal in any given month, sooner or later you are going lo see most of
the MAJOR features on any of the three movie services. In other
words, i f  you watch only TMC, you won't miss much except for the
special productions HBO and Showlime throw in to water-down their
schedules.

The newly born combo package of TMCiShowtime recognizes this
fact and they also recognize that in the cable world, sel l ing'mult iple
premium services' is the name ol big dol lar cable success. Cable
industry stats tel l  us that most cable homes taking premium services
lake over three such services, nationwide, now. So for some years
cable operators have been wrestl ing with the problem ol 'which three'
or 'which four'  premium services do you offer. Some cable systems
offer each premium service as a 'stand alone';  that is, you have a
Chinese Menu presented to you and you take one of these, one of
those, and one of the last column to get your selected premium

channels. Other cable operators think the smart thing to do is to batch
premium services inlo ' t iers'  ol subscriber servrce. HBO brought out
Cinemax as a second service on the theory that cable operators
would, or could, 'batch' Cinemax with HBO to off er subscribers a 'pair

of channels'  for a 'bulk price. '  Cinemax has been sold as a ' t ier ing

partner'  from the very beginning by most ol the cable industry; a
' tag-along' for HBO (or some other premium service). Since both
Cinemax and HBO were coming from the same place, and were being
'programmed' by the same corporate people, there was the opportun-
i ty to schedule movies and specials opposite one anolher on lhe two
channels so that people would always f ind something dif ferent in
appeal when they switched in their homes from HBO to Cinemax, for
example.

ShoMime went through a period where i t  tr ied to promote i tself
as a 'perfect t ier partner'  with HBO. They went lo some l ime and
trouble to document how if  cable ooerators olfered Showtime AND
HBO, the cable operators taking that part icular pair in a t iered service
were going to do better (at the bank) than cable system operators who
paired up HBO with say Cinemax. Some cable operators bought this
idea, but the majori ty noticed that when you paired HBO with Show-
time you ended up with a very high repeat'  rat io of premium movies in
any given month. Part of this problem can be traced to the fact that
when a movie company such as Paramount releases a new, highly
desirable f i lm such as Flashdance, i t  ends up going to al l  of the
premium suppliers at the same t ime. Have you ever noticed how as a
new month begins there is a rash of big-movie debuts. start ing as early
as midnight on the 1st day of the new month? That's because the
premium folks, aware that they have competit ion lrom other premium
programmers, are trying to be able to get their customers the latest
releases at the earl iest possible moment. Midnight on the lst is the
earl iest possible moment.

This type of competrt ive spir i t  is, after al l  is said and done, a tad on
the chi ldish srde and most of the premium people f inal ly real ized what
they were doing was at best less than total ly prolessional. That 's when
HBO and Showtime decided that the best way they could keep their
respective services 'dif ferent '  from one another was to go out and
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create their own programming product.

Each of the premium programmers wants to be included in the
cable system operator 's chosen f irsl  t ier service., In otherwords, i f  the
cable operator is going to batch two premium services in .Tier One..a
movre servjce and Disney and The playboy Channel in ,Tier Two,.
and so on down the l ine, and premium foiks want their service to be in
the f irst level of t ier ing. They know they wil lget more.sales'that way.

HBO usually ends up in Tier One. Shbwtime usually does not
end up in Tier One, when the cable system offers both services. l f  you
were Showtime, what would you do to get your service into Tier One?
Ttte handwrit ing is on the wall :  al l  the Clues are here. you make your
(Showtime) service 'stand out from HBO: you do something to grab
lhe,attention of the cable operator and you give the cabte operalor a
tool so he can say to his prospective customers, , ,And, i f  you take
Tier One, you get al l  of the foltowing features on HBO, e[US, you
also get al l  of these DIFFERENT features on Showtime . .  . , , .  That
is far better than having to explain to the potential customer that, ,yes,
there js (some) dupl icat ion in movies between HBO and Showtime,
but this is REALLY for lhe convenience of you, the viewer .  .  . ' . .

Since there are only so many Fair ie Tale Theaters which you can
create at Showtrme, because of t ime and budget constraints, and
since al l  of the movie producers always releaselhe same movies to
ALL of the pay TV services at the same t ime, how do you break this
vrcious cycle?

Let s return to Paramount now. The movie people who disl ike
HBO, who have tr ied on two occasions (or more) to getdirect ly into the
pay TV business. Paramount is r iding a crest oi soire pretty-big t t ict<s
nght now, and Paramount would l ike to break another viciousiycle;
the cycle that has Paramount gett ing less for their f i lms, per nome, ar
HBO and elsewhere, than paramount bel ieves the f i lms are wonn.

Paramount and Showtime/TMC have signed a $100M deal.
Start ing r ight now, this month, Showtime is goin-g to get the exclusive
use of Paramount f i lms unti l  1989. Al lof the Paramorint f i lms. And the
$100M? That is just the up-front cash, according to reports. Between
now and 1989, some observers feel the deal cbuld put as much as
$700M in the pockets of Paramount. That 's a bunch of bucks.
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dish-mounted downconvercen

Features include: back porch
clamped video, AFC and AGC
with on/off switch, screwdriver-
tuned video and audio with
center tune LED's and optional
wired remote control.

The performance, features

Here is how it  works. paramount has worked out a new compensa-
l: :19:Tyl":  lgther than setr ing_paid per f  i tm,per CATV home as they
nave tn tne pasl.  by negotiat ing for each f i lm separately, and by oftengett ing around $.25 per home per f i lm, paramount wil l  now be faid for
each f i lm on the basis ol how that f i lm actual ly did in the box off ice. A
big f i lm, bringing in lots of box off ice dol lars, wi l l  automatrcai ly earn
Paramount big pay-cable dol lars. A lesser f i lm wil l  eain accordingty.
_ The results start now; this month. Flashdance wil l  appear inihe
ShowtimerTMC l ineup in the middle of the month (TMG February 12th:
Showtime February 13th). Other paramouni r."t""r". ,  such as
Staying Al ive scheduled for cable release in July, may be handled in
a dif ferent manner; the paramount deal with TMC,Showtime al lows
the newly al igned duo to release a f i lm such as Staying Al ive in say
July on TMC and then ret lre i t  for a month or two, and bring i t  back on
Showtime in September. The concept is that this gives TMC Show_
trme a better way to make their own two services , look dif ferent,to the
average movie watcher on pav cable.

Paramount movies do not a successf ul pay cable service make; i f
iust one studio was able to pul l  of l  that kind of monopoly, we would
have had a 'Paramount 

Cable' service on satel l i te yeais ago. The truth
is that in a year such as 19g4, paramount may have 15 or fewer real ly
attract ive movie products to bring to market. The premium cablepeople. 'eat up 40 to 60 products a month, eve,y ,onih; 1 2 months ayear. They cannot al l  be big, new releases since Hollywood puts out
far fewer than that per moith; at ai l  levels or i i t iu. i , i"n".,
^ What the through-. lg8g exclusive deal with paramount does for
Showtime and The Movie Channel is give them a one_upsmanshtp_
poslure in the cable ' t ier ing batt le.,  Showtime now has some .exclu-
srve product which i t  can dangle before the cable operator,s eyes and
hopeful ly i t  wi l l  increase Showtime,s chances of gett ing into ihe ,f i rst
l re r .

But i t  also creates some problems for the new duo.
Most of the cable industry felt  that with Showtime and The Movie

th.g! l"t  .now being sold as a pair,  there woutd be a graduat but
del inite change in the makeup ol The Movie Channel programmtng
schedule. l f  'HBO + Cinemax' was one altract ive ,t ier,. iould 
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'Showtime + The Movie Channel '  be an ai lract ive t ier as well? Re_
memb.er thal when you t ier, you l ike to put together services which
compliment one another, not bati le one another.

Showtime, l ike HBO, has i ts own exclusive features. Cinemax has
created i ts 'exclusive look' by relying heavi ly on old_but_good movies
which i t  can bring back as ,classics, plus i t  attempts to appeal to the
more spl inter movie groups; those that dig horroi f i lms or whal have
you. Cinemax is a 'minority f i lm service, '  on_purpose not l ike HBO.

The Movie Channel, on the other hand, had an original concept. l t
would show nothing but movies. No specials, no sports-, no comedians
in nightclubs. Just movies. since Showtime makes movres i ts f i rst
level of attract ion, and counts on other programs to f i l t  In around the
movies, there is bound to be some duplication between a ,showtime
Month'and a'TMC Month, 'And lhere is. Which makes i t  a dif f icult  pair
io t ier with the same impact and effect iveness of say an HBO +
9L"1".* tier. That's why cabte industry folks have expected to see
_ | rvru cnange hals a tad, to make i t  stand out as a ,separate product,
trom Showtime.

With Showtime/TMC both gett ing exclusive r ights, as an operarrng
pair,  to Paramount f i lms through 1989, and with ihe l ikel ihood that bi
having exclusive use of paramount f i lms Showtime wil l  become an
even more attract ive companion to HBO on cable.s . 'Tier One,' ,  what
does that do to The Movie Channel? At this point in t ime, nobody
seems to know just what direct ion TMC wil l  be qoinq. But the smait
bets are that during i  9B4 TMC wil l  become muchhor6 ,, i t 's own stand
alone product."

With TMC in the Showtime family, Showtime is in a muddte. t t
wants lo be on the f irst t ier and the paramounl deal helps that. But
when i t  ends up on the f irst t ier with HBO, i t  leaves i ts Juntor partner
(TMC) out in the cold. Does i t  help the corporate fortunes ro nave
Showtime-gett ing better acceplance but to have TMC losrng ground?
A most dit f icult  posit ion, to be sure.

THE EUROPEAN Scenario
When we last visi ted the subject of DBS In Europe (see CSD for

November 1983) it was apparent that the 4 GHz servrces we now

understand and ' love' in North America are never going to amount to
much, i f  indeed anything at al l ,  in Europe and the Middle East. As lono
as there is an lndonesian palapa bird f lying in the pacif ic ther6
remarns some hope that i t  may eventual ly provide the basis for an' industry'  in al least l imited segments of Asia. And unti l  Afr ica qets i ts
act together, the 4 vs i2 GHz batt les for that continent are 

"Sti l l  
on

paper.
The two prime movers in Europe would seem, on the Surface. to be

the United Kingdom and France. Both have ambit ious plans for de-
ployment of their own satel l i te systems and both have announced
various schedules for the creation of 12 GHz DBS services. However,
the,best of plans have a way of going ,bad'and this is unfortunately the
trai l  we see as we come back for a visi t  earlv in . lgg4

^ _ The only operational service al the preient t ime remalns rne
Murdoch PLC service which has been re-named ,Sky Channel. '  l t  is
now on the air from 5 PM to 10 pM dai ly and because i t  is in Enqlish
and because i t  attempts to support i tself  with advert ising, i t  is a un-(ue
service for Europe. Cable systems and a few hotels hiere and there
take the service, which is ' free' to the users. l l  remains scrambled.
however, which continues to hurt since they need every viewer they
can get to make i t .  A typical week's programs include American
imports Fantasy lsland, Charl ie's Angels, Starsky and Hutch and
movies such as 'At lantic City. '  This service upl in(s from England.
. Sky.Channel 's acceptance (they began using the European ECS_
1 bird, f inal ly, or January 19th) has been slow but things look much
better in 1984. Several German cable systems (the f irst to be al lowed
there) wi l l  be taking Sky Channel during the f irsi  four months of t  9B4;
The Vienna (Austr ia) cable system wai to start taking Sky Channei
February 1st. Cable systems in Morocco (North Afr icai Denmark and
Uweden are scheduled to come on l ine before 1gB4 is over.
,  The big growth for Sky Channel wi l l  be 'at home,, in the UK,
nowever. Approximately 2,000,000 new homes could be reached by
Sky Channel in the UK, through exist ing cable systems, i f  the Brit ish'Home Off ice' decides to al low this. English cable operators were
hopelul thal this approval would ccme during January. Approximately
150 UK cable systems are said to be readt to add Sky Channet ai
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soon as approval comes along.
Recepiion of Sky Channel, in the unfortunately scrambled mode'

is relatively painless. A 3 meter dish is overkill for most sections of

Europe ani ihe 1 1 GHz signals end up on baseband using technology
*" ail ,." every day. Then into a modulator, and out into the cable

system. Inspite of alfof this apparent activity, there is very little good

niws here for the manufacturers of TVRO antennas or receivers
The sum of all of this is barely 250 new 3 meter dish antenna systems;
hardly a dent in the mil l ions forecast by some.

Ahother signiiicant service is planned for operation stariing on

March 1st. United Cable Programmes (UCP) has leased transpon'

der space through British Telecom on Intelsat V to send a spot beam

backio the UK. ihis is a movie service, not unl ike HBO or showtime in

the states and some other non-movie programmrng What we have

developing here is an early 'Westar' vs 'Satcom'-battle; the all-

European"ECs (1 ) satellite against the Intelsat V bird Even before the

European cable industry gels off the ground there is a need for two'

separate 3 meter size anlennas; one for ECS and one for Intelsat lf

one accepts the assumption that al l  cable f irms wil l  instal l  two dishes'

our'market '  lot 11112 GHz terminals now becomes 250 x 2 or 500'

Still not a big market.
Those who would l ike to sel l  hardware to thousands or mil l ions of

individual viewers are only modestly interested in the early cable

al igned services. As long as the cable programming is scrambled,
thdy see very little mass market appeal for the programs And they are

right.
Manufacturing 'hopes' are instead pinned on 1985 and beyond

when the original plans cal led for at least a French DBS service and a

British DBS service, widely available over Europe. The British service
is cal led 'Unisat '  and i t  involves a customized, high'power satel l i te

system which even on paper looked like a farce. ln effect, the British

were planning to spend more money to launch Unisat to provide two

channels of 
-television 

than RCA has spent cumulatively to launch

F3R, F4 and F5. Recently some economists have put a penci l  to the
project and have declared that if it goes ahead, it can never even pay
'Oaif 

tne costs ol the birds; not to speak of the costs associated with
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the proiect's operation. Naturally this has caused a furor.in the UK, and
the BBC, befiind the proiect, is having second (and third) thoughts
about Unisat. l f  i t  f l ies, now highly in question' we are looking at 1987

or beyond.
Ohe of the reasons Unisat now looks very unattractive is that the

British had hoped that there could be an agreement over all or most all
of Eurooe on 'standards' for DBS. You will recall that while we have
'NTSC'standards for North American television, Europe has two other
systems; 'SECAM' and 'PAL.' And from country to country using the

SgCnV and PAL 'standards' there are national variations as well'
French SECAM is not the same as Russian SECAM' for example'

And since all of the standards were created and adopted in the

early years ot television (see CJR report for November 1983)'  i t

."e.60 like a good idea to re-visit the question of standards some 30
plus years afteithey were establ ished Using 1980's technology, were

ifrere not changes that could be made which would create better
quali ty television? The Brit ish thought so and created.C'MAC; a new

system which was defined, from start' for the particular problems

assocrated with satel l i te transmissions.
When C-MAC was f irst shown, there was high praise for the

system, its design and the quality of its pictures' The British thought

they had Europ-e agreeing that (1) there should be a (new) single

standard, anC, (Z) lnat C-NllRC should be that standard' So they
plowed ahead with Unisat and many other projects^planning to use

b-fVnC. Well ,  after the engineers got done praising C-MAC the pol i t i -

cians got into the act. The French were the lirst to say a Jirm 'no' to

C-MAC and since then it has been one country after another saylng
the same thing.

The whole concept of Unisat was that one powerful 'BBC in the

sky' service would send English television to all of Europe. But, when

th; C-MAC standard which Unisat planned to use was'booted out 'by
most of the European countr ies, the whole BBC concept fel l  apart '  l t  is

one thing to shove a strong, high dBw, signal down on top of every'
one's rooftop; i t  is quite another thing to have the electronics inside
those rooftops not be compatible with the 'standards' you are em-
ploying. Obviously a few people would go to the trouble and expense
br jetting a speciil TVRO receiver which would function with C-MAC'
Bui not ine big, mass market which Unisat was counting on'

So between the unfortunate error in designing a satellite which

cost tens of mil l ions of dol lars more than any satel l i te ever cost before,

and the unfortunate scenario which el iminated 'youi satel l i te's signals
from most of your target area's receivers, the Unisat project suddenly
looked very dark indeed.

While the Brit ish were stumbling over the C-MAC/expensive satel-
l i te oroblem, the French meanwhile were having total ly dif ferent prob-

lems. Way back when, they decided to launch a French bird that would
'speak Fr'ench' to Europe. Then they got together with Germany and

the pair teamed up for a network ol birds which would speak French

and German to EuroPe.
Now the French approach to anything is to look at how many new

jobs might be created by allowing some new form of technology They
put thelorecast people to work and ask them to develop.a study on
how many jobs wil l  occur i f  this new business or that new buslness ls
'al lowed in France. Without government approval, no new business
activity starts in France.

The French DBS project always looked marginal, as far as creat-
ing new jobs. But there was a counter balance to jobs; French national
pi ioe. t t  ine Brit ish were going to have 'English speaking television' al l

over Europe, then the French would natural ly have to offer 'French

speaking television' al l  over Europe.'  
At about the same t ime the penci l  pushers were studying how

many new jobs would be created wrth a French DBS service, another
team was studying how many new jobs would be created with a
'national '  cable television network The jobs vs iobs comparison was
dramatic; cable was the hands down winner.

Cable has several distinct advantages to the French. First o1 all, it

is secure. l f  they can put cable in front of al l  or most al l  of the homes'
they wil l  insure that most of the French homes are kept from being
'exf iosed'to non-French programming. l t  serves the French 'national

interest ' to keep al l  non-French television programming irom reaching
French homes.

With Unisat in trouble, several things happened in France'
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TDF-1, the f irst ol the Franco-German birds is well  down the road.
It  wi l l  f ly. But TDF-2. the second generation bird. could be stopped.
That appears to be what is happening r ight now;the French are pul l ing
back confident that with Unisat ei lher dead or badly set back in t ime,
they can now have the luxury of a several year'window'during which
they can gel a giant jump on the nationwide cable system they much
prefer.

Al l  of these international power plays point up that DBS tor Europe
is not going to happen smoothly, or overnight. Cable, at least in
England and France, is the preferred medium. Cable 'controls'  i ts
signals: DBS does nol,

l f  Unisat does lal l  total ly apart.  i f  TDF-l is the l i rst,  and last, of the
French national DBS birds, DBS for mil l ions of homes in Europe may
be set back a decade or more. There are no other strong runners in lhe
gamel and that includes the Germans. Without 12 GHz DBS, operat-
ing freely across national borders and providing a universal ' formal '

servrce to a dozen or more nations, the only K band activi ty we are
going to see in Europe is l ikely to be of the ECS,' lntelsat varietyi
scrambled, and total ly occupied by cable programming services. That
is bad news lor those f irms who had been planning on Europe becom-
ing a major 12 GHz DBS marketplace.

PARTS CRUNCH
The mid-January rssue of CJR (Cooper James Report) digs into

lhe recent real izat ion that our industry is in a heap of trouble because
there is a very signif icant shortage of raw microwave parts. 'Various
parts, such as the NE564 Phase Locked Loop. some microwave
transistors used in LNAs and downconverters. and microwave diodes
used in downconverters have al l  but total ly dried up and when OEMs
can locale the much needed parts, the prices are trom200"k to 900%
what they were one year ago.

This in depth report is must reading for anyone who manufac-
tures or sel ls TVRO electrontcs. Some probably far-out charges are
made by members of our industry, in the report;  including a'conspira-
cy 'charge ( . ) .

The plain truth seems to be that we are in a transit ion period
belween an era when only our small ,  insignif icant industry was using
certain high-tech parts, and, a whole new world of satel l i te AND
computer OEMs jumping into our parts pipe-l ine with their own de-
mands for the same basic parts. The tragic point here is that we have
reached thrs 'no-mans-land' in cr i t ical parts just when we as an indus-
try are poised to real ly take off into the wonderful world of consumer
electronics.

The commonly used NE564 PLL, usually found in receiver de-
modulator circuits, has been discovered by the folks who are bui lding
Floppy Disk Drives. I  read a predict ion that the marketplace lor Flop-
pies in 1984 is expected to increase 1000% or more. That 's tough on
U S .

The microwave parts (various high tech transistors and diodes)
are found in both our downconverters and in the back end of our LNAs,
Unfortunately, they wil l  also be found in the new 12 GHz DBS receiv-
ers as well ,  in one form or another. Predict ions of several mil l ion l2
GHz receivers being bui l t  and marketed in 1984 should send shud-
ders up and down our backs since every microwave part that gets
siphoned off for a 12 GHz receiver is one-less part avai lable to 4 GHz
receiver bui lders.

Many of the 'design pros' in the business tel l  me that we are in for a
very tough six months; start ing back in January. Some of those who
are not given to optimism suggest that gett ing through the l i rst six
monlhs, and st i l l  being able to ship receivers in quanti ty, is the 'easy'
part.  Gett ing through the second six months wil l  be the tough part.

Of course 1984 is not expected to be the'big year'  lor 12 GHz
receivers. l t  just happens to be the f irst year for mass produced 12
GHz hardware, and, the year we are stuck with r ight now. And equally,
of course, the people in Japan and Europe and the United States who
manufaclure NE564 chips and microwave parts are not si t t ing around

'- You may now order a subscript ion to CJR/Cooper James
Report over the telephone by using your V|SA/Mastercard. Call
Carol Graba at 305/771-0505 weekdays betwen 9 AM and 4 pM
eastern, or use the subscript ion form on page 59 in this issue of
csD.
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watching al l  of this happen without some reaction. But you have to
read their own forecasts to understand when we might get out of this
M E S S .

Remember, our total use of NE564s and microwave transistors
and diodes is not signif icant. Not on the world market (of course i t  lS
signif icant to us!).  The people who make these parts know how many
we use, and how many they expect (forecast) we wil l  use in say 1984.
They have not been impressed with us, so far. What has impressed
them is the unmit igated growth of computer terminals, and, the projec-
t ions  fo r  mi l l ions  o f  (11) , '12  GHz DBS type rece ivers  in  1985 and
beyond. That was a '5' ,  not a '4' .

So the NECs and the Motorolas and the Ful i tsus of the world have
been making their own plans to bring on l ine new, expanded, high
speed and automated 564 production plants and microwave transislor
and diode plants. They expect to start cranking up these mega-buck
faci l i t ies in the last half  of 1984 and through 1 985. They wil l  be ready
when they perceive the market i tself  wi l l  be ready, Alas, "our 4 GHz
market" is so small  that i t  does not even warrant a'recognit ion l ine' in
their planning schedule.

We have been able to coast along with the l imited parts supply
because we have been growing at a rate which did not tax the parts
suppliers. Our own rate of growth, i f  we were the only industry using
these parts, has been matched by the slow bul sure abi l i ty of the parts
producers to gradually increase their own production capabil i t ies.
Unfortunately, along came "Floppies" and "12 GHz DBS" just as we
started to double and re-double our own rates of growth. l t  al l  hi t  late in
1983 and now we are feel ing the pressures.

There are three possible scenarios which I see.
1) Everyone is lying to me;there is no parts shortage and sudden-

ly, tomorrow, some guy on a white horse wil l  r ide into town with
al l  of the 564s and microwave parts anyone (or everyone) wil l
need in 1984. l f  you bel ieve thal one, I  have a condo in beauti ful
downtown Bombay I would l ike to talk with you about.

2) Prices on TVRO equipment, especial ly receivers, are going to
escalate; fast. l f  a guy who is geared up to ship 2,000 a month
finds he can only get parts lor 500 or 1,000, he is going to have
to raise prices to keep his doors open. And, lay oif  some
oeoole.

3) Some very bright person is going to f igure out a way around the
missing parts, creating a TVRO receiver that doesn't  use 564
chips or microwave diodes or hard to get microwave transis-
tors. l f  there is a guy out there with this receiver ready to f ly, I
would sure l ike to hear from him!

There may be a fourth scenario as well. lf you lower the perform-
ance quali ty of the TVRO receiver system, you can get by with some
lower grade parts. We use the high tech microwave transistors and
microwave diodes because they give us top performance lor our
money. l f  you insisted that everyone use 50 dB gain LNAs, rather
than the 40's and 30's that now prol i ferate, you could cheapen up the
receivers by shif t ing some of the operating burden back to the LNA
guys. This would put new performance demands (such as higher or
even much higher gain) back on the LNA manufacturers, but i f  this is
the only way we can continue lo grow in 1984, i t  may happen. The end
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result, by the way, would be cheaper receivers but probably more
expensive LNAs so at the consumer level it would be someolace
between an even 'wash'and a sl ight (perhaps 1O%) price increase.

As the January CJR reports in depth, there are alot of TVRO
recerver engtneers burning the midnight oi l  in search of solut ions. l f
you are a dealer or distr ibutor, be advised. i t  looks l ike tough t imes are
anead.

lF YOU Understand This . . .
There are, for the record, TWO trade associations which purport to

represent the SMATV/Private cable industry. SpACE is one of ihese,
and SPACE has generously allotted a couple of ,seats'on the Board of
Directors to SMATV types. SpACE has also, under Rick Brown's
direction, conducted some SMATV lype seminars at various trade
shows and SPACE has made a few filings at the FCC in matters
relating to SMATV.

The other trade association is NSCA and when last we talked
about NSCA, it was in the form of an article written by SMATV operator
Peter Sutro reporting on the most recent (then) S-lUnfV convention
(see CSD for October, 1983). NSCA and SpACE do nor agree on
mucn.

The General Counsel for NSCA is a chap named W. James
MacNaughton. I  do not know Mr. MacNaughton; I  don't  think we have
ever met. I  knew l i t t le of his REAL work unti l  I  opened the Januarv
1984 issue of SATguide and read his comments on a matter that haa
been bothering me; the 'SPACE posit ion'on the recent FCC decision
that states and cities should be pre-empted by the FCC on matters
relating to the regulation of SMATV.

Back last summer an SMATV operator in New Jersev had been
haule.9 intoa New Jersey court and told to stop operating/siop building
an S-MATV system there. The New Jersey SMATV operaror was
building a syslem inside of what was claimed to be the ,franchise
territory' of a powerful New Jersey cable operator. The franchised
cable operator didn't want SMATV competition and he went to the
New Jersey state folks who regulate CATV and he asked them to'expand'their 

area of regulat ion to include SMATV. The state obl ioed.
went to court, and shut down the SMATV ooerator.
. ._I| l"  SMATV operator was hurt ing. He went to NSCA for help.
NSCA decided that the best way out of this mess was to qo to the FCC
and ask the FCC to rule on whether or not SMATV, tik; CATV, was
199!y a subject for federal regulation rather than state regulation.
NSCA felt ,  or perhaps hoped, that SMATV would look l ike small
CATV to the FCC, and that the Feds would tell the state to back off.
, . .  Now when al l  ot this happened, lwas quite shocked to see SPACE
rrre comments ( i .e. pleadings) at the FCC which opposed the NSCA
sugg^estion_that the FCC pre-empt the state relulations. I asked
why SPACE had taken this posit ion (and could not iecal l ,  as a memDer
of the Board of Directors, voting on this issue). I got no satisfactory
answer except the suggestion that lF the FCC was to pre_emot state
regulat ion ot SMATV. the next thing the FCC would do is issue rules
and regulations (nationaf rules and regulations) for SMATV. I was
told that the FCC would be a much harsher regulator than the states.
The option oflered to me, and apparently to th! New Jersey SMATV
operator, was that the SMATV operator should take the Staie of New
Jersey to court.  And not get involved with the FCC.

At the time that did bother me. First ol all, court cases have a
way of dragging on for years..As they drag on, they cost big bucks. Big
dol lars in court costs, big dol lars in legal fees. Could the SMATV
operator afford to pay these big bucks? | suspected he would be out of
business long before the normal four to six year span for court cases of
this type had run out.

I  spent from 1952 to 1978 having a great deal to do with the CATV
business. I was known as something of an expert on FCC cable
television rules and regulat ions during much of that span and I wrote
extensively about those rules. I wondered to myself just how bad it
would be lF the FCC did adopt rules and regulations for SMATV
systems.

It happens that the FCC cable rules are very ditficult to master. But,
and this is the important part, it also turns out that if you operare a'small' cable system with say ggg subscribers or less, those rules for
all practical matters do not pertain to you anyhow. The rules are'staged' in 'steps'; the bigger your cable system, the more rules you
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have to abide by. lf you are down there in the hundreds of subscribers
per system, you have a few pieces of paper to file each year and a tew
measurements to make and record. That is about it. Not a big deal.
And, SMATV is'down there. '

So what was so terrible about getting out ol four to six years of
protracted court action and big legal fees, and getting one set oJ
national rules for SMATV? | didn't  know. I  did know this.

lf the New Jersey SMATV system ended up in court, as SPACE
was suggesting, all NEW activity for SMATV in that state would stop
until the court decision was resolved. Nobody was going to put new
dollars into new SMATV systems if that cloud ol legal uncertainty
hung over the New Jersgy SMATV industry. I also knew that il the
SMATV industry had to look forward to battling through the courts in
50 states to make itself an industry, we would be close to the year
2050 before all 50 states had it sorted out. I was sure that SMATV/
private cable was far better off with one single set of federal regula-
tions. And even those regulations were far from certain; to date there
has been no noise at the FCC about getting involved in SMATV.

So when the FCC ruled in favor of the NSCA comments in the
New Jersey SMATV decision, rul ing AGAINST the SPACE com-
ments, I  was pleased. l t  seemed l ike the smart, common sense
answer to me.

Now if someday the FCC does decide to regulate SMATV, I for
one would much rather see there one forum before one federal
agency that at least understands communication matters than a
series of 50 court f ights spread from Hilo to Bangor and Gainesvi l le to
Anchorage. But i t  st i l l  bothered me why SPACE, through i ts law f irm
Brown and Finn, had taken the opposite posit ion on this matter. I  did
some digging.

The f ranchise area where the New Jersey SMATV operatoi tried to
bui ld his system is a big one. The cable operator there is signif icant in
size. And that cable operator has legal counsel in Washington, DC.
Since the battle began when the cable operator brought the matter to
the attention of the regulatory people who handle cable in the State of
New Jersey, lwas inquisit ive about who the legal counsel in DC might
be for that big cable f irm.

The answer shocked me.
The name ol the cable f irm is Suburban Cablevision. There are

many ways YOU can determine who the legal f i rm representing
Suburban Cablevision in Washington was, last summer, when al l  of
this started. l l  you care, you might look into i t .

As I read through W. James MacNaughton's reasoned arguments
why SMATV should support NSCA rather than SPACE, I was im-
pressed with MacNaughton's mind and his arguments why NSCA is
the r ight vehicle lor SMATV operators. SATguide is someplace be-
tween a magazine for SMATV/ Private Cable operators and a maga-
zine tor cable operators. l t  was the f irst of the David Wolford publ ica-
t ions; a stable that now includes.iust about one magazine per month
for every possrble spl inter group dealing with satel l i te television. l t  is
not a publ icat ion that is fr iendly towards SPACE; or at least towards
some elements of SPACE. Thus lwas surprised when MacNaughton,
or SATguide proper, did not 'name' the attorney which represents
Suburban Cablevision. Or, at best did represent them at least through
the end of this past summer (l get conflicting reports on who repre-
sents Suburban now).

SMATVlprivate cable has i ts hands ful l  gett ing establ ished, legal-
ly, nationwide. l t  needs strong representation and unity of purpose. l l
NSCA is their trade associat ion, SMATV operators should support
NSCA. l f  SPACE is going to continue to f i le 'comments' in act ions
pertaining to SMATV at the FCC and elsewhere which are counter to
SMATV's growth, and SMATV operators perceive this, then SPACE
should get out of the SMATV business total ly and st ick to representing
those individuals who own home TVROs. To attempt to do both is
possibly a 'conflict of interest' which cannot sort itself out. David
Wolford saw this when he started off SATguide as his single publ ica-
t ion. As the satel l i te receiving industry grew, expanded, and became
more diverse, he was intel l igent enough to break SATguide up into a
number of 'specialty '  publ icat ions. SPACE cannot break up that easi-
ly, so that leaves SPACE in the posit ion of deciding that i t  is one trade
association for one group. l'm not so sure it can continue to be several
diflerent trade associatrons ooeratinq under one umbrella much
tonoer.

o
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